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Abstract 

The recent discussion on Rawlsian public reason reveals a crisis concerning its limitation on 

comprehensive doctrines, especially religious beliefs, in public reasoning. This dissertation 

proposes to give a new light on this issue, but not through joining the debate, rather, by a 

comprehensive interpretation on the historical development of John Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason. It starts from a brief introduction including Rawls’s life and main writings, the 

rationales why “moral reason” is the kernel term in this dissertation, a review about that crisis, 

and the methodology I use.  

The second chapter regarding young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason firstly analyzes 

the text of Rawls’s senior thesis and the expressions about moral reason. Then, it traces to 

young Rawls’s primary intellectual sources which are listed in the bibliography of his senior 

thesis. Finally, the understanding of reason in morality young Rawls possibly holds is called 

an idea of “finite rationality” mainly influenced by Brunner. It contains two aspects: intellectual 

ability and religious experience. In realizing morality, intellectual ability should be guided by 

religious experience founded on God’s power.  

Mature Rawls’s understanding of moral reason is divided into two aspects: the philosophical 

side (Chapter 3) and the religious side (Chapter 4). In order to highlight the change between 

young and mature Rawls, my interpretation chooses Rawls’s final understanding in political 

liberalism as the representation, but there is a brief history of mature Rawls’s theory of justice 

to reveal the historical development of Rawls’s thought. Mature Rawls’s philosophical 

understanding of moral reason is mainly interpreted from its validity, meaning and chief 

intellectual sources. The fourth chapter discusses Rawls’s early exploration on religious and 

philosophical ethics, and the influence from logical positivism and later Wittgenstein. It also 

contains an investigation of Rawls’s words regarding religion in his writings of social justice, 
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lectures on moral and political philosophy, a short paper about his religious belief and Pogge’s 

interview on him. At last, this dissertation concludes that mature Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason is an idea of “bound rationality.” It is a double-part conception: the first part is a 

philosophical one in which our moral reason is described as the powers to be rational and to be 

reasonable with the priority of the latter; the second part is a religious one which reveals the 

supernatural origin of our natural moral reason and its autonomy. 

In the final chapter, following a summary on the relationship between young and mature 

Rawls’s understandings explained as a reconstruction with development, the new light is 

described by a question: Is the assumption of Rawlsian moral reason religiously independent? 

If my understanding is right, historically speaking, the answer is no. Inspired by the case of 

Rawls, my reflection raises three basic questions of a religious theory of justice: What is the 

concept of God? What is the role of God in moral and political reason? What is a religious 

conception of social justice? 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

At the beginning of my dissertation, I have to say that this dissertation is a “small” paper. By 

saying “small,” I mean that its topic is limited to one philosopher’s system of knowledge and 

its argument does not aim to attack the basic ideas of any philosophers’ systems. If we image 

a philosopher’s system of knowledge as a building, then I am like a person walking in a city of 

knowledge formed by diverse buildings and being curious to study the way how these buildings 

are built and what kind of materials and structures they use. However, my current view is on 

one building, and my work is to reveal a significant part of this building which is ignored by 

many visitors. My work does not intend to tear down this building or build a new one, rather, 

it is a work of description and interpretation. Sometimes it cites other visitors’ views and 

compares this building to other buildings for a better interpretation, but my gaze mainly is fixed 

on that building. The reflection of this dissertation may point to common questions in all 

buildings, and their answers could be the main materials and structures of a new building. 

However, this dissertation will stop at raising questions and revealing their relations with the 

selected building. It leaves the challenging task for the future work. The building this 

dissertation wants to study is John Rawls’s political philosophy. 

John Rawls (1921-2002) is one of the most important political philosophers in the modern age. 

His profound analysis of social justice encourages numerous people to join the discussion of 

this old topic and profoundly influences those discussions. No matter following or criticizing 

his idea, Rawls’s theory of justice is impossible to be ignored by the thinkers who concern 

about social justice. Like Robert Nozick said, “Political philosophers now must either work 

within Rawls’ theory or explain why not.”1   

                                                             
1 Robert Nozick, Anarchy, State, and Utopia (Oxford, England: Blackwell, 1999), 183. 
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However, there is one character in Rawls’s thought, with which few modern political 

philosophers share, that is his concern with religion. This concern does not stop at merely a 

respect for religion and a justification for the liberty of religion in a just society. Instead, as my 

dissertation tries to reveal, Rawls is not only influenced by religion but also is religious 

although not in a conventional sense.2 Therefore, I think, not only political philosophers but 

also religious philosophers should read Rawls. 

Furthermore, the question this dissertation directly targets, which is a significant motif 

regarding religion in Rawls’s theory of justice, is what I call the crisis of Rawlsian public reason 

that is about the difficulty of the limitation on comprehensive doctrines, especially religious 

beliefs, in public reasoning. Public reason, if we understand it from its function, is a way of 

reasoning for, in Rawls’s political liberalism, a political conception of justice. In addition, 

public reason is a public use of moral reason. It is a special way of moral reasoning within 

certain limitations on its agent, subject, content, applicable forum and standard.3 It produces 

reason/reasons for our decisions and judgments on fundamental political issues. Therefore, as 

I will explain below, through a reflective interpretation of the root of public reason—moral 

reason, my dissertation hopes to give a new light to our reflection on that crisis. Meanwhile, I 

think it can also contribute to our reflection about the connection between religion and 

Rawlsian moral reason and the role of religion in morality and politics generally.  

Particularly, this dissertation mainly is a historical interpretation of Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason. It focuses on the relationship, the continuity and discontinuity, between young 

Rawls’s Christian understanding of moral reason and later Rawls’s understanding of moral 

                                                             
2 Here as well as in the whole thesis, the word “religion” is used in a very wide sense which means a theistic faith 
which can supply a world view and the meaning of life in this world. I think This is also mature Rawls’s 
understanding (For details, please see Section 4.4.1). 
3 See Section 3.2.3. 
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reason.4 Not only that moral reason is an extremely significant idea in mature Rawls’s theory 

of justice and can be viewed as its “cornerstone,” this idea could also be young Rawls’s concern 

if we read his primary intellectual sources in which the relationship between rationality and 

faith is a core motif. By such an interpretation combining Rawls’s religious background and 

his works on social justice, my dissertation purposes to reveal and emphasize the role of 

religion in his understanding of moral reason. Then, the historical connection between Rawls’s 

idea of moral reason and religious belief that my dissertation reveals will give a new light for 

reflecting on the limitation of comprehensive doctrines in Rawls’s idea of public reason. 

Finally, following this new light, this dissertation will raise three fundamental questions for a 

religious theory of justice that neither young nor mature Rawls aims to do.  

Saying this dissertation will impart a new light or new contribution for reflecting on Rawlsian 

public reason is because few of recent researches, whether criticism or defense, as we will see 

some representative examples in Section 1.2, uses an approach of comprehensive interpretation 

mainly historical investigation that brings into Rawls’s own comprehensive religious doctrine 

and trace public reason to its root—moral reason. One big question it may cause is that their 

understandings on Rawlsian public reason may be shallow and even incorrect. For instance, 

the strong criticisms on the limits of public reason such as Finnis, Raz and George’s listed in 

Section 1.2.1 may all misunderstand Rawlsian public reason as an anti-religious conception. 

But if they have a chance to seriously consider Rawls’s comprehensive religious doctrine and 

its relation with his understanding of moral and public reason, I believe their criticisms would 

become moderate. They may find Rawlsian public reason not anti-religious but friendly to 

religion at least although they may still not be convinced by Rawls’s division between public 

reason and comprehensive reason. Therefore, I think it is necessary to cover this research gap 

                                                             
4 The term “young Rawls” in this paper means the Rawls before he joined WWII, and the terms like “later Rawls” 
and “mature Rawls” mean the Rawls after his back from WWII, especially after his doctoral graduation. 
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and supply a comprehensive interpretation of Rawlsian moral reason. It is not only about 

correcting the misunderstandings but also to create a new path for right understanding. 

Beside the new contribution to our reflection on the limits of Rawlsian public reason, there is 

another contribution that my dissertation includes, that is for our reflection on young Rawls’s 

religious belief and its relation with his later theory of justice. Rawls’s senior thesis and his 

short paper “On My Religion” have been published and studied for more than ten years. 

According to my incomplete statistics, there are at least 25 relevant papers and reviews in 

English so far. Like I summarize in Section 5.1, dominant researches try to figure out the 

continuity and discontinuity between young Rawls religious idea and Rawls’s later theory of 

justice, and they have obtained rich fruits. These researches include the works of several 

influential modern philosophers such as Robert Adams, Jürgen Habermas and Thomas Nagel. 

And some researchers like Bok and Reidy not only focus on Rawls’s senior thesis but also dig 

into Rawls’s other religious writings in his archives. These works, I think, already have 

contested our traditional understanding on Rawls that he is a non-religious thinker. However, 

nowadays, the religious element in Rawls’s thinking remains unknown for many Rawls’s 

researchers. Therefore, the historical interpretation of Rawls’s understanding of moral reason 

in this dissertation also contributes to advance the research regarding religion and Rawls, and 

it hopes to strengthen our understanding of the connection between religion and Rawls through 

the conception of moral reason. Certainly, I believe the interpretation of this connection will 

also help us to think about the role of religion in our moral and political reasoning generally.  

Before going to the “main road” of this dissertation, I want to mention a little about the special 

material or evidence I use in the dissertation, which the majority of the researchers on this topic 

do not have, that is Rawls’s archives. They mainly include several Rawls’s unpublished 

religious writings in 1950s and the audio record of Pogge’s interview on Rawls in 1993. 

Certainly, Rawls’s senior thesis and the short paper “On My Religion” can also be included. 
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For the details of these archives, I will introduce them later. Here, I just want to introduce how 

I obtain them especially the unpublished religious writings and the interview record. The first 

time I read Rawls’s senior thesis was in my postgraduate period. By chance I got the Chinese 

translation of the published senior thesis. Right after reading it, I realized its importance for 

understanding Rawls, and it became the trigger that I decided to have further religious reading 

on Rawls in my PhD program. Then, during the study of previous literatures on young Rawls’s 

religious arguments, I got to learn about the information of Rawls’s unpublished religious 

writings and Pogge’s audio record. I thought that they could be strong evidences to support my 

argument, and it was necessary to study them. Therefore, I decided to go to USA to find them. 

The first trip happened in the April of 2019. It was mainly to test my understanding of Rawls’s 

senior thesis. I went to Princeton University to visit Eric Gregory who was the discover of 

Rawls’s senior thesis. I talked briefly with him on Rawls’s senior thesis and also other relevant 

topics. Fortunately, in a conference about Kant, I also met Robert Adams whose paper “The 

Theological Ethics of the Young Rawls and Its Background” was published together with 

Rawls’s senior thesis as a reading guidance. Then, I got an opportunity to have a 

communication with him on Rawls’s senior thesis and his paper. In the fall term of 2019, I 

arranged a study tour to Yale University to visit Thomas Pogge and to Harvard University to 

look for Rawls’s early religious writings in his archives. Pogge generously shared the audio 

record with me and introduced me to Daniele Botti from whom I knew how to get the permit 

to study Rawls’s archives in Harvard Pusey Library. And also, from Gregory, I knew that the 

most of Rawls’s archives were in Harvard, and the ones in Princeton were not so valuable for 

study. Thus, I went to Harvard in October 2019 and stayed there for one week to study and 

copy Rawls’s early religious writings. After I was back, I translated all of Rawls’s handwritten 

words into printable forms. Finally, as I speculated previously, these archives became 

significant evidences supporting my argument in this dissertation.  
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In the following parts of Introduction, there are four sections: a brief recapitulation of Rawls’s 

life and his main writings, a review of recent discussions on the limits of Rawlsian public 

reason, an interpretation regarding the rationales that I use “moral reason” as the kernel term, 

and a description of methodology. 

1.1 Rawls’s Life and Main Writings   

1.1.1 A Brief Recapitulation of Rawls’s Life Experience  

John Rawls was born in a conventional Christian family in Baltimore, Maryland on 21 

February 1921. He was the second son of his parents’ five sons. His mother, Anna Abell Rawls, 

was an Episcopalian, and his father, William Lee, a Southern Methodist, but they went to the 

same Episcopal Church.5 When he was seven years old, he got diphtheria and infected his 

brother, Robert Lee, which caused his brother’s death. It was considered as the reason of 

Rawls’s lifelong stutter. In the next year, his brother, Thomas Hamilton, died because of 

pneumonia also infected from Rawls. Between 1927 and 1933, Rawls was studying at private 

Calvert School. Then he joined Roland Park Junior High School. From 1935, for four years, 

Rawls studied in a boarding high school named Kent School in western Connecticut, which is 

a “strictly religious boys’ school in the High Church Episcopal tradition.”6 He later said that 

he was not satisfied with the experience in Kent School since it did not give him enough 

encouragement on intellect. It is said that young Rawls was very interested in chemistry 

experiment and always did some to create many kinds of smelling and explosions after he got 

off from Sunday School. 

                                                             
5 See John Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, with “On My Religion,” ed. Thomas Nagel 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 2009), 261. 
6 Thomas Pogge, John Rawls: His Life and Theory of Justice, tran. Michelle Kosch (Oxford, England: Oxford  
University Press, 2007), 8. 
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In 1939, Rawls went to Princeton University. At his first year in Princeton, he hesitated about 

what subject he should choose, but finally, after trying Chemistry, Mathematics, Music and 

Art, he selected Philosophy. The early religious experience did not give Rawls any enthusiasm 

for the Christian faith, but things were changed in his last two undergraduate years at Princeton, 

when Rawls “became deeply concerned about theology and its doctrines.”7 After taking a 

course about “human evil with readings from Plato, Augustine, Bishop Butler, Reinhold 

Niebuhr, and Philip Leon,”8 Rawls was inspired to write his senior thesis in the area of 

Christian ethics about the meaning of sin and faith and seriously considered “going to the 

Virginia Theological Seminary to study for the priesthood.”9  However, like most of his 

classmates, Rawls decided to join the Second World War after graduation. He was dispatched 

to the Pacific Theater and joined the 128th regiment of the 32nd infantry division in which his 

main work was intelligence and reconnaissance. However, the experience in the war challenged 

his belief on God’s righteousness and triggered his renunciation of traditional Christianity.10 

After the Second World War, he returned to Princeton in 1946 to start his graduate work. Under 

the supervision of Walter Stace, he finished his doctoral dissertation with the title of “A Study 

in the Grounds of Ethical Knowledge: Considered with Reference to Judgements on the Moral 

Worth of Character.” In the doctoral phase and the beginning of his academic career, religion 

remained to be one of Rawls’s intellectual interests, although not from the motivation of a 

traditional believer. He took much interest in Christian theology and Christian ethics. 

Meanwhile, he also spent much time in studying economics including J.R. Hicks’s Value and 

Capital, Paul Samuelson’s Foundations of Economic Analysis, Leon Walras’s Elements of 

Pure Economics and John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern’s Theory of Games and 

                                                             
7 Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 261. 
8 Pogge, John Rawls, 11. 
9 Ibid. 
10 For details, please see Section 4.2. 
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Economic Behavior. 11  Certainly, Rawls’s concentration never left moral and political 

philosophy. In 1949, Rawls got married with Margaret Warfield Fox. In 1952, Rawls visited 

Christ Church College, Oxford and stayed there for one year. He joined one of Hart’s courses 

referring to Hart’s later book—The Concept of Law and another seminar hosted by Berlin and 

Hampshire reading Condorcet, Rousseau, John Mill, Alexander Herzen, G.E. Moore and John 

Keynes’s writings.  

During the time between 1950 and 1971, Rawls already published some influential essays on 

political philosophy viewed by him as “experimental works” 12  and finally revised and 

reorganized them into A Theory of Justice (hereafter TJ). TJ was published in 1971 and became 

the milestone of Rawls’s academic life. Like a huge stone being thrown into the lake of political 

philosophy, it aroused numerous ripples. 

After the completion of TJ, Rawls once desired to work on the third part of that book which is 

about moral psychology. “He said after completing that book, ‘I had planned on doing some 

other things mainly connected with the third part of the book, which was the part I liked best, 

the part on moral psychology...I have never gotten around to that.’”13 However, challenged by 

diverse critiques, he finally decided to “find ways to strengthen the idea of justice as fairness 

and to meet the objections”14and contributed the rest of his academic life to it.  

Rawls retired from Harvard in 1991 but not from teaching. After that, he published some crucial 

monographs including Political Liberalism, Justice as fairness: A Restatement and The Law of 

Peoples (hereafter LP), which represent his later stance on political liberalism explaining 

justice as fairness as a political conception of justice rather than a comprehensive conception 

                                                             
11 See Pogge, John Rawls, 16.  
12 John Rawls, Collected Papers, ed. Samuel Freeman (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
1999), ix. 
13 Samuel Freeman, Rawls (New York, NY: Routledge, 2007), 6. 
14 Ibid, 6-7. 
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of justice. In 1995, Rawls was forced to get off from the platform because of strokes. And 

probably around 1997, Rawls wrote the short paper named “On My Religion” by which he 

recalled his personal religious experience and explained the reason he renounced traditional 

Christianity. It was published in 2009 with his senior thesis. On November 24, 2002, Rawls 

died at his home in Lexington, Massachusetts and was buried in Mount Auburn Cemetery, 

Boston. 

1.1.2 An Introduction of Rawls’s Main Writings  

（1）A Theory of Justice      

TJ originally was published in 1971. In 1997, the revised version was published but includes 

merely the revisions made before 1975.15 In TJ, Rawls develops a rational and reasonable 

standard of social justice mainly formed by two principles of justice. TJ is divided into three 

parts: Theory, Institution and Ends. The first two parts elucidate how the principles of justice 

are constructed and applied. The final part is about moral psychology, which is for justifying 

the stability of the well-ordered society built on justice as fairness. 

（2） Political Liberalism  

The first edition of PL was published in 1993. In 1996, it was revised and expanded. PL is 

more like a collection of Rawls’s papers and lectures. The most significant development of PL 

is to separate comprehensive doctrines from political conceptions and defines justice as fairness 

as a political conception of justice rather than a comprehensive doctrine for the sake of 

justifying its validity in a modern plural society. Rawls says, “Given the fact of the reasonable 

pluralism of democratic culture, the aim of political liberalism is to uncover the conditions of 

                                                             
15 See Pogge, John Rawls, 26.  
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the possibility of a reasonable public basis of justification on fundamental political 

questions.”16  

（3） Collected Papers 

Collected Papers (hereafter CP) was published in 1999. It contains nearly all of Rawls’s 

published papers. Rawls views these articles as “experimental works, opportunities to try out 

ideas that later may be developed, revised, or abandoned in his books.”17Among them, “Outline 

of a Decision Procedure for Ethics” is Rawls’s first publication, a summary of parts of his 

doctoral dissertation. 

（4） The Law of Peoples  

In 1999, Rawls’s idea on international justice was published with the title of The Law of 

Peoples. LP is an extension of political liberalism from domestic society to international 

society. It suggests a political conception of justice for solving practical and theoretical issues 

about the cooperation among peoples and justify the possibility of a realistic utopian just 

society of peoples. Given its content, it is more like an introduction rather than a monograph.  

（5） Justice as Fairness: A Restatement  

The revision of justice as fairness made after 1975 was published in 1999, that is Justice as 

Fairness: A Restatement. In this book, Rawls restates justice as fairness as a political 

conception of justice. He says that the restatement removes the ambiguity setting out justice as 

fairness as part of comprehensive moral doctrines.   

（6） Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy 

                                                             
16 John Rawls, Political Liberalism (New York, NY: Columbia University Press, 1996), xix. 
17 Rawls, Collected Papers, ix. 
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In 2000, Rawls’s lectures on moral philosophy at Harvard in his thirty teaching years was 

published. It uncovers Rawls’s research on Hume, Leibniz, Kant and Hegel. 

（7） Lectures on the History of Political Philosophy 

Similar to the previous book, in 2007, Rawls’s lectures on political philosophy were published. 

It contains the lectures on Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Rousseau, Mill, Marx, Henry Sidgwick and 

Joseph Butler. 

（8） A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith with “On My Religion” 

Rawls’s last publication was a surprise. “A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith: 

An Interpretation Based on the Concept of Community” (hereafter BI) is Rawls’s “senior 

thesis”18—Rawls’s undergraduate thesis which was a requirement of graduation in Princeton 

at that time. It was discovered by Eric Gregory in the library of Princeton University “not long 

after Rawls’s death.”19 In 2009, by Harvard University Press, the senior thesis was published 

with “On My Religion,” a short paper which was accomplished by John Rawls around 1997, 

providing Rawls’s explanation of his religious belief in his later life, an introduction written by 

Joshua Cohen and Thomas Nagel, and a comment named “The Theological Ethics of the Young 

Rawls and Its Background” written by Robert Merrihew Adams. Rawls’s senior thesis is a 

paper on Christian ethics. He explains the meaning of sin and faith by a concept of community. 

In young Rawls’s view, “sin is separation from community; faith is integration into 

community.”20  

                                                             
18 Most of the researchers use the term ‘senior thesis.’ So, I follow this common usage. 
19 Joshua Cohen &Thomas Nagel, “Introduction,” in Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 2. 
20 Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 243. 
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1.2 The Crisis of Rawlsian Public Reason 

1.2.1 The Criticism on Rawlsian Public Reason  

Now, let me turn to what I call the crisis of Rawlsian public reason showing the difficulty of 

its limitation on comprehensive doctrines, especially religious beliefs, in public thinking and 

discussion. In previous debate, there was a criticism that severely challenges Rawlsian public 

reason, which, I think, causes a crisis. The critique says, as I comprehend, Rawlsian public 

reason cannot supply an honest and stable overlapping consensus of fundamental political 

conceptions in a plural society in which there are profound comprehensive disagreements, 

because it does not take comprehensive doctrines seriously enough. Some of those critiques 

even refuse Rawlsian public reason totally but some are not. Generally, there are four 

arguments used in the critiques: the argument of political truth, the argument of equal and 

mutual respect, the argument of sincere motivation, and the argument of less limitation.  

(1) The Argument of Political Truth 

The argument of political truth usually traces the crisis of public reason to Rawls’s fundamental 

separation between public reason and comprehensive reason. It questions the presupposition 

that there is a public reason which can be separated from comprehensive reason when we are 

thinking and discussing the basic political issues. For this kind of critique, comprehensive 

reason and public reason are essentially related and inseparable. What is more, the conception 

of justice must be the work of comprehensive reasoning. The public discussion on the basic 

political issues must treat comprehensive reasons as its main content and aim to find out the 

comprehensive truths regarding those basic political issues rather than merely get an agreement. 

Therefore, it accuses Rawlsian public reason of escaping from the conception of truth, and it 

is deemed to fail. In addition, the argument of political truth may further point out that Rawlsian 

political liberalism is also a kind of comprehensive truth and the neutrality of Rawlsian public 
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reason is unbelievable. Therefore, it is self-defeating because Rawls tries to prevent 

comprehensive reason from becoming public reason but allows his own liberalism to be the 

standard of public reason. I think the critiques of Finnis, Raz, George and Jonkers contain this 

argument. 

John Finnis judges Rawls’s version of public reason as “unreasonable.” 21  The fact of 

reasonable pluralism in relation to the most important issues of justice embedded in Rawls’s 

public reason is a false presupposition from liberalism. For Finnis, “it is impossible to say that 

there is more than one ‘fully reasonable’ or ‘perfectly reasonable’ belief.”22 If public reason 

wants to supply a basis of legitimacy, it should overcome and avoid mistakes in our reasoning 

on those fundamental issues rather than surrender to them in order to get an agreement. In 

Finnis’s opinion, public reason must aim to produce truths, at least, regarding basic questions 

of justice, but this is not Rawls’s version of public reason. 

Joseph Raz also views Rawls’s public conception of justice as a self-defeating theory and 

public reason as an unnecessary idea. In Raz’s opinion, avoiding the disagreement over 

principles in politics is impossible. There can be no justice without truth.23 From the epistemic 

aspect, if the principle of justice is not true, why should we believe and endorse it? For Raz, 

the public limitation on the procedure of reason is an unnecessary epistemic abstinence. Raz 

points out an incoherent part in Rawls’s discussion, saying that the limitation of context cannot 

be identified with reflective equilibrium which is “an epistemic doctrine of universal 

application.”24 So, he even makes a sketchy reconstruction about Rawls’s political theory of 

                                                             
21 John Finnis, “Abortion, Natural Law, and Public Reason,” in Natural Law and Public Reason, ed. Robert P.  
George & Christopher Wolfe (Washington, D.C: Georgetown University Press, 2000), 84.  
22 Ibid., 83-84. 
23 See Joseph Raz, “Facing Diversity: The Case of Epistemic Abstinence,” Philosophy & Public Affairs 19, no.1  
(1990): 14-15. 
24 Ibid., 19. 
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justice claiming that “Rawls’s espousal of epistemic self-denial and shallow foundations, and 

the strong autonomy of his theory of justice”25 implies a comprehensive idea of good.  

Following Finnis and Raz, Robert George also holds a sharp critique of Rawlsian public reason. 

He considers that Rawlsian liberal public reason is “ultimately implausible and, in any event, 

an intellectual unhelpful doctrine.” 26  He considers that Rawls’s liberalism is also a 

comprehensive philosophical argument, so there is no reason to believe that religious views or 

other comprehensive doctrines, in Rawls’s term, cannot be valid in political reasoning and 

discussion but Rawlsian liberalism can be. 

Peter Jonkers questions “the reasonableness of reasonable pluralism.”27 He borrows Pope 

Benedict’s argument to show that Rawls’s replacement of truth with reason itself is not 

reasonable. Without the idea of truth, public reason cannot be the ground of the political 

consensus in a democratic society, and the idea of reasonableness will also be indeterminate. 

Jonkers finally raises a “aporia”28 in Rawlsian public reason that a democratic society is a 

society with plural reasonable doctrines of truth but reason itself becomes the ultimate criterion 

of truth. 

The argument of political truth is a strong critique on Rawlsian public reason. I will not say 

that all of these critiques understand Rawlsian public reason in the right way, but I will say that 

they are profound because they actually are arguing against the fundamental assumption behind 

Rawlsian public reason. Is there political truth? This may be the suspicion implied in Rawlsian 

public reason, but, for these critiques, we should believe there is and try to find out even if we 

may fail finally. 

                                                             
25 Ibid., 27. 
26 Robert P. George & Christopher Wolfe, “Natural Law and Public Reason,” in Natural Law and Public 
Reason, ed. Robert P. George & Christopher Wolfe (Washington, D.C: Georgetown University Press, 2000), 70. 
27 Peter Jonkers, “A Reasonable Faith? Pope Benedict’s Response to Rawls,” in Rawls and Religion, eds. Bailey, 
Tom & Valentina Gentile (New York: Columbia University Press. 2015), 238. 
28 Ibid. 
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 (2) The Argument of Equal and Mutual Respect  

The argument of equal and mutual respect accuses that Rawls’s limitation of comprehensive 

doctrines is contradictory to his own emphasis on equal and mutual respect. According to this 

critique, equal and mutual respect requires the participants to reveal their fundamental beliefs 

and also take others’ fundamental beliefs seriously in the public reasoning. To reveal the 

comprehensive belief in the communication and to seriously consider others’ comprehensive 

doctrines represent a respect to others. In this sense, a prior limitation on comprehensive beliefs 

in Rawlsian public reason prevents the public reasoning from being equal and mutual respect. 

I think Stout, Sandel and Brower’s ideas include this argument.  

Jeffrey Stout agrees with the requirement of respect behind the idea of public reason, but for 

Stout, “Real respect for other takes seriously the distinctive point of view each other 

occupies.”29 That is to say, the procedure to obtain political consensus or contract which really 

respects all parties must allow and encourage the parties to freely and honestly express their 

comprehensive beliefs even if they are very different from one another. However, the idea of 

public reason restrains the comprehensive beliefs in our political reasoning and discussion. In 

this sense, the idea of public reason cannot fulfill the requirement of equal respect which is its 

own basic ideal.  

Michael Sandel considers that the attempt to detach arguments about justice and rights from 

arguments about the good life is mistaken. In Sandel’s opinion, public reason cannot decide 

political issues without referring to substantial moral, philosophical, and religious convictions. 

Rawls’s idea of public reason is invalid in the real world since the standard of justice is 

impossible to be achieved by a cognitive thought experiment without “a more robust public 

                                                             
29 Jeffrey Stout, “Religious Reasons in Political Argument,” in Religion in the Liberal Polity, ed. Terence Cuneo 
(Chapel Hill, North Carolina: University of Notre Dame Press, 2005), 167. 
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engagement with moral disagreement.” 30  He argues that it is impossible to choose the 

principles of justice through Rawls’s original position. So, he says, “under such conditions, it 

is difficult to imagine how any bargain, in any sense, could ever get going.”31 Moreover, he 

even asserts that the original position which is explained by Rawls as an abstract procedure of 

signing social contract about social justice among moral persons is not a contractual procedure 

for choosing the standard of justice, but an epistemological procedure for finding the standard 

of justice.32 Because the original position aims to solve the basic political question merely by 

parties’ self-reasoning in thought experiment without comprehensive discussions with other 

moral persons. In political discussion, Sandel believes that neutrality on these disagreements 

is impossible. Therefore, he argues that “a more robust public engagement with moral 

disagreement could provide a stronger, not a weaker, basis for mutual respect.”33 

Bruce Brower rejects Rawls’s idea of public reason because “publicity constraint conflicts with 

the moral ideal of equal respect.”34 Since equal respect requires us to take everyone’s claims 

seriously, which needs an open and rational dialogue rather than a restricted discussion 

excluding the other values. Nevertheless, he still wants to justify philosophically the liberal 

idea of public reason. The interpretation he proposes is to explain public reasons as rational 

goals and encourage open criticism to develop public reasons.  

Mutual respect is what Rawlsian public reason stresses. Now, this argument makes us reflect 

the question: what is the meaning of mutual respect in Rawlsian public reason? Whether a self-

limited expression in political discussion is a way of mutual respect or an expression without 

limitation of showing personal belief is a way of mutual respect? For Rawlsian public reason, 

                                                             
30 Michael J. Sandel, Justice: What’s the Right Thing to Do? (London, England: Penguin Books, 2009), 268. 
31 Michael J. Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press, 
1982), 128.  
32 See Ibid., 132. 
33 Sandel, Justice, 268. 
34 Bruce W. Brower, “The Limits of Public Reason,” The Journal of Philosophy 91, no. 1 (1994): 6. 
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we show our respect to others by the way of self-constraint, and, the critiques, maybe not in 

the extreme sense, encourage us to open our hearts when we join the political discussion. It is 

certainly also a profound critique. 

 (3) The Argument of Sincere Motivation 

The argument of sincere motivation says that the limitation of non-public reason in Rawlsian 

public reason fails to give a sincere motivation for the participants who join the public 

reasoning regarding the fundamental issues of social justice. The limitation of comprehensive 

doctrines encourages the participants to “wear masks” in their thinking and communication. 

However, to solve the fundamental questions of social justice which link with the deep interests 

of every citizen requires the involvement of non-public reasons. Reidy’s critique is a good 

example.   

David Reidy suspects that Rawls’s public reason is “neither autonomous nor complete.”35 The 

public limitation stops citizens from solving many fundamental political issues. In Reidy’s 

view, “public reason is inconclusive.”36  “To solve such fundamental political issues in a 

reasoned way, then, citizens and officials must turn to non-public reasons.”37 I think Reidy’s 

concern originates from the requirements of “sincerity and motivation.”38 For him, Rawls’s 

public reason is unable to give a sincere motivation for the citizens when they are taking 

positions or votes on fundamental political issues. In addition, Reidy lists two sorts of 

fundamental political issues, which will prove Rawls’s public reason “heteronomous and 

incomplete.”39 Furthermore, Reidy seems to be pessimistic about solving this problem by 

Rawls’s stance. He concludes that “There is no obvious way to adopt a view wider than Rawls’s 

                                                             
35 David A. Reidy, “Rawls’s Wide View of Public Reason: Not Wide Enough,” Res Publica 6 (2000): 72. 
36 Ibid., 69. 
37 Ibid. 
38 Ibid., 52. 
39 Ibid., 64. 
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without revising or abandoning his understanding of political autonomy and liberal legitimacy. 

I do not know how to resolve or overcome this dilemma.”40 

The argument of sincere motivation, I think, closely relates with the argument of mutual respect. 

It might say that to be honest is a necessary condition of respecting others, and hiding our real 

belief in the discussion with others means a disrespect. Thus, if the limitation of public reason 

exists, it cannot guarantee sincere motivation. I think this is why Reidy is pessimistic about 

solving the problem within Rawls’s idea.  

(4) The Argument of Less Limitation 

The argument of less limitation usually accepts the separation of public reason and 

comprehensive reason as correct and agrees that public reason can reason out an overlapping 

consensus in a plural society. However, it confirms that Rawlsian public reason has its 

weakness, and the core defect is that the restriction given by Rawlsian public reason is too tight. 

It would say that public reason should not exclude comprehensive reason to such a degree 

although it agrees with Rawls that the overlapping consensus should be public rather than 

comprehensive. Thus, the argument of less limitation always contains a justification to solve 

the crisis of Rawlsian public reason within the language of public reason through loosening the 

constraint in order to give more space for comprehensive reason. In this sense, it is a moderate 

critique. I think Habermas, Greenawalt, Bohman, Schwartzman, March and Quinn’s views 

more or less contain this argument.  

In Jürgen Habermas’s view, Rawls’s method of avoiding the disagreement of worldviews in 

politics is a failure but he agrees with Rawls’s general strategy. He claims that Rawls puts too 

much burden on the public construction of reason. Thus, Habermas suggests a more modest 

                                                             
40 Ibid., 72. 
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way that focuses exclusively on the procedural aspects of the public use of reason, which means 

to “leaves substantial questions that must be answered here and now to the more or less 

enlightened engagement of participants.”41 

Kent Greenawalt admits that Rawls provides strong arguments both for substantial constraints 

of public reason and for allowing some scope for comprehensive views in political judgment, 

but he questions the completeness and persuasiveness of various details. He also suggests that 

“some broader acceptance of the relevant of comprehensive views in all political dialogue is a 

reasonable alternative.”42  

James Bohman considers that the problem of Rawls’s public reason is that “the deep cultural 

conflict makes public reason itself essentially contestable.”43 Rawls’s public reason cannot 

solve the deep conflicts in plural society. Therefore, Bohman tries to develop an idea of plural 

public reason which does not presuppose any single limitation of public view. For him, only 

by “going beyond the restrictions of impartiality, unanimity and singularity,”44 can public 

reason solve the deep conflicts in plural democratic society.  

Micah Schwartzman explains the crisis of public reason as an objection to the completeness of 

public reason. He agrees that there are inclusiveness and indeterminacy in public use of reason. 

However, he adds that there are “a range of second-order decision-making strategies to cope 

with various forms of incompleteness.”45 So, there is no need to involve comprehensive reason 

in public justification and discussion when public reason fails to determine first-order 

conclusions.  

                                                             
41 Jürgen Habermas, “Reconciliation Through the Public use of Reason: Remarks on John Rawls’s Political 
Liberalism,” The Journal of Philosophy 92, no.3 (1995): 131. 
42 See Kent Greenawalt, “On public reason,” Chicago-Kent Law Review, 69 (1994): 689.  
43 James Bohman, “Public Reason and Culture Pluralism: Political Liberalism and the Problem of Moral Conflict,” 
Political Theory 23, no. 2 (1995): 255. 
44 Ibid., 274. 
45 Micah Schwartzman, “The Completeness of Public Reason,” Politics, Philosophy & Economics 3, no. 2 (2004): 
214. 
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Andrew F. March sympathizes with many points from the critiques and argues that Rawls’s 

categories of the comprehensive and the public do not “capture the complexities of how 

religious traditions inform public speech,”46 but he still follows Rawls’s general proposal that 

constraints are necessary for comprehensive reason contributing to public discourse. His 

approach is to rethink what religious reason and political problem really mean and extend our 

understanding on how a wide view of public reason allows some comprehensive reasons to 

join the public life within the “proviso.” 

Philp Quinn prefers a more inclusive view of religion in public reasoning, which allow 

religious reasons to directly join the public debate about constitutional essentials and other 

basic issues on social justice, rather than Rawls’s view of public reason that excludes religious 

reasons from public forum to some extent. He thinks “the inclusive ideal”47 is more acceptable 

than Rawlsian public reason for modern American citizens and there is no reason to suspect its 

possibility for working out a political consensus. However, he still agrees with the general 

division between public reason and comprehensive reason. 

The argument of less limitation is quite popular in the researchers who want to follow Rawls’s 

step but worry about the tight limitation Rawlsian public reason imposes on comprehensive 

beliefs. The above cases are only some examples of this argument. Some of them, such as 

Habermas, may start from a different conceptual system, but they think their arguments still 

meet the spirit of Rawlsian public reason. I guess it will be an approach to develop Rawlsian 

public reason remaining to dominate the future study on Rawlsian public reason. 

                                                             
46 Philip L. Quinn, “Political Liberalism and Their Exclusions of the Religion,” Proceedings and Address of the 
American Philosophical Association 69, no.2 (1995): 99. 
47 Ibid., 51. 
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1.2.2 The Justification for Rawlsian Public Reason 

Meanwhile, justifying for Rawlsian public reason never stops. However, sometimes, it is hard 

to completely separate justification from the moderate critique (the argument of less limitation). 

The moderate critique can also be viewed as a justification by revising Rawlsian public reason. 

The defenders usually argue that Rawlsian public reason does not forbid the involvement of 

comprehensive reason in public reasoning and does not degrade the significance of 

comprehensive doctrines in a democratic society. Rawlsian public reason already leaves a door 

for comprehensive reason being used in public reasoning, although it sets up certain conditions. 

What is more, they consider that the limitations of public reason are necessary for a political 

consensus in a plural society and are acceptable from the view of comprehensive reason. 

Therefore, in defenders’ eyes, Rawlsian public reason does not have a crisis. On the contrary, 

it builds a possible path to the legitimacy of modern plural society. Beside the approach of 

revision implied in some cases of moderate argument, there are two other approaches those 

defenders mainly use in their justifications, which I call, the approach of acceptability and the 

approach of clarification.  

(1) The Approach of Acceptability 

The approach of acceptability defends Rawlsian public reason from the view of comprehensive 

reason. It reasons from a certain comprehensive doctrine or comprehensive reason generally 

and tries to show that public reason is acceptable for comprehensive reasons. It may develop 

similar ideas like public reason within certain comprehensive beliefs to prove that Rawlsian 

public reason is right, and an overlapping consensus depending on public reason is possible.  

Abdullahi An-Na’im argues from Islamic doctrine to defend the limitation of public reason but 

he tries to supply an amendment for Rawlsian public reason by applying Islamic political 

language. He draws on Rawls’s idea and raises a similar concept of public reason which is 
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called “civic reason.”48 The concept of civic reason understands the political realm much 

broader than Rawls’s public realm. It includes all the political deliberations made by either 

officials or private persons. Furthermore, it separates the politics from the state. Then, An-

Na’im says that religion cannot and should not be excluded from political deliberations but 

should be kept out from the reason of the state which includes the final and official decisions 

and laws made by the authority. 

Robert Talisse believes that “on the question of the place of religious reasons in public 

discourse, Rawls was right after all.”49 He translates Rawls’s division between public reason 

and nonpublic reasons into the division between “internal and noninternal reasons,”50 and 

argues that there are internal reasons that is “intrinsic”51 to liberal democracy for the sake of 

equal respect. He says, these reasons must “recognize as relevant” 52  to citizen’s public 

reasoning. “Respect requires restraint.”53 Therefore, the religious reasons existing in a liberal 

society by nature will accept the limits of public reasoning.  

Johannes Van Der Ven defends Rawls from Christian tradition, and he argues that Rawls offers 

a “paradigm”54 about how Christian citizens interpret religious reasons in the ways that other 

citizens can also accept. He uses Paul’s speech to the Athenians in Acts as an example showing 

that Christian citizens should make “a hermeneutic turn”55 that translates religious doctrines 

into public language, which meet limitations of Rawlsian public reason. Finally, he asserts that 

“In modern societies the common ground cannot be religious, but must instead be political.”56 

                                                             
48 Abdullahi A. An-Na’im, “Islamic Politics and the Neutral State: A Friendly Amendment to Rawls?”  in Rawls 
and Religion, eds. Bailey, Tom & Valentina Gentile (New York: Columbia University Press. 2015), 247. 
49 Robert B. Talisse, “Religion and Liberalism: Was Rawls Right After All?” in Rawls and Religion, eds. Bailey, 
Tom & Valentina Gentile (New York: Columbia University Press. 2015), 53. 
50 Ibid., 68. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Ibid., 65. 
54 Johannes A. Van Der Ven, “The Religious Hermeneutics of Public Reasoning: From Paul to Rawls,” in Rawls 
and Religion, eds. Bailey, Tom & Valentina Gentile (New York: Columbia University Press. 2015), 171. 
55 Ibid. 
56 Ibid., 187. 
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If Rawlsian public reason is right, then the approach of acceptability is necessary especially 

the justification from the religious doctrines that Rawls himself is not familiar with. Rawlsian 

public reason itself also needs public justification to vindicate that it can be a widely accepted 

conception.  

(2) The Approach of Clarification  

The approach of clarification usually reinterprets Rawlsian public reason or its certain parts to 

clarify the misunderstandings from the critiques and reveal its true meaning. It may argue that 

the critiques accusing Rawlsian public reason of excluding comprehensive reasons and 

degrading comprehensive briefs in democratic society relies on unfair understandings. 

Therefore, the defenders would claim that Rawlsian public reason is right given the correct 

understanding.  

Paul Weithman tries to clarify Rawls’s idea about the limitation of public reason and conclude 

that Rawls’s view is “a weak form of restrictive inclusivism,”57 rather than exclusivism. In 

addition, he considers that Rawlsian public reason is to reject “the claim that it imposes a 

duty.”58 It is an ideal. As an ideal, Weithman argues that public reason can help us to appreciate 

the “value of self-restraint in political argument”59 and to behave more civilly, if we reflect on 

it. By rejecting public reason as a source of duty, it does not fix a specific form of civility that 

we are obliged to achieve.  

Micah Schwartzman’s later paper “Reasoning from Conjecture” reinterprets Rawls’s idea of 

“reasoning from conjecture” which is a way to persuade the persons who think that their 

comprehensive reasons are in conflict with public reason through conjecturing what they might 

                                                             
57 Paul Weithman, “Inclusivism, Stability, and Assurance,” in Rawls and Religion, eds. Bailey, Tom & Valentina 
Gentile (New York: Columbia University Press. 2015), 90. 
58 Paul J. Weithman, “Citizenship and Public Reason,” in Natural Law and Public Reason, ed. Robert P. George 
& Christopher Wolfe (Washington, D.C: Georgetown University Press, 2000), 164. 
59 Ibid. 
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think to accept the demands of public reason. He thinks that it is “a way of continuing the 

process of rational justification beyond the limits of public reason”60 but it still honors the ideal 

of public reason. In Schwartzman’s eye, by this idea, the critiques about the priority of public 

reason to nonpublic reason could be partly responded. 

Patrick Neal understands the limits of Rawlsian public reason to religious doctrines as a 

“indirect model of the subordination”61 which is less hostile to religious conscience than “direct 

subordination model.”62 He even says that Rawls’s political liberalism is “far more ‘religious-

friendly’ than is often thought.”63 Neal may think that Rawlsian public reason takes individual 

conscience very seriously that is why it stresses that the public reason must be internally 

affirmed by comprehensive doctrines. The limits of public reason are only to guarantee that no 

one’s conscience is more important than others’ consciences. 

The approach of clarification is beneficial for all reviews whether their conclusions are for or 

against Rawls. In my opinion, some critiques, for example, Finnis and Raz, contain 

misunderstandings on Rawlsian public reason. I do not say these critiques are false, rather, I 

mean that they do not have a completely understanding of Rawls. In the works I reviewed, they 

do not take Rawls’s religious background and comprehensive religious belief into account. 

Although they do not believe in the fundamental division between the comprehensive reason 

and the public reason, I guess if they know Rawls’s religious background and comprehensive 

religious belief, their critiques may be not so harsh and become more sympathetic. Certainly, 

those who want to revise and develop Rawlsian public reason also need a clear interpretation. 

Among all the examples I listed above, I think Paul Weithman’s interpretation is the most 

                                                             
60 Micah Schwartzman, “Reasoning from Conjecture: A Reply to Three Objections,” in Rawls and Religion, eds. 
Bailey, Tom & Valentina Gentile (New York: Columbia University Press. 2015), 166. 
61 Patrick Neal, “The Liberal State and the Religious Citizen: Justification Perspective in Political Liberalism,” in 
Rawls and Religion, eds. Bailey, Tom & Valentina Gentile (New York: Columbia University Press. 2015), 146. 
62 Ibid. 
63 Ibid., 134. 
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inspiring one for reflecting on the relationship between religion and Rawlsian public reason, 

which profoundly reveals its ideal nature.  

This dissertation realizes the significance of the discussion on the limits of Rawlsian public 

reason. However, it is not willing to directly join that debate: neither justifying nor criticizing. 

The approach this dissertation uses is a comprehensive interpretation of Rawls’s understanding 

of moral reason—the root of public reason through involving his religious belief. By 

uncovering the religious belief behind Rawls’s understanding of moral reason, I believe, it will 

impart a new light for reflecting on that crisis. On some aspects, this dissertation may look like 

the approach of clarification used by the defenders of Rawlsian public reason, because my 

dissertation does partly clarify the misunderstandings of Rawls’s view. However, the 

differences are obvious: first, the conception my dissertation describes is the idea of moral 

reason which is a more profound conception on which the conception of public reason relies; 

second, it will involve Rawls’s comprehensive religious doctrine; Third, my dissertation will 

not make a final judgment whether Rawlsian public reason is right or wrong. Rather, it merely 

guides readers to a new path for reflecting on Rawls’s view and leaves it open for further 

research. 

1.3 Why “Moral Reason”? 

Before the interpretation, I want to clarify the rationales that I use “moral reason” as the key 

term in my dissertation: not only its relation with “public reason,” but also its advantage in 

interpreting Rawls’s view over “moral power” and “practical reason,” which also appear in 

Rawls’s writings. 
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1.3.1 Moral Power Vs. Moral Reason 

 “Moral reason” is to replace Rawls’s term “moral powers.”64 They are exchangeable terms in 

this dissertation. The rationale of making this replacement is to emphasize the importance of 

intellectual power in Rawlsian moral powers. Rawls presumes that there are two moral powers 

in human moral personality: “‘the capacity to be reasonable’ and ‘the capacity to be 

rational.’” 65  As I said, the wherefore I use “reason” instead of “power” is to stress its 

connection with reason as intellectual ability. Two moral powers both involve the work of 

intellectual power called by Rawls “common human reason”66 which means the “powers of 

thought and judgment…draw inferences, weigh evidence, and balance competing 

considerations,”67 or “powers of reason, imagination and judgment.”68 Rawls says that the 

intellectual powers are “essential companion powers to the two moral powers and are required 

for their exercise and for the practice of the virtues.”69 In addition, I consider that to be rational 

is the pure use of the intellectual power, which plays a significant role in choosing the 

conception of social justice and, as I will discuss in Chapter 4, shows the difference from the 

ideas viewing moral reason as merely an emotional power. Therefore, I think that “moral 

reason” in which the word “reason” usually relate with our intellectual ability should be a better 

phrase than “moral power” to describe Rawls’s emphasis on intellectual ability in human moral 

reasoning.  

Here, I must remind the readers that the word “reason” in my usage not only represents our 

intellectual ability but also includes the capacity of sentiment. It is like the word “reason” in 

“practical reason,” and also, I think, it is the understanding of mature Rawls. Reason as 

                                                             
64 See Rawls, Political Liberalism, 19, 81, 103-104, etc. 
65 Ibid., 305. 
66 Ibid., 55; John Rawls, Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, ed. Erin Kelly (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard 
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67 Rawls, Political Liberalism, 55. 
68 Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 29. 
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intellectual ability in this dissertation usually is named as rationality. However, in the 

discussion of young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason, I will remain to use “reason” to 

represent the intellectual ability because in the words of young Rawls, the word “reason” in 

morality is only about the intellectual ability.  

1.3.2 Practical Reason Vs. Moral Reason 

The relation between Rawls’s idea of moral powers and Kant’s idea of practical reason is the 

second significant rationale of my consideration to use the term “moral reason.” In Political 

Liberalism (hereafter PL), Rawls discusses the parallel between the moral powers and Kant’s 

practical reason saying that they are the “handy terms”70 of pure and empirical practical reason, 

and he also uses “practical reason”71 in many places. In Freeman’s words, two moral powers 

are both “independent aspects of practical reason for Rawls”72 and “imposing requirements on 

practical reasoning about what we ought to do?”73 However, Kant’s practical reason and 

Rawls’s practical reason are not the same. Because of the potential confusion, this essay tries 

to avoid using practical reason. Rawls defines the division between rationality and 

reasonableness as a parallel to Kant’s distinction between the hypothetical imperative and the 

categorical imperative. He writes, “the distinction between the reasonable and the rational goes 

back, I believe, to Kant: it is expressed in his distinction between the categorical and the 

hypothetical imperative in the Foundations and his other writings.” 74  Reasonableness 

represents pure practical reason, rationality represents empirical practical reason. In Rawls’s 

understanding, pure practical reason can mean to be judicious “where this has the sense of 

being willing to listen to and consider the reasons offered by others.”75 Moreover, empirical 

                                                             
70 John Rawls, “Themes in Kant’s Moral Philosophy,” in Rawls, Collected Papers, 504. 
71 For instance, Rawls, Political Liberalism, xx, 94,102, 108, 119, 210, etc. 
72 Freeman, Rawls, 150. 
73 Ibid. 
74 Rawls, Political Liberalism, 87-88. 
75 Rawls, “Themes in Kant’s Moral Philosophy,” 503. 
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practical reason means “roughly furthering our interests in the most effective way.”76 Rawls 

considers that, in Kant’s categorical imperative procedure, categorical imperative imposes 

constraint on agents’ rational maxim; thus, pure practical reason has priority to empirical 

practical reason. Rawls’s understanding of moral reason is inspired by Kant’s idea of practical 

reason such as about the significance of intellectual ability for constructing moral conceptions 

and the priority of reasonableness, but we will see, it is not equal to Kant’s practical reason. 

Different from Kant, Rawls gives “the reasonable a more restricted sense and associate it, first 

with the willingness to propose and honor fair terms of cooperation, and second, with the 

willingness to recognize the burdens of judgment and to accept their consequences.” 77 

Particularly, the further restrictions Rawls imbeds in reasonableness mainly contain two 

aspects: the limitation of its applicable moral virtues and culture, and the limitation of pluralism. 

O’Neill also concludes a similar understanding, but she does not directly reveal their 

differences about pluralism. 78  She asserts that Rawls’s idea of moral reason and Kant’s 

practical reason are different mainly in two ways: first, Rawls only concerns the validity of 

moral reason on the issues of social justice, but Kant’s practical reason is for all virtues; second, 

in his political liberalism, Rawls restricts the subject of moral reason to the citizens in a closed 

and democratic society, but Kant’s practical reason is universal, it is valid in all kinds of 

societies. Kant’s reason is universal and can be applied to all moral virtues, and Rawls’s 

application is confined to a constitutional democratic society and the issues about social justice, 

although he does not say that the idea of moral reason is absolutely invalid in other cultures 

and virtues. What is more, the application of Kant’s practical reason does not ideally lead to 

                                                             
76 Ibid. 
77 Rawls, Political Liberalism, n.1 in 48-49. 
78 See O’Neill, “Constructivism in Rawls and Kant,” in The Cambridge Companion to Rawls, ed. Samuel Freeman 
(Beijing:  SDX Joint Publishing Company, 2006), 355. 
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pluralism but Rawls’s does. Rawls believes pluralism as the natural result of moral reasoning 

and an unavoidable fact of a just society.  

Beside the above differences, I think Rawls’s reinterpretation of Kant’s practical reason 

contains a deep change which is about the position of moral feeling in our moral reasoning. 

The discussion about this point will be put in Section 3.2.5 along with the discussion about the 

influence from Sibley. 

1.3.3 Public Reason Vs. Moral Reason 

The third rationale comes from the relation between public reason and moral powers. Let me 

briefly recapitulate Rawls’s interpretation on the limits of public reason to comprehensive 

reason. Rawls’s idea of public reason has a progressive development. In the first edition of PL, 

Rawls’s idea on the limits of public reason is stricter than his final argument. Then in the 

Lecture VI of PL (2nd edition) or “The Idea of Public Reason Revised” first published in 1997 

and attached to LP, Rawls reinterprets and softens the idea of public reason by a division 

between the inclusive (or wide) and the exclusive views of public reason.79 The “wide view” 

of public reason allows comprehensive reason to partly involve in public reasoning but not in 

giving determinate solution for fundamental political issues from the “narrow view” in PL. He 

considers that the inclusive view allowing comprehensive reason in certain situations as if it 

honors the ideal of public reason is the right view of public reason, but the consideration of 

comprehensive reason does not change essential requirements of public reason and its validity. 

What is more, Rawls stresses that public reason is an ideal rather than an existing reality of 

human reasoning. Therefore, we can say that, in political liberalism, the comprehensive 

religious, philosophical and moral reasons are important and can be considered in our public 

                                                             
79 See Rawls, Justice as Fairness, 90 and Rawls, Political Liberalism, 247-248. Since they both belong to what I 
call the period of political liberalism, in this dissertation, my interpretation relies on the revised version of 
public reason. 
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reasoning, but ideally, they are excluded as the right reasons for justifying political conceptions 

regarding basic political issues. Public reason requires citizens to meet the public limitation, 

which aims to get agreement from other citizens and achieve reciprocity—an idea between “the 

idea of impartial”80  and “the idea of mutual advantage,”81 —when they are thinking and 

discussing the fundamental conception of social justice. Therefore, the reasons it produces, 

which are entitled as public, are the ones that can be accepted by other citizens and also benefit 

them. Even if in certain situations, we involve comprehensive reasoning and seek reasons from 

our comprehensive doctrines, the outcomes we provide must honor the ideal of public reason. 

In other words, they must be explained in the language of public reason although the final 

expressions may not be the best version of public reason. In the ideal situation, there are many 

non-public reasons but only one public reason. By public reason, a stable overlapping 

consensus on social justice in a plural society becomes possible.  

However, in Rawls’s idea, public reason is freestanding from comprehensive reason but not 

from moral reason. The public is a special part of the moral, and public reason is the public use 

of moral reason. By saying public reason is an application of moral reason, I want to stress that, 

in Rawls’s writings, public reason is used in three senses: a moral power, a public way of moral 

reasoning, and the outcome of public reasoning. In the first sense, public reason represents “an 

intellectual and moral power, rooted in the capacities of its human members.”82 Second, public 

reason represents the common public usage of moral reasoning in a society or “a common 

reason of a political society.”83  It is “the way of formulating its plans, of putting its ends in an 

order of priority and of making its decisions accordingly.”84 It includes “the norms of reasoning 

and standards of evidence that are appropriate to officials and citizens as they engage in 

                                                             
80 Rawls, Political Liberalism, 50. 
81 Ibid. 
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83 Percy Lehning, John Rawls: An Introduction (UK, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), 113. 
84 Rawls, Political Liberalism, 212. 
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democratic deliberation and judgment.”85 Certainly, it is also used as the outcome of public 

reasoning in the form of public reason/reasons.86 I believe that the limitation of public reason 

can be understood better if we trace to its underlying moral powers.  

To further comprehend “public reason” as a special part of “moral reason,” we need to involve 

four terms: “the public,” “the political,” “the moral” and “the comprehensive moral.” Briefly 

speaking, in Rawls’s understanding, the public belongs to the political, and the political is a 

special part of the moral, but the moral is separated from the comprehensive moral. Let us 

examine each link one by one. 

Regarding “the public belongs to the political,” we can start from a phrase in PL: “public 

political reason.”87 It sounds like there are “non-public political reason” and “public non-

political reason” as well. However, according to Rawls’s other expressions, there is no “public 

non-political reason.” He says, “Here it is basic that public reason is a political idea and belongs 

to the category of the political.”88 Therefore, in Rawls’s terminology, when we say the public, 

it already implies the political. But the public cannot be equated to the political. A public 

conception merely concerns the “constitutional essentials and questions of basic justice.”89 In 

other words, the category of the public is the “fundamental political questions”90 of a society. 

In contrast, a political conception could include all issues about social cooperation in a society. 

In addition, the “non-public political reason” relates with the division between public forum 

and non-public forum. The best example of public forum, for Rawls, should be the supreme 

court, and the reasons given by the discourses of its judges are the best illustrations of public 

reason.91 Comparatively, the universities, companies and churches are examples of non-public 

                                                             
85 Freeman, Rawls, 385. 
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forum. Thus, if we think and discuss fundamental political issues in non-public forums, the 

reason we use are non-public political reason. From another angle, we can say that the reason 

we use in public forum to think and discuss the fundamental political issues (the only motif) is 

“public political reason” or “public reason.” 

For “the political is a special part of the moral,” Rawls stresses many times in PL and Justice 

as Fairness: A Restatement (hereafter JFR). For example, he says, 

• “I emphasize that the ideas of the domain of the political and a political 

conception of justice are normative and moral ideas in their own right…”92  

• “the political conception to which it belongs is itself a moral conception.”93  

• “the political conception of justice is itself a moral conception.”94  

In summary, both the moral conception and the political conception are to provide normative 

principles and rules, and the difference is on the scope of their direct applicable issues and the 

virtues they include. A moral conception can cover the right of persons, their behaviors, their 

motivations and social institutions, while a political conception only concerns with the right of 

social institutions. What is more, a moral conception concerns all moral virtues such as justice, 

equality, mercy, efficiency, et cetera. In contrast, a political conception only focuses on the 

justice of social institutions. 

About “the moral is separated from the comprehensive moral,” we must get familiar with 

Rawls’s usage of “comprehensive doctrines.” The division between the comprehensive 

doctrines and moral ideas is Rawls’s fundamental assumption, which is closely connected with 

the fact of pluralism. In Rawls’s ideal just society, there can be plural comprehensive moral 

doctrines but only one moral conception on political justice. I think, for Rawls, the gap between 
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the moral and the comprehensive moral is revealed by the response to three questions, as I 

summarize, including the question of who can obtain moral truth, the question of the source of 

moral power, and the question of the limitation of moral motivation. These three questions are 

linked with our inquiry about moral truth. A moral conception as well as a political conception 

“does not take a general position” 95  on these three questions, but leaves them for 

comprehensive moral doctrines to answer. In this sense, a political conception does not aim to 

provide moral truth, and it is freestanding from it. A moral conception only concerns the moral 

right or reasonableness. On the contrary, a comprehensive moral doctrine from its definition 

contains the ultimate solutions to these three fundamental moral questions. Justice as fairness 

revised by political liberalism, Rawls emphasizes, is a political conception, rather than a 

comprehensive moral doctrine.  

1.4 Methodology 

In this final section of the Introduction, I want to explain the methodology applied in this 

dissertation which is called a “reflective interpretation.” It can be briefly understood from the 

following six core features.  

First, reflective interpretation begins from three fundamental assumptions. As an approach of 

interpretation, I think the primary question reflective interpretation must answer is how to 

tackle with the indetermination in interpretation and the extreme view based on such 

indetermination, that is the relativism of interpretation such as saying there are a thousand 

Hamlets in a thousand people’s eyes. It is easy to discover that in our daily experience many 

people hold different, even incompatible understandings on the same thing though they have 

spent much time on narrowing the disagreement. So, the reality seems to show a pessimistic 

future about the consensus on understanding. However, I do not treat this phenomenon of 
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disagreement as a proof of relativism in interpretation. Relativism in interpretation may be true 

but may not since experience also shows that many people get agreement on understanding 

after communication. Therefore, I think the relativist answer about that question can only be a 

hypothesis so far. According to this judgment, reflective interpretation tries to start from a 

different assumption that, in principle, we are able to find the right answer in the author given 

a reflective procedure, rather than relative answers.  

The second one I call “basic trust” saying that, generally, the author is honest and clear about 

what he or she wants to express, which satisfy the basic requirement of starting the procedure 

of interpretation. In the process of interpretation, this assumption will be tested through 

“communicating” with the author. The interpreter probably will find many points hard to be 

understood or hard to be deemed true. It is allowable to judge that the author fails to express 

his or her ideas precisely or tell the readers the truth, when the interpreter meets such tough 

points. But we should be quite careful and deliberative especially before the interpreter gets 

familiar enough with the author. And even the interpreter concludes a negative view on the 

author, he or she also should hold an open attitude which allows one to change the judgment 

at any time when the evidences lead to another side.  

The third assumption is that the interpretation is assumed to be independent from intellectual 

background of both the author and the interpreter. However, it is unfair to say that we are 

isolated from the intellectual environment where we grow up and live in. I believe our 

intellectual background do affect the way and the outcome of our understanding. So, the 

assumption should be understood as that the influence does not prevent the people in different 

cultures from achieving understanding of one another. Or, in other words, we cannot 

understand the author merely through his or her intellectual background. It does not say that 

understanding the author’s intellectual background is totally useless. In certain situation, the 

intellectual background can provide more information than author’s own words for us to 
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understand the author. Reflective interpretation asks the interpreter to directly communicate 

with the author, although it allows, sometimes requires, the interpreter to investigate the 

intellectual background of the author in order to understand the author. So, the influence from 

background is assumed to be partial and changeable rather than deterministic and absolute. 

However vast the difference between two sides is, it is assumed to be possible to obtain mutual 

understanding. The procedure may last for a long time, or even exceed the lifetime of the 

interpreter, but it must be believed as in principle workable, or understanding and interpretation 

will be meaningless—it is meaningless to work for a mission deemed to fail.  

Nevertheless, we must note that a reflective interpretation always encourages the interpreter to 

make judgments however far they might be away from the right answer because making 

judgement is a good way for organizing and testing the evidences we got. The point a reflective 

interpretation stresses is that the interpreter must hold an open attitude and is ready to reflect 

on his or her judgment when different arguments appears. That is what “reflective” means.  

Second, reflective interpretation usually contains a review of others’ interpretations because in 

most of the cases, there is more than one interpreter. Although we cannot deny that there are 

brand new discoveries, normally, our interpretations are the sublimation of former 

interpretations, and even so-called totally new discoveries must stand on predecessors’ 

“shoulders.” Therefore, reflective interpretation requires a review of earlier relevant 

interpretations. These existing interpretations may become the inspiration for the new 

interpreter whether in a negative way or positive way. Sometimes, the new interpreters may 

need to refer and reply to these past interpretations, commonly not all, but selective ones, 

especially if the interpreter wants to give a new understanding of the author, then they must 

clarify the difference between their understandings and the previous ones.  
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Third, the scope of reflective interpretation certainly is selective. Usually, it is impossible to 

go through all of author’s words in detail, and sometimes it is unnecessary to study the author’s 

whole writings since there could be development or duplication in author’s writings. Certainly, 

a comprehensive examination of authors’ words is always the right option but I think the most 

reasonable way is to select representative works. It should be the most efficient way for us to 

understand the author in limited time. We may rely on the collection of a famous researcher 

who has good reputation in the study area regarding the author. Nevertheless, if there is no 

work we can refer, we have to extend to the scope of selection to all of the author’s works. 

Fourth, a reflective interpretation requires a structure of interpretation. By the structure of 

interpretation, I mean several categories or ideas which can help us to obtain the right 

understanding. There are two sources of the structure of interpretation: the concerns of previous 

discussions and interpretations, and the expressions of the author. These categories or ideas 

may be the benefits the interpreter learns from those works and will be inherited, developed or 

revised by the new interpreter. Therefore, looking for the structure of interpretation should be 

a core mission when we are reviewing previous researches. Besides the key concerns of the 

former interpreters about the author, a structure of interpretation is also constructed by the 

expressions of the author. Whether they directly come from the author’s writings or come from 

the researchers’ works, they must be examined and selected by the interpreter before they 

become the structure of interpretation. If the two sources are contradictory, reflective 

interpretation will treat the second source as the prior one because it is the first-hand evidence. 

This structure looks like a telescope through which the new interpreter can see much further.  

Fifth, the process of reflective interpretation usually includes two parts: the interpretation and 

the reflection. The first part aims to figure out what the author wants to tell us. It will apply 

text analysis or/and background analysis to the representative works of the author in order to 

obtain a reasonable interpretation. After that, as the second part, we need to reflect if author’s 
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arguments are logically coherent and sound. It could involve others’ views as supportive, 

critical or extensive views. Overall, this part will contain a justification or/and question of the 

author’s idea. But in any sense, the reflection part still belongs to the procedure of interpretation 

in the wide sense, and its main purpose is to get deeper understanding about the author. Then 

the result of reflection will be the basis of further communication or the interpreter’s further 

research.  

Sixth, the standard of reflective interpretation is reasonableness. By saying an interpretation is 

absolutely reasonable or the right answer, I mean that the author would accept and endorse it. 

However, reasonableness contains degrees. If we really follow the procedure of reflective 

interpretation, it is almost impossible to obtain totally unreasonable results. Through going 

back and forth between interpretation and reflection, the procedure of interpretation intends to 

achieve a reasonable understanding with a reflective comment about the author. Certainly, it is 

an open interpretive procedure. The outcome of interpretation could be revised depending on 

further communication between the interpreter and the author as well as with other researchers. 

Please note that the author and other researchers here mainly mean their words, so even if they 

are already dead, it is still possible to “communicate” with them by reading and studying their 

words.  

In this dissertation, my reflective interpretation begins from three assumptions. First, I assume 

that Rawls is honest, and his writings already clarify his understanding of moral reason, by 

which we are able to start our interpretation. What is more, I presume Rawls’s idea of moral 

reason is understandable for the readers from all cultures. The intellectual background of me 

and Rawls will not prevent the interpretation from becoming a right one. Third, I believe there 

is a right understanding of Rawls’s thought. Even if my dissertation is not the right 

understanding, it does not prove that Rawls’s meaning is relative but merely reveals the 

difficulty to understand Rawls.  
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In this dissertation, I apply both text and background analysis to interpret young Rawls’s 

understanding of moral reason given that the view of moral reason is not the main topic of his 

senior thesis. I try to uncover young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason by involving both 

his expressions in the senior thesis and the primary intellectual sources listed in the 

bibliography. Then, for mature Rawls’s understanding of moral reason, I mainly use text 

analysis because of his explicit discussion on moral reason, although some significant 

intellectual sources will also be discussed. 

The recent researches I have reviewed mainly refer to the discussions about the limitation of 

public reason (1.2), young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason (2.2), Mature Rawls’s 

comprehensive belief (4.1), and the relation between young Rawls’s view and mature Rawls’s 

view (5.1). Certainly, some other second-hand researches will also be cited or discussed in the 

other parts.  

Regarding the selected writings of Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith 

with “On My Religion,” A Theory of Justice (The First Edition), Political Liberalism (The 

Second Edition), The Law of Peoples and Justice as Fairness: A Restatement are treated as 

Rawls’s representative works. However, Rawls’s other writings, such as Rawls’s lectures on 

moral and political philosophy and his early religious writings, will also be used if needed. 

In addition, the structure of interpretation my dissertation uses is mainly formed by: the validity 

of Rawls’s moral reason (2.5.2, 3.2.1), its meaning (2.5.1, 3.2.2), its intellectual source (2.4, 

3.2.5, 4.3), and the history of Rawls’s theory of justice (3.1).  

Given above conditions, my interpretation starts from a review on the crisis of Rawlsian public 

reason. Then, in the Chapter 2, young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason will be explained 

according to his senior thesis and its intellectual sources. For the sake of highlighting the 

relation between young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason and mature Rawls’s 
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understanding of moral reason, this dissertation merely interprets the final version of mature 

Rawls’s understanding of moral reason. Meanwhile, mature Rawls’s understanding of moral 

reason will be divided into two parts: the religious part and the philosophical part. Chapter 3 

will be the philosophical part, but it will briefly explain the historical development of Rawls’s 

theory of justice at first. In interpreting the religious side in Chapter 4, I will use Rawls’s early 

writings on religion in his archives, the audio record of Pogge’s interview on Rawls and “On 

My Religion” to investigate Rawls’s religious understanding of moral reason. There will also 

be a short discussion about the intellectual influence from logical positivism and later 

Wittgenstein’s views on mature Rawls’s understanding of moral reason, and a discussion on 

the hints of religious belief in his philosophical writings. In the last chapter, I will conclude a 

reasonable interpretation of the relationship between young Rawls’s understanding of moral 

reason and mature Rawls’s understanding of moral reason. Then, I will describe the new light 

on the crisis of Rawlsian public reason which we obtain from the reflective interpretation of 

Rawls’s understanding of moral reason. Based on the new light, I will raise three basic 

questions regarding a religious theory of justice as the final reflection. At the end of my 

dissertation, I will close my discussion with a brief comment on Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason. 

I hope my interpretation will be further justified by “communicating” with Rawls and 

researchers in the future, and become the most reasonable interpretation that all researchers 

could accept, and Rawls would also agree if he were still alive.  
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Chapter 2 Young Rawls’s Understanding of Moral Reason 

This chapter aims to do further research on young Rawls’s senior thesis, which focuses on his 

understanding of moral reason that no researcher has yet done a comprehensive and precise 

work on (2.2). It will try to conclude a reasonable interpretation that young Rawls may hold 

(2.5) through analyzing his expressions in the senior thesis (2.3) and the understandings in 

young Rawls’s intellectual background (2.4). However, before the main discussion, let us have 

a brief recapitulation of Rawls’s senior thesis. 

2.1 The Outline of the Senior Thesis  

Rawls’s senior thesis was discovered by prof. Eric Gregory in the Princeton library “not long 

after Rawls’s death.”96 Its original title is “A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith: 

An Interpretation Based on the Concept of Community.” Right after reading it, Gregory 

realized its importance, and after deliberation, Mrs. Rawls and the literary executors decided 

to publish it. In 2009, Harvard University Press published the senior thesis with “On My 

Religion,” a short paper which was finished by John Rawls in the late 1990s showing mature 

Rawls’s explanation of his religious belief, an introduction written by Joshua Cohen and 

Thomas Nagel, and a comment titled “The Theological Ethics of the Young Rawls and Its 

Background,” written by Robert Merrihew Adams.  

Rawls’s senior thesis is an essay on Christian theological ethics in which young Rawls preaches 

a Christian solution, in his words, a communal Christian idea, for the moral problems. 97 It was 

submitted by Rawls in 1942 and was given a grade of 98 out of 100 by two readers: Walter 

Stace and Theodore M. Greene.98 This paper was directly inspired by a course about human 

                                                             
96 Cohen & Nagel, “Introduction,” 2. 
97 See Robert Merrihew Adams, “The Theological Ethics of the Young Rawls and Its Background,” in Rawls, A 
Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 31. 
98 Young Rawls also give thanks to E. Harris Harbison at one point in a footnote, and Stace was Rawls’s adviser 
for the Ph.D. thesis. — See Cohen & Nagel, “Introduction,” 2-3. 
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evil and also represented Rawls’s enthusiasm for religion after many years of habitual religious 

life in his childhood. But unfortunately, it becomes Rawls’s last comparatively complete 

theological work. For comprehending young Rawls’s argument in the senior thesis, we should 

first comprehend his understandings of religion, morality and politics.   

Young Rawls says in the senior thesis that “Man’s chief moral problem is how to live with 

himself and with other men.” 99  Essentially, “ethical problem is a social and communal 

problem,”100 while the religious problem is also communal. Religion and ethics cannot be 

separated from each other since the problems they both deal with are about personal relations 

in the universe.101 For young Rawls, moral problems are solved by religious faith, particularly 

by Christian faith.   

Young Rawls also uses the words “politics”102 and “political,”103 but politics seems closely 

related to morality. The moral and the political are different terms, but the political is not 

independent from the moral. Rawls says, “The problem of ethics, like the problem of politics 

is how to establish community in the fact of sin in the world.”104 Although there is no detailed 

interpretation of the relation between the moral and the political, given the whole picture of 

young Rawls’s senior thesis, the political is fairly understood as social morality, that is to say 

the political subordinates to the moral. Political institutions should match the moral belief.     

Then, Rawls’s senior thesis can be understood as answering three questions: What kind of 

community do we need? Why must mankind live in communal life? How do we realize the 

community? 
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103 For example, Ibid., 110, 189. 
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First, what kind of community do we need? Briefly, the ideal community is a Christian 

community. Here, we must become familiar with young Rawls’s presuppositions. There are 

four rudimentary assumptions in the senior thesis: the existence of God who is revealed as 

Jesus Christ in the Bible; personality which belongs to the spiritual order rather than the natural 

order; community, a term co-existing with personality; nature, a distinctive realm from the 

personal and communal realm. On the basis of these presuppositions, young Rawls’s 

community can be understood as a community formed by the Biblical God and human beings 

as believers who are personalities, not natural objects.   

Second, why must human beings live in communal life? The answer is that human, by nature, 

is a communal being that represents the image of God as a trinity. Man owns a personality like 

God rather than merely a natural body, and that personality is communal. For young Rawls, 

the communal nature is the essential symbol of the difference between man and animal. As a 

communal being, man can never escape community and is always under obligations, but man 

falls in sin, which means the “destruction, annihilation and repudiation of community.”105 

Hence we must restore community in order to get redemption and return to the life which fulfils 

the real nature of created being by God. 

In the senior thesis, young Rawls rebuts two ideas of human nature: naturalism beginning from 

Plato and Aristotle, and theological naturalism represented by Augustine and Aquinas. By 

naturalism, Rawls means “the universe in which all relations are natural and in which spiritual 

life is reduced to the level of desire and appetition.”106 Naturalism considers reason as a unique 

and distinctive characteristic of human beings while desire is a negative part of human nature 

which prevents man from being free and good. Therefore, desire should seek its proper object 
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that is “good.”107 Young Rawls states that naturalism derived from Plato and Aristotle. In 

addition, he claims that naturalism had extended to Christianity. The core fault of theological 

naturalism is that it ignores the personality and treats person and God as objects of desire. 

Young Rawls argues that they fail to understand the communal nature of man and God. 

Naturalism leads to individualism rather than community and personality.108 

However, the senior thesis vindicates the neutrality of natural desire. Desire is not the source 

of sin, but if it extends into the area of personality, then sin emerges. Young Rawls considers 

that the main symbol of sin is egotism which is a situation in personality. “Sin manifests itself 

in two forms (a) egotism and (b) egoism. Under the first category lie all the great sins.”109 

Different from egoism which uses other people only to satisfy self-interest, egotism goes to the 

extreme: the final purpose of an egotist is to glorify ego. In the eye of egotist, everyone is “it”—

the tool not only to satisfy desire but also to get worship from others. “Pride”110 is another 

name of egotism, and “aloneness”111 and “anxiety”112 are the results of sin. 

Third, how do we realize the community? The answer for young Rawls is quite simple: through 

Christian faith, particularly non-naturalistic Christian faith. Therefore, for young Rawls, the 

moral community is a religious community. It is achieved by religious salvation. However, 

salvation cannot be fulfilled merely by human reason. It is done by God’s election and love, 

and from man’s viewpoint, by religious experience. This religious experience is a personal 

experience between the subject and God. It is not a philosophical experience of seeking good 

through intellectual ability like naturalism claims, but a religious experience through the divine 

guidance. It is not a religious experience of seeking God as “it,” as theological naturalism says, 
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but a religious experience of meeting God personally. In the senior thesis, this religious 

experience is described in detail as the “conversion experience.”113 

When every personality, including God, is treated as a personality, not as “it,” an end, not 

means, when every personality converts to God and does not rely on their ability, when 

different personalities integrate and all unite with God, a community is restored, and a just and 

good community is realized. In this sense, faith “means to be restored to the community.”114 

2.2. Current Research on Young Rawls’s Understanding of Moral Reason 

Like the new continent was found, this thesis immediately attracted a large number of reviews. 

The relation—the continuity and discontinuity—between the senior thesis and Rawls’s mature 

work, seems like the preponderant interest of researchers. However, this chapter does not aim 

to deal with the relation question. The question it intends to answer is about young Rawls’s 

understanding of moral reason although it will contribute to the discussion of the relation 

question in Chapter 5. 

However, regarding young Rawls’s idea of moral reason, direct research is rare. Most 

literatures’ discussions have no concern on this point, although they may do excellent work on 

other aspects. The works of P. Mackenzie Bok and Robert Adams are good examples. In “To 

the Mountaintop Again: The Early Rawls and Post-Protestant Ethics in Postwar America” and 

“‘The latest Invasion from Britain’: Young Rawls and His Community of American Ethical 

Theorists,” Bok shows us a full and general view on the intellectual context of young Rawls 

and also the “ism” young Rawls may hold, but her concern is not on a particular concept. By 

“The Theological Ethics of the Young Rawls and Its Background,” Adams in detail investigates 

some core ideas in Rawls’s senior thesis including the conceptions of egotism and egoism, 
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Rawls’s critique of naturalism, the conceptions of values and ends, the view about community, 

the idea of moral and religious evil and the account of conversion and compares their usages 

with young Rawls’s theological background. Unfortunately, it does not include the idea of 

moral reason.  

For the works that have mentioned young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason, it is usually 

not their primary concern. Furthermore, their interpretations are either vague or inaccurate. The 

works of Eric Gregory and David A. Reidy are representative. Through “Before the Original 

Position: The Neo-Orthodox Theology of the Young John Rawls,” Gregory, as the first person, 

brings Rawls’s senior thesis into public discussion. In that paper, on the one hand, he lays out 

his argument on what is young Rawls’s idea, in which the relationship between young Rawls 

and later Rawls is also discussed; on the other hand, he gives some of his observations on the 

relationship between religion and liberalism including the recent discussion of Rawls and 

religion by the idea of public reason. However, it is a pity that the idea of moral reason is not 

the main point of Gregory’s paper. He only mentions it in some places. For example, he 

considers that young Rawls’s presuppositions listed in the first chapter of the senior thesis is 

confusing. Rawls believes that his fundamental presuppositions “have empirical meaning and 

are derived from experience”115 and could be rationally defended. However, Gregory considers 

that the standards of the rationality of such a procedure are not lucid. “He does not make clear 

the relation between experience, rationality and presupposition.” 116  And in the footnote, 

Gregory makes a conjecture about young Rawls’s idea of reason but does not impart any 

detailed interpretation. He says, “I suspect Rawls is operating with a less permissive and more 

foundationalist concept of rationality.”117 Overall, Gregory’s view is fragmented, and from his 

                                                             
115 Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 11. 
116 Eric Gregory, “Before the Original Position: The Neo-Orthodox Theology of the Young John Rawls,” Journal 
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paper, it is difficult to obtain a clear understanding of young Rawls’s understanding of moral 

reason.  

Reidy’s discussion on young Rawls’s idea of reason is comparatively more detailed, although 

it is still not the main topic of his discussion. Nevertheless, advanced than Gregory, Reidy does 

particularly consider the question of young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason. 

Furthermore, he compares it with mature Rawls’s idea of moral reason. In “Rawls’s Religion 

and Justice as Fairness,” Reidy sets out some commitments on the development of Rawls’s 

idea from his young age to later time informed by an examination of Rawls’s archives at 

Harvard and his published senior thesis. He mentions young Rawls’s discussion on separated 

persons realizing personal relations by mutual, unconditional acts of disclosure or self-

revelation. In the progress of disclosure and self-revelation, speech and language not only make 

communication possible but also “the mediums of reciprocal justification between persons… 

of expressing obligations.”118  What is more, in note 66 and also afterward, he views the 

division between the act of reason and rational appetite as “an early hint”119 or to “play a vital 

role”120 in later Rawls’s distinction between the rational and the reasonable. It is to say, in 

Reidy’s understanding, there are two similar aspects in young Rawls’s understanding of moral 

reason with his later idea of moral reason: one is the act of self-revelation and disclosure by 

speech and language, the other is the rational appetite. 

This discovery is impressive. However, Reidy probably misunderstands young Rawls’s idea of 

moral reason. The function of speech and language as the medium of reciprocal justification 

and expressing responsibility is not apparent in Rawls’s senior thesis. In other words, the act 

of self-revelation and disclosure by speech and language is not mainly the act of human ability. 
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119 Ibid., n. 66.  
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However, the ability to be reasonable in mature Rawls’s idea of moral reason is a human ability. 

Young Rawls’s view on moral reason contains both a religious dimension that can be 

understood as the religious experience between the subject and God, and an intellectual 

dimension that can be understood as the rational appetite for “truth, coherence and necessity in 

experience.” If this understanding is right, for young Rawls, between self-revelation and 

relations of reciprocal justification, there is a gap that needs God’s assistance, which non-

religious speech and language cannot fill. In other words, young Rawls’s speech and language 

are not merely rational language but should also include religious ones, mainly traditional 

Christian expressions, such as prayer, blessing, et cetera. Therefore, the reason as “deployed 

by persons realizing relations of reciprocal justification” seems inadequate. For young Rawls, 

merely through human powers, without the guidance of God, humans are unable to realize 

relations of reciprocal justification. Young Rawls might have read something about the division 

between the reasonable and the rational, but the senior thesis does not obviously demonstrate 

a hint of this division, or, in other words, there is no strong evidence to attest that young Rawls’s 

understanding of moral reason is formed by those two aspects as Reidy elucidates in his paper. 

On the contrary, young Rawls would refuse this understanding which excludes the necessity 

of religious belief behind human moral reason and the necessity of God’s guidance in realizing 

morality, although he agrees with the significance of human reason. 

The works of Gregory and Reidy are undoubtedly beneficial and valuable, but they still leave 

room for further research. Compared with their works, there are two further steps this chapter 

will do. First, it will set out a more comprehensive and reasonable interpretation of young 

Rawls’s idea of moral reason and impart a clearer view on young Rawls’s theological argument, 

and it will also contribute to the research on the relationship between young Rawls’s Christian 

belief and mature Rawls’s political philosophy. Second, this investigation includes an analysis 

of the idea of moral reason in young Rawls’s intellectual background provided by himself, 
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which none of them did. If young Rawls honestly considered his Christian faith and 

thoughtfully read the primary references he listed in the senior thesis, reason and its relation to 

faith at least should be one of his main concerns. There should be a much broader and more 

profound academic background behind young Rawls’s expressions on reason, such as “Not 

that we want to disparage reason, but reason, unless guided by faith, is a poor leader.”121 Thus, 

through studying young Rawls’s intellectual sources, we can get a better understanding of his 

idea of moral reason.  

In the next section of this chapter, I propose to re-examine young Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason depending on Rawls’s expressions in the senior thesis. Then, I will trace it to its 

theological background. This will be the fourth section. The final section will be the conclusion 

where young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason is described as an idea of finite rationality 

and explained from two aspects: its meaning and validity.122  

2.3 The Idea of Reason in the Senior Thesis  

In the senior thesis, generally, the idea of reason is not the locus of young Rawls’s discussion, 

but he does use words such as “rational,” “reasonable” and “reason.” Throughout the thesis, 

some expressions directly refer to his understanding of reason.123 For example: 

• “Therefore, by reason man can know very little about God.”124 

• “Reason cannot tell us whether God is Creator, Eternal, all-powerful and so forth. 

But He himself can tell us.”125 

                                                             
121 Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 243. 
122 As I stressed in section 1.3.1, in my discussion of young Rawls’s idea, reason and rationality will both be 
used for representing the intellectual ability. 
123 A more comprehensive collection is in the Appendix. 
124 Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 224. 
125 Ibid., 242. 
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• “If God speaks to one out of the heavens as He spoke to Paul, one will know more 

about Him than reason can say. Not that we want to disparage reason, but reason, 

unless guided by faith, is a poor leader.”126 

Given these expressions and the whole picture of the thesis, three points are quite manifest: 

First, reason is the intellectual faculty of human beings, which is about the “truthfulness,”127 

“coherence”128 and is “necessary in the interpretation of experience.”129 This faculty, in young 

Rawls’s mind, is not the distinctive character of man from animals. 

Second, young Rawls’s understanding of moral reason is an idea of finite rationality. The 

explicit limitation young Rawls puts on reason is its limited validity for restoring the 

community. However, young Rawls does not want to disparage reason as intellectual ability. 

Reason is necessary for human beings. He confirms that the rudimentary presupposition of 

every sound theology and philosophy must be reasonable. His emphasis is that, without 

revelation, or, from man’s angle, without the religious experience of faith, reason will be lost, 

and humans will become like sheep without a shepherd. That is why he says, “‘rational 

theology’ cannot separate itself from the revelation of the Word.”130 Reason must be guided by 

revelation whose truthfulness is impossible to be judged by intellectual reason. It is to say there 

are two aspects in young Rawls’s idea of finite rationality: reason as intellectual ability and 

religious experience involving God’s power, and the power of the former aspect is limited in 

realizing a moral society. 

Third, reason as an intellectual ability is self-interested. Human beings as sinners deny God’s 

words and only care about their glory. However, merely by intellect, human beings cannot 
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know God and cannot restore the community. If this understanding is correct, young Rawls 

would probably agree that reason as the intellectual ability is powerless in constructing the 

principle of justice. Without God’s grace, human beings cannot live and cooperate in peace. 

There is no such idea of reasonable fairness in the senior thesis. On the contrary, young Rawls 

implies that reason is always used to construct and satisfy personal good. Reason is self-

interested. It seeks objects for the self. If one’s reason strays away from God’s guidance, it 

cannot benefit others. However, we should note that young Rawls does not treat self-interest 

as the source of moral evil. Self-interest for young Rawls should be morally neutral—neither 

for nor against community—but the wrong use of self-interest will lead to egotism.  

2.4 The Idea of Reason in the Senior Thesis’s Intellectual Context   

Now, let me dig into the theological context of the senior thesis to find a more comprehensive 

picture of young Rawls’s understanding of reason in morality. In the following discussion, I 

will focus on the theological sources young Rawls lists in the Bibliography: Brunner’s Man in 

Revolt, The Mediator and The Theology of Crisis, Niebuhr’s The Nature and Destiny of Man, 

Luther’s “Babylonian Captivity of the Church” and “On Christian Liberty,” Philip Leon’s The 

Ethics of Power and Nygren’s Agape and Eros. They are listed by young Rawls as the chief 

sources of his paper. However, not all of them have many discussions on reason in morality: 

in Brunner’s writings, there are the most, in Niebuhr’s, the second-most, and in others’, there 

are not many. 

2.4.1 Emil Brunner: Man in Revolt, The Mediator, The Theology of Crisis 

Emil Brunner (1889-1966) was a Swiss theologian in the reformed tradition and is viewed as 

one of the founders of neo-orthodox theology. The Mediator (1927) and The Theology of Crisis 

(1929) were published during Brunner’s early academic life. Comparatively, Man in Revolt 
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(1937) was his later work which contains his reflection on Martin Buber’s I and Thou (1923).131 

They all represent Brunner's justification for the reasonableness of Christianity in a modern 

scientific age by synthesizing traditional protestant theology with modern liberal theology. 

The Mediator is a Christological work. In this book, Brunner tries to answer the question of 

who Jesus is through distinguishing the historical Jesus from the Jesus of faith. Brunner 

confesses that Jesus is a historical person who can be viewed as “a moral and religious human 

being.”132 Nevertheless, Jesus is not just a unique and perfect representative in religion and 

morality but also the object of faith. Brunner vindicates that Jesus is the mediator between God 

and humans. Only through him are we able to encounter God. The personality of the historical 

Jesus is very different from the Christ of faith. We can know the historical Jesus by an 

intellectual investigation, but about the mysterious divinity of Jesus, reason knows nothing.133 

Only through the revelation of God in the Bible do we believe that Jesus is the Mediator.  

The Theology of Crisis is a short book for introducing neo-orthodox theology (the theology of 

crisis) to America.  In this book, Brunner gives a general introduction to neo-orthodox theology. 

He thinks that modern theology is dominated by the non-critical faith in reason, which becomes 

the crisis of theology. Revelation loses its authority because reason treats itself as the supreme 

and unique standard of truth. Neo-orthodox theology was born in liberal theology but aimed to 

transmute it. Neo-orthodox theology asserts that reason is neither God nor Satan. Reason 

should and can be used to transmit and explain God’s word. The key to the theology of crisis 

is to stress that in order to fulfill its real mission, reason should serve the master: God’s 

revelation. 
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Man in Revolt can be seen as a work of Christian anthropology. Brunner finds that the riddle 

of man recurs in every period of human history. Numerous thinkers aspired to resolve the riddle, 

but it remains. He explains that it is because humans cannot know themselves by reason alone, 

and the only way to understand humanity is from the Being beyond humans. Without the 

revelation from God about our nature, we are unable to know who we are. In addition, Brunner 

asserts that, from the Biblical view, human beings are the images of the Triune God, beings of 

community. As a result, humans are born to live in a community of love formed by I, Thou and 

God. However, human beings fall into sin and stray away from this community.134 The reality 

of human nature is that of a sinner revolting from the divine origin, although man still does not 

lose the image of God entirely. Fear and anxiety fill in the human mind. Brunner says that we 

must return to the community of faith. “If man is once more united with God, then he is restored; 

the rent has been healed, the contradiction has been set aside, the original intention has become 

the new reality. The Truth and the Actuality of man have once more become a unity.”135  

Regarding morality, I think Brunner would agree with young Rawls’s usage which says that 

moral problems mainly concern the relationship of self with others in the community. In these 

three writings, there seems to be a further division between social morality and personal 

morality. They are different but closely related to each other. Social morality, the problem of 

justice, derives from the divine order of creation. This order contains a unity of equality and 

unlikeness—the equality of dignity and the difference in functions—which is created and 

revealed by God in the Bible and should be the fundamental and absolute standard of all earthly 

principles of justice. On another side, the highest principle of private ethics is God’s demand 

of love: love your God and love your neighbors as you love yourselves. When Brunner 
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discusses Christian ethics, he means the Biblical view of personal morality. In this sense, love 

is the core of Christian ethics. 

In addition, Brunner argues that Biblical love is not a rational imperative of ethics calling our 

obedience as an order but an experience of faith that appears and gets its binding force when 

we have a personal relationship with God. We are loved by God, which we know from our 

religious experience, and then we are naturally willing to imitate God’s love and to love others 

as we love ourselves. Christian love is far beyond a rational ideal and is bestowed by God’s 

grace, not the work of man. 

For Brunner, social morality and personal morality are related in three aspects: 

First, both the demand for love and the divine order of creation come from God’s revelation. 

Without faith, we are unable to understand and, much less, to apply them. The understandings 

of them both need religious experience. 

Second, the demand of love is prior to the divine order of creation, therefore personal ethics is 

more fundamental than social ethics. The divine order of creation can finally trace to God’s 

love. God’s creation is penetrated by his will of love and thus aims to be a community of love. 

Love fulfills the ultimate purpose of the order of creation. 

Third, it is impossible to discuss social ethics without involving personal ethics. In addition, a 

just society relies on a community of good persons, and a community of good persons relies 

on God’s grace which is experienced in our relationships with God rather than the rational 

construction and judgment of human beings. That is to say, the final destination of a society is 

a community of believers who become good because of God’s grace. 
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The term reason, in Brunner’s mind, equals to our intellectual ability and its relevant faculties: 

“the power of the idea.”136 It mainly contains the power of logic. Its demand includes “the 

principle of the immanent logical connexion, the principle of the unity of thought, the 

transcendental method of thought.”137Brunner affirms reason as “the greatest gift of God.”138  

In addition, in these three books, there is no clue to demonstrate that Brunner separates the 

reasonable from the rational. Brunner’s usage of reason is very close to instrumental rationality 

serving for self-interest. Furthermore, this kind of reason does not include the willingness to 

be reasonable which means to respect other’s dignities fairly. Reason, the intellectual power, 

does not itself contain the moral source.    

Given these understandings, three stances of reason as intellectual ability in morality appear in 

Brunner’s discussion: reason as the God, reason as a demon and reason as a servant. Brunner 

argues that the last view is the real Biblical view and therefore it is the right understanding of 

reason in morality.  

（1） Reason as the God in Morality  

The most hazardous misunderstanding of reason, criticized by Brunner, is the “noncritical faith 

in reason,”139 the “overwhelming confidence in reason.”140 It is a faith “which is based upon 

the possibility of thought itself, the belief that reason is valid.”141 In these books, Brunner also 

uses other names: “autonomous reason,”142 “rationalism,”143 and “self-sufficient reason,”144 to 

describe this kind of reason. Reason as the God claims that all knowledge is obtained through 
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the process of human reasoning. In other words, reason is “the supreme judge of truth,”145 the 

final court of knowledge. In Brunner’s opinion, this is the pride of reason, which becomes the 

heart and core of sin. When the pride of reason captures our souls, we have put ourselves on 

the level of God, and what we concern is our glory. We desire to be independent from God 

who is the real giver of reason, and then to be Gods. The autonomous reason is against the 

revelation because it exceeds the boundary of reason. Brunner believes that this “self-

confidence of man”146 leads to the revolt of man and causes “profound sorrow and unrest”147 

in human mind.  

When reason becomes God in morality, it seeks to construct the final standard of morality. 

Reason is the final court of what is wrong and right, good and evil. What is more, it refuses 

any sources of morality beyond itself and rebuts them as irrational and fake. Governed by this 

understanding of reason, morality is formed merely by a cold system of principles and rules. 

Without love, society will not be united as a community. “The will of God becomes the idea 

of the Good, or the immanent law of practical reason; the self-hidden in God becomes ‘my 

divine self;’ instead of ‘I in God’ we have est Deus in nobis.”148 For Brunner, it is destined to 

fail in realizing a moral world because it does not meet with the real situation of our moral 

nature. It goes the wrong way to solve the moral questions in our personalities and societies. 

（2） Reason as the Demon in Morality  

The second misunderstanding of reason, in Brunner’s view, is to treat reason as the devil. In 

this kind of idea, reason is not only useless but also misleading. Reason may make human 

beings turn away from God because it always tries to judge what God’s revelation is. Therefore, 
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what we should do is to be irrational and give ourselves totally to God. Only God’s revelation 

can lead us to the truth. 

According to this idea, morality should be irrational, and to be rational is to be immoral. In the 

extreme sense, we do not judge what is right or wrong and good or evil, and all rational theories 

of morality are fictions. We only hear God’s voice to behave. For Brunner, this understanding 

of moral reason ignores the fact that reason is a tremendous gift from God, and God’s revelation 

includes an encouragement to use it. Reason is an integral part of the image of God, and it is 

impossible to abandon its function. For example, if we merely rely on our sentiment, such as 

sympathy to create a moral community, the unity would be “unstable, arbitrary and 

unreliable”149 because sympathy is “an unstable and ‘partisan’ element.”150 

 （3）Reason as a Servant in Morality  

In Brunner’s view, the right understanding of reason is that revelation is the master of reason, 

while reason should be “a prisoner of the word of God.”151 Reason is the “organ of man’s 

relation to God”152 for “the reception of the word.”153 Therefore, “truth lies outside the realm 

of reason.”154The correct understanding of reason is reason limited by revelation. However, 

reason is not Satan. “There is war to the knife between faith and rationalism, but there is no 

war between faith and reason.”155 The properly functioning reason should be a great helper in 

faith. 

In morality, reason should be used to receive and explain moral truth obtained from faith. 

However, faith is not merely a theory but a personal religious experience. Revelation is not 
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exhausted by moral ideals, principles and rules. It is far more beyond them. Brunner 

emphasizes that there is no community governed by reason. “The Bible knows nothing about 

a general moral law of reason, and the message of Jesus also knows nothing of it.”156 For 

Brunner, a society is just not because it is governed by a principle of justice and rational 

institutions but because it is a community of believers and realizes the divine order of God’s 

creation whose ultimate purpose is a community of faith and love. Thus, the realization of this 

community needs a leap of faith which cannot be achieved only by human reason. 

2.4.2 Reinhold Niebuhr: The Nature and Destiny of Man 

Reinhold Niebuhr (1892-1971) was an eminent American theologian and an activist in politics. 

He was labeled as the leader of American theology at his time, and his vast influence is not 

limited inside the church but penetrates into many fields outside the church especially public 

political discussions and practices such as American anti-Communist policy. Even today, 

Niebuhr’s heritage is still widely and deeply nourishing people’s thinking.157   

Niebuhr is famous for his “Christian realism” stance which is founded on a Biblical revelation 

about the reality of human nature as sinner, although he once was immersed in idealism and 

socialism before he joined the Union Theological Seminary in New York City where he worked 

until his retirement in 1960. The majority of his writings were published during his teaching 

period in the Union Theological Seminary. These writings include but are not limited to Moral 

Man and Immoral Society, An Interpretation of Christian Ethics, The Nature and Destiny of 

Man, The Children of Light and the Children of Darkness, The Irony of American History, 

Christian Realism and Political Problems, and The Self and the Dramas of History. Among 
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them, The Nature and Destiny of Man is his “most-prominent”158 work published between 1941 

and 1943, which was planned to be a synthesis of the Reformed Christianity with the 

Renaissance. 159  In this two-volume work on human nature and destiny, Niebuhr 

comprehensively demonstrates his realistic Christian view revealing the reality of human 

nature as a sinner and the end of history as the kingdom of God. 

Niebuhr’s comprehension of human nature and destiny initiates from a presupposition that 

human beings are unable to know themselves and solve the problems regarding the meaning 

of life and history by the investigation relying on their own capabilities. Instead, this ultimate 

knowledge of human nature, life, community and history must be revealed by the other being; 

without a mirror, we cannot see our appearance of the face. This being is the God revealed in 

the Bible. 

According to Niebuhr’s comprehension of Biblical revelation on human nature, the core 

character of human selfhood is described as a sinner. Sin, Niebuhr asserts, is a realistic situation 

of our spirit. It is more deep-rooted than any moral guilt and legal crime, and hides in the 

deepest part of our personality. However, any human faculty is not responsible for sin, because 

the subject of sin is our will. Niebuhr uses many different terms to describe the original sin in 

which, I think, pride, egoism and the lust for power are the main signs of sin, especially the 

pride which even can be viewed as the core sign of sin. 

Human beings are naturally willing to praise and overestimate themselves and optimistically 

rely on their capabilities to solve any questions puzzling their existence. In sinners’ minds, any 

ideas about assistance from others are rejected as being harmful for their self-respect. This is 

the reason, Niebuhr considers, which pushes modern man to strongly and increasingly 
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emphasize the significance of self-respect. Once the confidence in self’s ability conquers the 

sinners’ mind, a natural result of pride is self-love or, egoism. They care only for their interest 

and development. They may live and work with others, not for the benefit of others but for 

themselves. In addition, they eagerly desire worship from others, hence they are gradually 

dominated by the lust for power. The willingness to control others in our personality explains 

why people continue to fight with one another even after their interests and desires are satisfied. 

The lust for power will never be satisfied. It always seeks new targets to conquer and control. 

The rationale behind the belief that high confidence and optimistic attitude in human ability is 

a sin rather than a necessary requirement for survival, or even a virtue, is that human beings 

are limited creatures. Humans are created by God, the creator. Although we are the image of 

God, we are not God. Reason and vitality are the two main human capabilities endowed by 

God. Reason is our intellectual ability, and vitality includes impulse, emotion, and sentiment, 

which are irrational capabilities. These two faculties are great gifts from God and necessary for 

human existence, but they are limited. Any ideas and efforts to view one of them as God and 

the ultimate power to solve the ultimate problems rely on an incorrect understanding of human 

nature and are doomed to failure. In this sense, Niebuhr rejects two views about human nature: 

the classical view which is based on “the standpoint of the uniqueness of his rational 

faculties”160 and the view of vitalism and romanticism which focus on human linkage to nature. 

In Niebuhr’s opinion, they both misunderstand the contradiction between the freedom and the 

finiteness in human nature, misuse the free will, and disavow the limitation of both human 

reason and vitality. The classical view praises the universal reason of humanity and tries to find 

the lord in itself. It believes that the human being is innocent, and human wrong-doing can be 

eliminated by political or economic reorganization. Vitalism worships the vitality of human 
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beings and desires to return to the natural situation. It alleges that social evil can be eliminated 

by returning to the harmony of nature. 

Limited faculties make it impossible for human beings to be God, but the freedom or free will 

makes human beings’ eagerness to be God possible. Freedom is the mystery part of human 

nature. It means there is a potential transcendence to both human capabilities. Human beings 

can be both the object and subject of our rational investigation and can choose to both obey 

and reject the requirements from our vitality. This potential transcendence and freedom also 

belong to the image of God. However, we are not God. Hence, real freedom is impossible to 

be realized apart from God, and the desire for it finally causes anxiety. We want to be 

emancipated, but never realize it by our power alone. Because of this freedom, creativity and 

destructiveness simultaneously appear within us. Contradiction and indeterminacy are the price 

of our freedom and the incentive to seek redemption. We sin because we are freely and 

naturally willing to rely on our limited faculties to solve the anxiety in our life and without the 

divine guidance we are unable to be saved from the reality of sin. Without revelation beyond 

humans, humans cannot know their nature and inevitably fall into the struggle between the 

survival impulse and moral imperative. Niebuhr emphasizes that reason and vitality are not the 

sources of sin. Instead, the free will turning to be proud is the real cause of rebellion against 

God. 

Given the fact of sin, the destiny of human beings is to seek and obtain redemption and 

salvation. However, this salvation cannot be achieved by ourselves, and God’s assistance is 

necessary. The way to be saved is revealed in Jesus Christ. 

Christian revelation of our destiny can be summarized as the order of love and the waiting for 

Christ’s return. It is a religious way that teaches us to obtain salvation by loving God and others, 

by actualizing a community among believers. For Christianity, the ideal human society is the 
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community of love and faith in which “self relates itself in its freedom to other selves in their 

freedom under the will of God.”161 However, humans do not know all the details about how to 

realize this Christian kingdom. What we can do is to confess our sins, seek God’s grace, humble 

ourselves, have faith in revelation, follow the law of love, and wait for God’s work. “Our most 

reliable understanding is the fruit of ‘grace.’”162 Our hope does not derive from the confidence 

in our capacities but the revelation of God. What we can do is to approximate redemption in 

this world and wait for God’s return. However, Niebuhr still reminds us that our capacities are 

essential, although they are insufficient to obtain salvation. 

In The Nature and Destiny of Man, although there is no single chapter discussing reason in 

morality, it is not hard to notice Niebuhr’s implied argument permeating the whole book. It can 

be briefly summarized into an argument called finite rationality arguing that reason is limited 

in solving moral problems but cannot be degraded. Reason is a necessary instrument for 

realizing morality but not sufficient. Both the theory and practice of morality need God’s 

assistance. Furthermore, Niebuhr’s idea of finite rationality can be explained from three facets: 

the meaning of reason, the pride of reason and the limitation of reason as intellectual ability in 

morality. 

First, for Niebuhr, reason equals intellectual ability, the force of logic. It is one part of God’s 

image and is one of the very significant capacities of the human spirit. Rational capacity is for 

“surveying the world, of forming general concepts and analyzing the order of the world.”163 In 

The Self and the Dramas of History, Niebuhr gives a similar description about the meaning of 

reason. He says that reason means the “logical and analytical faculties of the mind. With these 
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man distinguishes things from each other, traces the causal sequences in which they are chained 

and, having separated distinctive things, tries to bring them into some kind of coherence.”164 

In addition, there is also no evidence to show the division between the reasonable and the 

rational in The Nature and Destiny of Man. Niebuhr seems to use rationality and reasonableness 

in the same way. The analysis of the term “reason” and its usage in the moral realm are not 

Niebuhr’s concerns. He inherits a typical usage of reason, and what he concerns is the division 

between reason and faith and also the diverse powers of rational capacity in our selfhood, which 

affect our moral motivation and behavior. 

Second, the capacity of reason implies an ability to transcend itself, therefore it can be both its 

subject and object.165 In the part rejecting the Catholic thought of natural law, Niebuhr says,  

“Reason is in fact in an equivocal position between the self-as-subject and the self-as-

agent of action, between the self as transcending itself and the anxious self in action. It 

is the servant of both.”166 

By reason, human beings are able to investigate themselves and the nature where they live. 

Meanwhile, in their investigations, human beings who own the faculty of reason become the 

objects. The rational dialogue in the self reflects a vivid picture of reason’s self-transcendence. 

The misuse of the potential transcendent ability of reason leads to the pride of reason which is 

the symbol of sin. Moral rationalism viewing reason as the source of virtue and having strong 

confidence in human rational capacity for realizing a moral society is an instance of the pride 

of reason in Niebuhr’s eyes. However, he pessimistically says that human beings are all 

naturally willing to be complacent of their rational capacity, and with the success of natural 
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science and the effect of enlightenment movement, it becomes more severe in modern society. 

One result of the pride of reason is its refusal of God’s assistance. When reason turns into God, 

religious faith is “regarded as somewhat crude form of apprehending what reason apprehends 

more purely.”167 Niebuhr perennially accentuates that the pride of reason relies on an erroneous 

appreciation of human selfhood and the finitude of reason.  

Third, the validity of reason is limited in morality.168 The finitude of reason does not only 

concern its imperfect logical power but is also related to its instrumental nature, which means 

reason is always at the service of vitality. The rational capacity in human beings is “limited 

both by the finitude of mind and vitality such as passion and interest.”169 Reason cannot find 

the moral truth. “The truth remains subject to the paradox of grace.”170 Truth comes from 

revelation, not reason. Likewise, without revelation, only by reason, the community of faith 

and the kingdom of God are impossible to be recognized and realized. In addition, there is no 

possibility to obtain natural law as the perfect version of the standard of justice by human 

reason. What reason can do is always an approximation. The fulfillment of the moral 

community is finally built on God’s grace or in other words, through Christian faith. The higher 

possibilities of love given by God always hover over every system of justice.171 

2.4.3 Martin Luther: “Babylonian Captivity of the Church,” “On Christian Liberty” 

Martin Luther (1483—1546) was one of the founders of the protestant Christian tradition 

whose strong emphasis on “justification by faith” and his scold on the corruption of the Roman 

Catholic Church at his time shook the authority of the church as the medium of salvation. 
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Luther’s Reformation established the creed saying that every single Christian can read God’s 

word and communicate with God directly.  

“Babylonian Captivity of the Church” and “On Christian Liberty” were both written in 1520. 

With another article named “The Address to the German Nobility,” Luther “clarified his new 

evangelical theology for his ever-increasing following.”172 In the former two tracts, Luther 

mainly justifies the true faith and liberty in Christianity for opposing the authority of the Roman 

Catholic Church. The ideas of reason and morality are not the chief subjects. However, from 

Luther’s few expressions about reason, we can still get some ideas. 

For Luther, reason is mainly equated with intellectual ability. In these two papers, the 

representatives of the work of reason are human law and institutions. On the other hand, the 

scripture or the word of God is the source of faith. In addition, reason cannot be disparaged, 

but it is not the source of faith. The natural reason is “superstitious and ready to imagine,”173 

and without the guidance through God’s word, it will be enslaved by human law and works, 

bounded by itself, and never attain “a knowledge of the freedom of faith.”174 

Luther believes that faith, and only faith, makes Christians free. Christians are justified as 

righteous only by faith, not by their works. They do not have an obligation to conform to any 

human law and institution without their consent, whether from secular power or church 

authority, because Christian faith does not depend on human reason but on God’s promise. 

God’s word, not the work of reason, is the ultimate authority and the source of obligation. 

Every Christian is a priest who has the privilege from God to deal with him individually. 
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However, this does not mean that a Christian is free from work. Christians still need to work, 

but their attitudes to work are changed to the right position. Reason is essential but should be 

shepherded by God’s revelation. 

However, considering Luther’s other writings, the relationship between reason and faith is an 

important topic. In this chapter, I accept Becker’s conclusion that Luther aims to demarcate 

reason from faith and argues that reason should be the servant of faith. It does not mean that 

Luther denies the importance of reason but only shows the limitation of reason in knowing God 

even by a polemical expression. For example, Luther says,  

• “I believe that I cannot, by my own reason or strength, believe in Jesus Christ, my 

Lord, nor come to him.”175 

• “This beast, which is called reason, is the chief fountain of evils. Because it does 

not fear it does not love God, it does not trust God, but thoughtlessly it despises 

him.”176  

• “By reason I am not able to apprehend or to hold with certainty that I am received 

into grace on account of Christ, but I hear this announced through the gospel and 

apprehend it by faith.”177  

• “Friend, what does reason contribute to faith and God's Word? Is it not reason that 

oppose faith and God's Word in the highest degree, so that no one is able because 

of it to come to faith nor wants to let God's Word hold sway unless it is blinded or 

put to shame, so that a man must die to reason and become like a fool and just as 

lacking in reason and understanding as a young child if he is to come to faith and 
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receive God’s grace... How often Christ urges us to become children and fools and 

damns reason!”178  

And even though Luther constrains the capacity of reason in theology, he does not “entirely 

deny reason the capacity of knowing God.”179 Luther says, 

• “Human reason and wisdom by itself can come this far, that it concludes, although 

weakly, that there must be a single, eternal divine Being, which has created, 

preserves, and governs all things.”180  

• “I firmly believe that those who think that philosophy and the natural knowledge 

are useless in theology err greatly.”181  

Furthermore, Grosshans also argues that, for Luther, reason is “indispensable in theological 

work…as reason was the means to come to the external clarity of biblical texts in the process 

of interpretation.”182 What is more, Luther’s critique toward reason only concerns the matters 

regarding faith. In other areas—“exploring the physical, social, and psychic reality and in 

shaping the natural, social, and moral world,” 183 —Luther has “a high appreciation for 

reason.”184 Luther called reason “a very great gift of God”185 and said “its value cannot be 

measured.”186 “For although the gospel is a higher gift and wisdom than human reason, yet it 

does not alter or tear to pieces the understanding which God has implanted in human reason.”187 

Furthermore, as Becker concludes, Luther asserts that “the Fall did not destroy reason as such. 

Reason is not a part of the image of God, which was lost in the Fall.”188  
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Above all, in Luther’s mind, reason and faith are separate concepts: reason is for knowing the 

earthly things, and faith is for knowing God. Reason is extremely valuable if it limits itself to 

knowing the world or being guided by faith in theology, but if it turns to judge the word of 

God, it becomes a beast. In the area of social morality, I think Luther would agree that reason 

is significant but limited. We need God’s revelation of the standards of right and good, and 

also need God’s grace to realize that. What is more, the way to realize a good and just society 

is certainly not only by law, although it is important, but also fundamentally by faith. 

2.4.4 Philip Leon: The Ethics of Power 

Philip Leon was a British philosopher whose active time was around the Second World War. 

Unfortunately, he is “all but forgotten now.”189 The problem of evil was the kernel of Leon’s 

Christian ethics. There are two representative writings of Leon by which we are able to glimpse 

his philosophy: The Ethics of Power or The Problem of Evil and The Philosophy of Courage 

or The Oxford Group Way. The Ethics of Power was published in 1935. It was “a very 

successful philosophical work”190 at that time. Furthermore, three years later, The Philosophy 

of Courage was completed. They are like twin books: interpretations of the same philosophy 

from opposite aspects. “The first book gives the negative, the second the positive aspect of the 

same philosophy.”191 The Ethics of Power reveals the source of man’s sin and evil—egotism. 

The ethics of power is egotists’ philosophy of living. Then, from a positive side, through 

sharing the experience of God, The Philosophy of Courage shows a religious prescription for 

healing the evil of egotism. 
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In The Ethics of Power, Leon elaborates the ethics of evil based on a significant division 

between egoism and egotism. In Leon’s interpretation, egotism and egoism are both self-love, 

but egoism seems morally neutral, while egotism goes to the extreme and becomes the real 

source of evil and the original sin. Egoists care about their pleasure but are not necessarily 

selfish people, and it can be “alter-egoism.” We can understand the meaning of this term from 

this sentence: “In short, I love my neighbor as myself; he is my other self or alter ego. If my 

love for myself is egoism, then my love for him is alteregoism.”192 However, egotists not only 

concern merely themselves but also are eager to be the lord of other people. Egotists are 

genuinely selfish people. Pride, ambition and the lust for power are the characters of egotists. 

Insanity or madness is the most drastic means for egotists to conceal the real emptiness that 

lies in their souls. Leon concludes that the ethics of power is the ethics of egotists. 

However, neither egotism nor egoism produces genuine morality. Perfect morality is objective. 

It does not involve any love of ego. In Leon’s words, it is “an enclave in the territory of egoism 

and egotism.”193 Although surrounded by the territory of self-love, its sovereignty belongs to 

a power out of self-love that is God.  

In The Ethics of Power, Leon seems to consider that social morality should treat personal 

morality as its basis. Justice and goodness cannot be separated from each other. The standard 

of social morality is the universalization of personal morality. The prior issue for a society is 

the moral lives of its members, and moral life begins from conversion to God. In the experience 

of God, we are changed to be new persons in whom the sickness of egotism is healed. 

Regarding reason, The Ethics of Power does not say much. However, I conjecture that Leon 

understands reason as our intellectual appetition, and it does not contradict faith. Faith as the 
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will to believe in God is a leap from the rational or reasonable ground. In this sense, faith is 

rational and reasonable. There is a more explicit expression in The Philosophy of Courage:  

“Nevertheless, faith, though an act of the will and not of the intellect, is connected with 

the intellect or reason. For, when I take my leap in the dark, or surrender to the 

highwayman, though my feeling of the moment (i.e., my fear) expects nothing, I expect 

a good deal. I expect, in fact, a miracle. Nor is my expectation blind or groundless. It is 

grounded on knowledge (either mine or that of others, whose word I am prepared to 

take for the purposes of this experiment) about God, knowledge which is based on 

experience clarified by thought or reason and which assures me that God the 

Highwayman is really absolute love, absolute wisdom, absolute health. My expectation 

is, therefore, faith or trust in knowledge, experience, reason. Hence faith, instead of 

being something to be contrasted with knowledge or reason or intellect, is always faith 

in knowledge or reason or intellect: indeed, it cannot be anything else, since it is faith 

in God, who is absolute wisdom, which is absolute reason and knowledge.”194   

Nevertheless, we should note that Leon does not advocate faith within the limitation of reason, 

by which I mean he does not treat reason as the supreme authority for judging faith. For Leon, 

there is something out of the boundary of reason which we are able to experience. Faith is a 

leap from the reasonable or rational ground to the land of miracle created by God. In faith, we 

experience God, and it is an experience much more than an experience of intellectual 

meditation. To share this experience is to spread the faith.  

For Leon, reason is “either useless or, at any rate, not enough”195 in morality. To solve the 

problem of evil in human society in which there are not only elites who have high capacity of 
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reason but also the majority who are ordinary in rational thinking, mankind needs divine 

guidance to change the nature of egotism. All moral philosophies without Christ are fictional. 

We may get a clearer view from Leon’s interpretation of Plato:  

“What Plato lacked was not Christianity in the sense of a philosophy and ethics, for the 

philosophy and ethics of Christianity have always been Platonism of one kind or 

another. What he lacked was Christ. What idealism and contemporary civilization lack 

and what will save them is not the Christianity which is a species of Platonism, but 

Christ.” 196 

Leon states that the reasonable and the rational are far more appropriate to “denote morality 

proper.”197 If reason is the proper judge of morality, “May not then egotism be rational or at 

least a by-product of rationality in this, the properly moral sense?”198 But egotism is the source 

of evil. So, for Leon, reason may be significant in morality, but its power must be finite and a 

divine guidance from God is necessary. 

2.4.5 Anders Nygren: Agape and Eros 

Anders Nygren (1890—1978) was a Swedish Lutheran theologian best known for Agape and 

Eros which “has had a deep impact on all subsequent treatments of Christian love.”199 Nygren 

believes that the fundamental motif of Christian theology is love. In this “structural analysis”200 

of Christian love, Anders Nygren distinguishes two concepts of love: Agape and Eros. Agape 

is the motif of love in primary Christianity, while Eros is the motif of love in Hellenistic 

tradition. Agape is unmotivated sacrificial love, and Eros is motivated self-love. By describing 
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the dialectical development between Agape and Eros in the history of Christian love from the 

age of the New Testament to the Reformation, Nygren discloses that Agape is the real Christian 

love.  

Although there is no explicit discussion on what is morality, Agape and Eros is a work on 

ethics. What is more, Nygren asserts that “Christian religion is a thoroughly ethical religion 

and its ethic is a thoroughly religious ethic.”201 For Nygren, Christianity and ethics cannot be 

separated from each other, and ethical question is the chief motif of Christianity. This ethical 

question is the motif of love. Given this understanding, for Nygren, morality primarily is 

personal morality rather than social morality. Morally good life is a life of Agape, which 

imitates the love of Christ. Furthermore, a just society must be a good society, the final and 

perfect version of which should be a community of Christians. 

In Chapter Six, Anders Nygren talks a little about reason. For him, the idea of reason also 

means human intellectual power, and he separates reason from faith and refuses to treat reason 

as the basis of Christianity. For him, there are only two kinds of religion: religion based on 

faith and religion based on reason.202 Following Luther, he “rejects all attempts to ascend to 

God by way of reason and speculation.”203 He adds, “by means of reason, ratio, man seeks in 

vain to ascend to God.”204 Christian love is not the fruit of reason and man’s work but God’s 

grace. Christian ethics is not an ethics of rationalism but ethics of Agape which does not build 

its basis on reason but God’s grace. However, Nygren would not say reason is useless but 

would say it is a great gift from God like Luther stresses, and it only needs the real master. 

Thus, Nygren would disagree with the view treating reason as the basis of a morally good life 
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and as the bond of a good community. For Nygren, reason as intellectual ability is limited in 

morality.  

2.5 Summary: Finite Rationality 

Among these theologians who inspire young Rawls’s senior thesis, young Rawls considers 

Emil Brunner to have the greatest influence on him, and he views Brunner’s work as the best 

illustration of a theology based on personality and community.205 This self-assessment is also 

verified by researchers such as Eric Gregory and Robert Adams. What is more, Emil Brunner 

was a visiting professor of theology at the Princeton Theological Seminary from 1938 to 1939. 

Although there is “no evidence of a Brunner-Rawls encounter, the spirit of Brunner, however, 

must have remained at Princeton.”206 Meanwhile, Emil Brunner treats the idea of reason as an 

essential topic in theology. In those three Brunner’s writings listed by Rawls, Brunner 

discussed a lot about reason.207 Meanwhile,  not only because, compared to other writers, 

Brunner talks about reason most in those three pieces of literature, but also young Rawls’s idea 

of moral reason and the whole argument in his senior thesis are very close to Brunner’s: a 

Christian communal idea of morality and an idea of finite rationality in morality, like the 

general theology of the senior thesis, it is also fair to say that young Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason is influenced by Emil Brunner. In this sense, young Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason as well as his general theological stance could be understood as “Brunnerian.” 

Here, I want to discuss whether two other labels—“neo-orthodox theology” and “liberal 

theology”—are helpful for us to comprehend young Rawls’s idea. I think, compared to the 

label “Brunnerian,” they are less helpful. But, whatever labels we adhere to, the purposes are 
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the same, that is, to comprehend young Rawls’s idea, and any label should not be the excuse 

to give up further “communication” with the author. First, it is less reasonable to judge young 

Rawls’s stance as “neo-orthodox theology,” although Brunner’s theology is usually labeled as 

such, because there is no evidence to show that young Rawls realizes the crisis of theology, 

which means he is not willing to be involved into the justification for the Biblical theology by 

a middle course or dialectical way between “fundamentalism” and “liberal theology,” though 

the senior thesis was written in the “heyday of neo-orthodoxy.” 208  He merely uses neo-

orthodox ideas to solve the question he concerns himself with. I do not say that the label of 

neo-orthodox theology gives us nothing about young Rawls’s view; rather, I consider it as 

inaccurate and, probably, misleading, since the label “neo-orthodox theology” may 

overestimate young Rawls’s willingness. Second, the label “liberal theology” is not suitable 

for describing young Rawls’s senior thesis. If we understand “liberal theology” as “reason-

based” theology, which refuses the “grace-based” Reformation tradition, young Rawls’s senior 

thesis is hard to be included under that term, since the senior thesis obviously confirms the 

limitation of reason and appeals to the grace of God for the final answer, although it does stress 

that reason is not the demon. Hence, the label “liberal theology” may cover up Rawls’s 

emphasis on God’s grace and the limitation of reason. In this sense, Bok’s conclusion about 

judging young Rawls’s theology as “a liberal Protestant one”209 is questionable. 

What is more, I consider that there is a family resemblance regarding the idea of moral reason 

in these sources, which also accords with what I call finite rationality saying that the validity 

of reason as intellectual ability is limited in realizing a moral society although its importance 

cannot be degraded, and without the guidance of faith (religious experience), rationality is 

powerless for solving moral problems. My previous interpretation of those sources can be 
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viewed as an effort to detect that family resemblance and highlight the consensus among them. 

I try to show that, on this point regarding moral reason (maybe not applicable to other points), 

the consensus or resemblance is much more determinative than the difference in details for our 

understanding, if we comprehend them—the words they prefer and the ways they express—

properly. Therefore, by using their terms, citing their original expressions, and imitating their 

reasonings, my introduction hopes to lead readers to realize that family resemblance regarding 

the moral reason among those sources.  

Given young Rawls’s senior thesis and his primary sources, his understanding of moral reason, 

as I mentioned previously, is possibly an idea of finite rationality asserting that the validity of 

reason as the intellectual ability is limited in realizing morality although its importance cannot 

be degraded. Without the guidance of faith, rationality is powerless in solving moral problems. 

This idea is implied in Rawls’s senior thesis, as discussed in chapter 2.3, and it is also a family 

resemblance regarding the moral reason in the intellectual context of young Rawls’s thesis, 

which is examined in 2.4. Based on the senior thesis and its background, I will try to describe 

the finite rationality from two aspects: its meaning and validity. However, we should note that 

the speculation is an outline of young Rawls’s understanding of reason. Despite giving the 

chief intellectual background of young Rawls’s senior thesis, it is still challenging to obtain a 

complete picture of young Rawls’s finite rationality. What this dissertation does is to only give 

a possible outline. It seems impossible to define all details. Moreover, according to the senior 

thesis, it is also questionable that young Rawls had a comprehensive theory on reason in 

morality. 

2.5.1 The Meaning of Finite Rationality 

The idea of finite rationality contains two aspects: reason as human intellectual faculty and 

religious experience. They are distinct concepts but not totally separated from each other. The 
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latter does not exclude the former, which means the religious experience is not irrational and 

totally mysterious. In addition, there is an ideal union of reason as intellectual faculty and 

religious experience in which religious experience leads the intellectual faculty to realize 

morality. 

First, for young Rawls, reason is human intellectual faculty which is mainly represented by 

man’s logical power. In the senior thesis, he asserts, reason is the intellectual faculty of humans, 

which is about the “truthfulness,”210 “coherence,”211 and is “necessary in the interpretation of 

experience.”212 In Brunner’s and Niebuhr’s writings, there are clear descriptions of viewing 

reason as intellectual power. Brunner calls it “the power of the idea”213 whose demand includes 

“the principle of the immanent logical connexion, the principle of the unity of thought, the 

transcendental method of thought.” 214  Niebuhr understands reason as a very significant 

capacity of human spirit, which contains the capacity for “surveying the world, of forming 

general concepts and analyzing the order of the world.”215 Furthermore, in the other three 

authors’ writings, reason is also implied as man’s intellectual capability.   

Another aspect regarding the idea of finite rationality we must have in mind is the religious 

experience of faith. In Rawls’s senior thesis, faith is described as a religious experience of 

conversion. In this experience, the believers meet with God personally and is explored before 

God, by which they listen to God’s words and realize their sin and God’s love. With confession 

and thanksgiving, that believer is saved from sin and is willing to restore the community with 

other believers and God. I think we can understand the religious experience as being with God 

and other people with love and trust. In Brunner’s and Leon’s writings, we can also find a 
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description of personal religious experience. Brunner’s acceptance of the position of Martin 

Buber in I and Thou and Leon’s Oxford group way in The Philosophy of Courage both 

emphasize the importance of religious experience in the life of faith.  

According to young Rawls’s expressions, religious experience or experience of faith is 

personal but not mysterious. When he talks about the experience of conversion, young Rawls 

says, “there is nothing mystical about conversion. Although it is an intense experience, it is not 

one which defies reason.”216 For young Rawls, religious experience seems to be the leader of 

the intellectual ability to solve moral problems. It should cooperate with reason for restoring 

community in the way that religious experience guides our intellectual ability and restraints it. 

2.5.2 The Validity of Finite Rationality  

The validity of finite rationality shown in the senior thesis and its intellectual sources is 

universal and everlasting.217 That is to say, the idea of finite rationality can be applied to the 

people in all cultures and ages. As long as there are people, every single person is believed to 

be created by the Triune God and could or should have the intellectual ability and a religious 

experience with God. 

However, regarding the validity of finite rationality, there is another point we must note: the 

validity of reason as intellectual ability in morality. By the word “finite,” I want to stress that, 

for young Rawls, the validity of reason as the intellectual ability is limited in morality. It is 

limited because it needs the guidance of faith, and without faith, rationality is powerless in 

realizing community. In Rawls’s senior thesis, reason is understood as self-interested (in a 

morally neutral sense), and there is no such idea as reasonable fairness. Because of our sin, 

reason is always used for satisfying personal good rather than for restoring the community. The 
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limitation of reason as intellectual ability in realizing morality makes young Rawls say that 

“religion and ethics cannot be separated.”218 

What is more, in almost all the chief sources of the senior thesis, the pride of reason is 

emphasized as the locus of sin, especially in the writings of Brunner, Niebuhr and Leon. If 

reason is assumed to be fully valid for constructing the criteria of social morality, it becomes 

the sign of the proud reason. Like Brunner says, it is “autonomous reason, rationalism and self-

sufficient reason,” which derives from human’s “noncritical faith in reason, overwhelming 

confidence in reason.” Proud reason raises human beings to the level of God and views reason 

as the final and supreme judge of truth. In morality, the moral law is its result. Proud reason 

believes that, without God, by rational capability alone, human beings can construct and realize 

a universal moral community. The evil and unjust in human reality can be eliminated through 

human efforts. The power of reason is believed to have an infinite potential of seeking justice 

and good. On the contrary, those chief sources all argue that the finite reason is the right 

understanding of reason. Reason should not disparage itself but should confess its limitation in 

restoring the community. It serves the real master—revelation, the word of God. Moral truth 

lies outside the realm of intellectual reason. Without God’s love and grace, without God’s 

revelation, and from man’s viewpoint, without the religious experience of faith, it is impossible 

for human beings to solve moral problems. 

Thus, for young Rawls, for realizing a just and good society, rationality is not enough; we need 

religious experience which is founded on God’s power. Then, what is mature Rawls’s 

understanding of moral reason? This will be the motif of the next two chapters. 
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Chapter 3 Mature Rawls’s Philosophical Understanding of Moral 
Reason 

Mature Rawls’s theory of justice as well as his understanding of moral reason has a progressive 

development generally appearing at his doctoral dissertation, maturing in TJ, revising in the 

PL and JFR, and expanding by LP to international political liberalism. However, this 

dissertation does not explain all the stages in sequence, instead, the solution will be: a general 

introduction on the historical development of Rawls’s theory of justice, an interpretation of the 

final version of moral reason in political liberalism, and a brief description of the difference in 

Rawls’s final version from the version in TJ. In other words, the emphasis of this paper hopes 

to be the final version of moral reason that Rawls holds at the end of his life, but the 

development will not be ignored. The rationales mainly come from two considerations: first, 

until the period of political liberalism, Rawls does not fully explain what he means by moral 

reason; second, playing down the historical narration can highlight the transformation between 

young Rawls and mature Rawls by which the new light to reflect on the crisis of Rawlsian 

public reason will be much brighter.  

3.1 A Brief History of Mature Rawls’s Theory of Justice 

Rawls’s doctoral dissertation focuses on constructing a procedure for correcting one’s initial 

considered moral judgments by explicating and checking them with moral principles. 219 

Briefly, it tries to create a rational and reasonable decision procedure for our moral judgment, 

which contains the seed of Rawls’s later account of reflective equilibrium.220  Part of the 

dissertation was published in 1951 in the title of “Outline of a Decision Procedure for Ethics.” 

Then, during the following fifty years, Rawls published several papers and monographies to 
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develop his moral and political theory, which come together to be the theory of justice as 

fairness.  

3.1.1 A Theory of Justice  

TJ was a quite successful book at that time. Though as an academic work, it surprisingly 

became almost a best-selling book. TJ is divided into three parts: Theory, Institutions, Ends, 

with nearly six hundred pages. The interesting thing is that even Rawls did not suppose to write 

it into such a length.221 It actually was the systematization and revision of the articles Rawls 

had written in 1950s and 1960s, which were viewed by him as experimental works.222 This 

monograph was like the milestone of Rawls’s study on social justice as well as the basis of his 

later writings which could be understood as its development. 

TJ mainly focuses on social justice—the “justice of basic structure of society,”223 rather than 

the justice of individuals and their behaviors.224 Justice, Rawls considers, is “the first virtue of 

social institutions.”225 It is more important than other social virtues like efficiency, cooperation 

and stability.226 In the Theory part, Rawls explains the nature, content and choosing procedure 

of the two principles of justice, then in the Institutions part, the application of the two principles 
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of justice is the core topic, and the Ends part relates to moral psychology. The core of that 

moral psychology is about human moral reason. It was Rawls’s favorite part, and he even 

planned to work on that after TJ.227 In my understanding, it supplies not only the stability of 

justice as fairness but also shows its possibility. It is the heart of TJ, by which the question of 

“what is justice” is linked with the problem of “what is humanity.” However, Rawls finally 

decided to “find ways to strengthen the idea of justice as fairness and to meet the objections”228 

and contributed the rest of his academic life to it.  

In Rawls’s words, TJ uses an abstract version of social contract theory, which describes social 

contract as a hypothetical contract signed in the thought experiment rather than a historical text 

signed in certain point of history, to reason out the fundamental standard of social justice.229 

When the fundamental questions about social justice appear, the moral persons who have the 

same moral psychology as Rawls elucidates voluntarily join the original position—the main 

model of Rawls’s thought experiment and also the symbolization of our moral reason—to 

choose the principles of justice which they think meet their interests best and also acceptable 

to all other parties. The main feature of the original position is the limitations of reasonableness 

on rational choosing. By a veil of ignorance, which limits detailed knowledge on ourselves and 

the social environment around us, and the formal conditions, the principles of justice (with 

priority) chosen in the original position can be fair and acceptable to all moral persons.  

Rawls believes that, rational and reasonable persons will first choose to equally protect all 

parties’ liberties including “political liberty…freedom of speech…liberty of conscience and 

freedom of thought; freedom of the person along with the right to hold (personal) property; and 

freedom from arbitrary arrest and seizure as defined by the concept of the rule of law.”230 The 
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only reason to constrain liberty is for the sake of liberty. Less extensive liberty is allowable 

only if it improves the whole system of liberties owned by all, and less equal liberty is allowable 

only if the part with less liberty accepts it.231 It becomes the principle of equal liberty saying 

that “Each person is to have an equal right to the most extensive total system of equal basic 

liberties compatible with a similar system of liberty for all,”232 and it is prior to the principle 

of fair opportunity and difference principle. Then, the participants of original position will 

certainly imagine that there are possibly differences in the society, and this possibility does not 

go against their reason. But they will rationally prevent the difference from depending on 

unequal opportunities, because in the original position, no one knows which status they will 

have in society. If the participants allow difference based on unequal opportunity and finally 

are in the unfortunate stratum, the possibility to change and improve their situations will be 

quite low. As a result, they will rationally hope that all the chances being opened to all must be 

the first condition to allow difference. This is the principle of fair opportunity: “Social and 

economic inequalities are to be arranged so that they are…attached to offices and positions 

open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity.”233 Meanwhile, it is rational for 

them to prepare for the worst result in the original position, so that even if they are 

unfortunately the lowest class or the minorities of the society, they still can maximize their 

interests. It forms the difference principle that requires the social and economic inequalities are 

arranged to “the greatest benefit of the least advantaged.”234 And in Rawls’s interpretation, 

“fair opportunity is prior to the difference principle.”235 

However, Rawls asserts that the difference principle is not applicable in realizing justice across 

generations. The core reason is that the difference principle does not consider the interest of 
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the next generation of the least fortunate class, which probably do not have opportunity to 

improve their situation.236 So, there should be an additional principle for the justice between 

generations chosen in the original position, which is called the “saving principle.”237 Rawls 

considers that the rational persons will treat all the generations without preference, because the 

participants are assumed to have no “pure time preference,”238 and behind the veil of ignorance, 

they do not know which generation they belong to. Rawls asserts that pure time preference 

which allows us to treat generations differently and solely on the grounds of time is 

unreasonable. It is a way to “take advantage of their position in time to favor their interests.”239 

However, the participants still need to prepare for the worst situation just in case they are in 

the weakest generation. So, the saving principle requires the social and economic inequalities 

must benefit the weakest generation that usually is the generation with the burden of saving. 

What is more, the rational persons in the original position also do not allow the principle of 

efficiency and the principle of maximizing the total interest of society to be the principles prior 

to the two principles of justice. Since the principles of efficiency cannot guarantee that the 

institutions improving the weakest part will be the most efficient ones. There may be many 

choices to improve the efficiency. And it is probably that the interests of the weakest part will 

be sacrificed for the efficiency of the institution. In addition, the principle of maximizing the 

total interest of society must be built on the sacrifice of the minority that usually is the weakest 

part. So, it is irrational for the rational persons in the original position to choose the principle 

of efficiency and maximizing the total interest of society as the fundamental standard of justice. 

Finally, Rawls believes, moral persons will obtain an agreement, and the two principles of 

justice are the best choice. 
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This thought experiment can also be understood from the idea of reflective equilibrium and 

constructivism. In this sense, the principles of social justice are constructed by moral persons 

in their reflective equilibrium. Reflective equilibrium is a back and forth interaction between 

considered judgments (convictions) and moral principles. Dworkin points out that Rawls’s 

equilibrium is a “constructive model”240 which does not assume the existence of natural moral 

law but assumes that moral persons have the responsibility to act on a coherent program of 

action. Rawls’s equilibrium, in Dworkin’s view, is to construct moral principles, rather than to 

discover the moral law. Thus, the procedure of reasoning can also be called constructive 

reasoning which, as O’Neill explains, views the ethical principles as “the constructions of 

human agent”241 but still are objective and can guide the practice. Rawls says that the idea of 

original position can be understood as “the result of such a hypothetical course of reflection.”242 

It is an equilibrium because the final principles should coincide with our moral judgment 

(conviction) and it is reflective because we can know and modify the principles and the initial 

condition for yielding the principles, and even the judgments can also be revised.243  

After the principles of justice have been chosen, with the veil of ignorance lifting little by little, 

moral persons went into three-stage application of the principles of justice: the stage of 

constitution, the stage of law and the stage of legal practice. Led by the sense of justice, the 

rational citizens turn into working for the institutions satisfying the principles of justice and a 

society ruled by them, in which “everyone accepts and knows that the others accept the same 

principles of justice, and the basic social institutions satisfy and are known to satisfy these 

principles.” 244  Furthermore, in the application phase, citizens begin to develop their full 
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theories of good, and meanwhile, the sense of justice starts to dominate the ability of 

reasonableness. However, until the stage of legal practice, the citizens still do not know their 

full theories of good because of the partial veil of ignorance in the stages of constitution and 

law.  

The stage of constitution is the beginning of the application of the principles of justice, 

particularly the first principle of justice. Although the moral persons have left the original 

position, the veil of ignorance does not completely disappear. Only part of it is lifted. When 

the legislators are reasoning about a just constitutional institute, they already know the 

principles of social theory and relevant general facts about their society, such as natural 

resources, political culture, et cetera., but they still do not know the particular situation about 

themselves. In addition, according to the moral psychology assumed by Rawls, after the 

original position, the moral person will have a desire to “apply and act upon”245 the principles 

of justice they have chosen. So, this sense of justice requires the constitutional institution to 

meet the principles of justice they choose in the original position. They are seeking to construct 

the most effective just constitution “that satisfies the principles of justice and is best calculated 

to lead to just and effective legislation.”246 

Rawls considers that the best constitutional institution satisfying the first principle of justice is 

a constitutional democracy. The ideal of democratic constitution is to protect the equal liberty 

of all the citizens and avoid the conflicts among citizens by the rule of law, in Rawls’s view, 

especially to protect the liberty of the weakest part. So, whatever stratum the citizens will 

belong to, they are able to have the most extensive basic liberties without conflicting with 

others. For example, in Sections 36 and 37 of TJ, Rawls discusses the institution of political 

participation in a democratic society including the institution of election, of representation, of 
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one person one vote, of majority principle and so on, which aims to protect the equal political 

liberty of every single citizen.  

In the stage of law, the veil of ignorance remains, the legislators still do not know all the 

information of themselves and the society. Following the principles of justice and 

constitutional law, and being led by the sense of justice, they are to make laws for the 

application of the second principle of justice. However, it is important to emphasize that the 

stage of law and the stage of constitution cannot be separated. The best constitution is found 

“by moving back and forth between the stages of the constitutional convention and the 

legislature.”247 In TJ, Rawls elucidates some basic institutions satisfying the principles of 

justice such as the basic market system for economy and four functional divisions of 

government.  

At last, in the stage of legal practice, the veil of ignorance is lifted, and everyone knows all the 

facts about the society and themselves. With the function of the sense of justice, the rational 

citizens act upon the principles of justice and the just institutions they choose, and they are 

willing to and prepare to reform the institutions when they are not just anymore.  

Nevertheless, Rawls’s justification for justice as fairness through a cognitive approach based 

on an assumption of moral psychology faced serious challenge to its validity in modern plural 

society. Rawls of TJ believed that the moral persons at any culture and time hold the same 

moral psychology and could agree on the same standard of social justice. However, this 

universal and everlasting validity faced sharp critique after the publication of TJ and became a 

“bug” which Rawls himself also acknowledged in PL. In the modern plural world, this Kantian 

approach seems not as persuasive as it assumes. Rawls needs to give a further “repair” of this 

“bug.” This is the fuse that caused Rawls’s turn to political liberalism. 
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3.1.2 Political Liberalism and Justice as Fairness: A Restatement  

In 1993, 20 years after the publication of TJ, Rawls published his second monograph: PL. PL 

originates from the course lectures on political philosophy which were taught by Rawls at 

Harvard in the 1980s.248 Besides PL, there is another relevant literature—Justices as Fairness: 

A Restatement published in 1999, which contains Rawls’s restatement of justice as fairness 

from political liberalism. PL and JFA typically represent Rawls’s later theory of domestic 

political liberalism.249  

Facing numerous critiques of TJ, Rawls began to reinterpret and revise justice as fairness into 

a political conception in order to respond to the critiques and solve the internal “bug.” The 

justification of TJ fails to prove justice as fairness in a plural society in which there are 

profound or even incompatible disagreements on moral, religious and philosophical beliefs.250 

In other words, Rawls confirms that TJ’s justification of the universal and everlasting validity 

of his moral psychology is unsuccessful. Rawls’s method of repair is political liberalism. Here, 

I think it is necessary to emphasize that political liberalism does not regard TJ as a total failure, 

but gives a new interpretation or a “fine-tuning.” By this “patch,” justice as fairness is explicitly 

interpreted as a political conception of justice rather than a moral truth of social justice.  

The patch of political liberalism relies on a fundamental division between comprehensive 

doctrines, moral conception and political conception, which TJ did not do. What is more, in 

Rawls’s political liberalism, the plurality of comprehensive doctrines is a fundamental fact of 

human society. Rawls believes that “reasonable pluralism”251 is an unavoidable result of the 

exercise of human reason in a free society, and a standard of social justice must treat it as a 
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given basis.252 A political conception must get the endorsement from moral persons who hold 

various reasonable even incompatible religious, philosophical and moral beliefs, and it is the 

overlapping consensus of diverse comprehensive doctrines.  

For the justification of a political conception of justice, a cognitive approach of thought 

experiment is not enough. Therefore, Rawls suggests a further approach of justification: public 

reason. Public reason aims to guarantee that the conception of social justice chosen in the 

original position will also be accepted by and be reciprocal to all the moral persons having 

different comprehensive beliefs through a way of public thinking and discussion rather than 

merely a cognitive thought experiment. Meanwhile, Rawls limits the validity of justice as 

fairness to a liberal democratic society although he does not say it is invalid for other cultures. 

In addition, Rawls states that there can be a family of reasonable political conceptions of justice, 

and justice as fairness is only one of them although it is believed to be the most reasonable one. 

Therefore, revised by this political “patch,” justice as fairness turns to be a political conception 

of justice that “the plurality of reasonable doctrines might endorse,”253 rather than a truth of 

social justice to “attack” 254  and “replace” 255  those doctrines, or “give them a true 

foundation.”256  

Finally, with the political “patch,” the two principles of justice are revised as well. Now it reads 

like this: 

“(a) Each person has the same indefeasible claim to a fully adequate scheme of equal 

basic liberties, which scheme is compatible with the same scheme of liberties for all; 

and 
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(b) Social and economic inequalities are to satisfy two conditions: first, they are to be 

attached to offices and positions open to all under conditions of fair equality of 

opportunity; and second, they are to be to the greatest benefit of the least-advantaged 

members of society (the difference principle).”257 

In Rawls’s words, the revisions in the second principle are merely “stylistic”258  but the 

revisions in the first principles are “significant.”259 The change of the first principles can be 

viewed as a reply to Hart’s critique about the priority of liberty stressing that there is no priority 

for any particular liberty. The equal basic liberties protected by the first principle is a group of 

liberties rather than one single liberty, which include “freedom of thought and liberty of 

conscience; political liberties…and freedom of association, as well as the right and liberties 

specified by the liberty and integrity…of the person; and finally, the rights and liberties covered 

by the rule of law.”260 So, if we understand the change of the first principle from the political 

“patch,” I think Rawls is trying to say that justice as fairness does prefer a liberal society where 

imposing constraints on citizens’ conducts must have sufficient reasons, but in a just political 

society, there are multiple liberties and no single liberty can occupy a prior position to other 

liberties just like, politically speaking, no comprehensive doctrines occupy a prior position to 

other comprehensive doctrines. 

Rawls’s shift to political liberalism attracts large number of comments and critiques. The 

discussion I reviewed at the beginning of this dissertation regarding the limitation of 

comprehensive doctrines in pubic reason is one of the core discussions. Rawls himself also 

replies to the critique by a wider version of public reason which allows comprehensive 

doctrines, in certain situations, to be considered by the citizens’ public reasoning, but he still 
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insists that the final reason at least must honor the ideal of public reason. Along with the wide 

version of public reason, Rawls also extends political liberalism into international justice.  

 3.1.3 The Law of Peoples 

In 1999, LP was published, by which Rawls extended political liberalism to international 

society.261 LP is a short work and looks more like an introduction rather than a completed 

monograph, and it may be even not fair to treat it as a new stage given it is only an international 

branch of political liberalism. However, it does contain a new development which is not a 

simple repeat of Rawls’s previous idea of international society in TJ and political liberalism in 

PL. That is why I think it needs to be explained as a new stage. TJ’s approach to international 

justice is a simple replacement of the agents of the original position by nations by which “the 

law of nations”262 is chosen in a universal application of the original position. However, with 

the requirements of political liberalism, LP suggests a conception of international justice for 

well-ordered peoples: decent and liberal peoples (not global citizens), which is named by Rawls 

as the “Law of Peoples,”263 through an additional international version of original position. 

Here, it is important to note that Rawls uses the term “people” to replace the traditional term 

in international law: “state.” The rationale Rawls gives is to highlight the moral nature of the 

states. Rawls thinks that the traditional usage of state relates to the power of sovereignty which 

includes “a certain autonomy”264 and “the right to go to war in pursuit of state policies.”265 So, 

states are rationally autonomous, and all of their policies concern their own interests. By 

contrast, peoples are not solely moved by rationality; they can be reasonable as well.266 Peoples 

can have the same moral ability of being reasonable like moral citizens, which means they 
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could have the willingness to fairly respect other peoples’ interests and propose a standard that 

all reasonable peoples can agree and get benefits. Their policies can respect other peoples’ 

interests and exclude the possibility of using power, especially war, for seeking self-interests. 

“They are ready to offer to other peoples fair terms of political and social cooperation.”267  

However, the peoples discussed in LP as the members of a just international society only 

contain two kinds: the liberal people and the decent people, which are reasonable well-ordered 

peoples in Rawls’s understanding. Decent peoples meet certain conditions of political justice 

and honor reasonable just law of peoples among which Rawls stresses most on human rights.268  

But decent peoples are less reasonable than liberal peoples, and they still need to develop into 

liberal peoples. In addition, Rawls creates a hypothetical Islamic decent people called 

“Kazanistan”269 to explain what a decent just people could be. There are also other kinds of 

peoples like outlaw states, burdened societies and benevolent absolutisms mentioned by 

Rawls,270 but these peoples are not the members of Rawls’s ideal just international society. 

For liberal peoples, the law of peoples is constructed through an additional version of public 

reason including a second use of the original position, while decent peoples work out the law 

of peoples only through using the original position first time. Then, the final law of peoples 

which, Rawls lists, can be endorsed by all reasonable peoples, contain these eight principles: 

“1. Peoples are free and independent, and their freedom and independence are to be 

respected by other peoples. 

2. Peoples are to observe treaties and undertakings. 

3.People are equal and are parties to the agreements that bind them. 
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4. Peoples are to observe a duty of non-intervention. 

5. Peoples have the right of self-defense but no right to instigate war for reasons other 

than self-defense. 

6. Peoples are to honor human rights. 

7. Peoples are to observe certain specified restrictions in the conduct of war. 

8. Peoples have a duty to assist other peoples living under unfavourable conditions that 

prevent their having a just or decent political and social regime.” 271 

What is more, in LP, Rawls explicitly stresses that the international political conception of 

justice is a political ideal. It does not totally reflect the fact of current international political 

reality and even is not sure to be realized in the future. It is a realistic utopian vision which is 

able to guide our international political theory and practice. Thus, it can be incorrect, and there 

may be other ways to obtain the law of peoples and other versions of law of peoples.272 

However, for Rawls, a just international society of peoples governed by the law of peoples is 

a realistic ideal, not merely a logically possible one, but one that “connects with the deep 

tendencies and inclinations of the social world”273 or, he thinks, we will lose the meaning of 

living in this world.274  

I think it is fair to understand Rawls’s international political liberalism as a social cosmopolitan 

argument which describes a just international world of diverse independent peoples but only 

liberal and decent non-liberal peoples are included. Rawls refuses a global government or a 

global state which is built on a liberal conception of justice such as justice as fairness. I think 
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he also disagrees with the idea of international distribution, especially, by the way of economic 

globalization pushed by banks and business among individuals across different societies but he 

does not refuse the necessity of international organization such as WTO to coordinate the 

economic relation among decent and liberal peoples and solve the possible conflicts among 

them.275 The international relation Rawls hopes for is a cooperation among moral, independent 

and autonomous peoples. The well-ordered peoples should have freedom to decide their own 

domestic basic institutions and other peoples should not intervene without just reasons. 

Although the law of peoples includes the duty of assistance to burdened peoples, this assistance 

stops at their basic needs, and the final purpose is to help them to be independent members of 

a just international society. What is more, although decent peoples still need to develop their 

domestic justice to be a liberal one, Rawls hopes that this kind of change should be made by 

themselves, and he seems to be optimistic about this reformation given the assumed moral 

nature of decent people.  

Without surprise, Rawls’s social cosmopolitan argument which relies on different groups of 

persons—“peoples”—rather than individuals like “citizens” in domestic political liberalism 

meet strong challenges. A strong critique of “peoples” being the agent of international 

relationship, I think, comes from individual cosmopolitan argument which, as I understand, 

asserts that international relationship fundamentally should rely on individuals rather than 

groups of individuals, and the autonomy of peoples should have more limitations, and 

interference and assistance are necessary when there are serious social problems such as large-

scale famine threating the basic rights of the persons in these peoples. What is more, it is 

necessary to help the unjust society change their political institutions to be just ones. I think its 

disagreements with Rawls’s social cosmopolitan argument can be summarized into three 
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aspects: first, it suspects the possibility to delimit a people. As Pogge asks, “Is this decided by 

passport, culture, descent, choice, or any combination of these and perhaps other criteria?”276 

There is no discussion in LP on this question. Second, assuming that we can delimit each people, 

peoples are impossible to be isolated societies in reality whose institutions are not influenced 

by or have influence on other peoples, although they should have self-governing power. 

Peoples are interdependent rather than totally independent and isolated. The development of 

globalization could strengthen the interdependent relationship among peoples. In practice, it is 

impossible to find any autonomous people. Third, assuming the international society is formed 

by different autonomous peoples, Rawls’s emphasis on peoples’ own freedom to deal with 

their domestic justice put too much burdens on those outlaw peoples. In addition, without the 

assistance from well-ordered societies, the outlaw peoples are probably unable to build a just 

institution to protect the weakest persons in them. If the outlaw peoples cannot shake off 

poverty and injustice, it is not only incoherent with Rawls’s principle in domestic justice which 

stresses equal protection of all citizens’ interests especially the weakest ones, but also will 

finally affect the interest of well-ordered societies given the interdependent relation among 

peoples. Therefore, the duty of assistance should not only apply among well-ordered peoples 

and is limited to their basic needs. It should contain the duty to reform the basic institutions of 

decent peoples. It is necessary to intervene in the domestic institution of non-liberal peoples if 

necessary. To achieve the end of assistance, individual cosmopolitan argument may agree with 

a global distributive institution (maybe not a global state) to assist any persons in the world 

especially the persons in the weakest countries when necessary. 

As I said, LP is like an introduction of international justice rather than a monograph. I think 

the theory of international political liberalism described in it is far from completeness. 
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Therefore, the interpretation of Rawls’s philosophical understanding of moral reason in this 

dissertation points to domestic justice much more than to international justice, although it will 

bring Rawls’s understanding of moral reason in LP into discussion in order to show a 

comprehensive picture of Rawls’s final version. 

3.2 Rawls’s Philosophical Understanding of Moral Reason 

In this chapter, I will explain Rawls’s philosophical understanding of moral reason from two 

aspects: its validity and meaning. The validity of moral reason will explain why moral reason 

is valid for human being to construct the moral virtues, particularly, for Rawls, the conception 

of justice, and what is the boundary of that validity. Meanwhile, the meaning of moral reason 

will impart a whole picture of what moral reason is.  

3.2.1 The Validity of Moral Reason  

 (1) Validity as a Hypothesis  

In political liberalism, the idea of moral reason is previously postulated as valid to construct 

the standard of social justice. Rawls states that human beings must be assumed to have a moral 

nature to work out a reasonable and rational conception of social justice.277  Through the 

original position that expresses “all the relevant criteria of rationality and reasonableness,”278 

the idea of moral reason is “simply laid out”279 as the structure of constructive procedure. With 

the conceptions of society and person, which in fact are also the “ideas of practical reason”280 

that reflect the requirements of practical reason and provide the form and context for its 

application, practical reason is the core “material”281 for constructing a political conception of 
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justice. Therefore, it is fair to apprehend that the idea of moral reason is presumed as valid by 

the way of embedding it in the constructive procedure. 

This fundamental hypothesis forms the starting point of justice as fairness. However, as an 

assumption, Rawls’s understanding of moral reason can be incomplete or even wrong, and the 

standard of social justice can also derive from the power out of Rawls’s version. Rawls does 

not aim to give a fixed and absolute solution on the validity of moral reason for social justice. 

Rawlsian assumption of moral reason is filled with uncertainty: not only the final conceptions 

of social justice constructed may be “a family of reasonable political conceptions of justice”282 

rather than a single one although justice as fairness is justified as the most reasonable one, but 

also the diversity of the understandings of moral reason and the fallibility of these 

understandings may be the natural feature of political liberalism.283 For example, Rawls says 

in the end of his discussion on public reason in PL:  

“And of course not all liberal views would accept the idea of public reason as I have 

expressed it. Those that would accept some form of it, allowing for variations, we may 

call political liberalisms.”284 

(2) The Boundary of Validity 

In my understanding, the validity of moral reason is potentially universal and everlasting in 

human society, but Rawls expresses it in a moderate tone. Political liberalism restricts the 

application of moral reason to certain agents: the free and equal citizens in “the public political 

culture of a democratic society.”285 Therefore, I think the boundary of moral reason’s validity 

in political liberalism is not the real boundary, but the boundary of Rawls’s discussion. 
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Citizens are posited to have moral reason “at least to a minimal degree.”286 They are free to use 

moral powers to seek their goods and take responsibility. In the original position, although the 

rational parties do not know the detailed information about themselves and the society they 

belong to, the limitation of context still guarantees that parties’ reasoning will prefer a liberal 

conception of social justice strongly protecting their basic liberties. In the public discussion 

after the original position, liberal citizens are willing to listen to and respect different 

philosophical, religious and moral beliefs, even if they have totally opposite view from others’, 

and they will try to seek an overlapping consensus.  

Then, in the international political liberalism, the application of moral reason is expanded to 

liberal and decent peoples. In international society, moral reason is applied to peoples rather 

than persons. As I explained previously, Rawls uses the term “people” to replace the traditional 

term in international law: “state.” I think it can be viewed as a personalized term of “state.” 

Rawls thinks that the traditional usage of state relates to the power of sovereignty which 

includes “a certain autonomy”287 and “the right to go to war in pursuit of state policies.”288 So, 

states are rationally autonomous, and all of their policies concern their own interests. By 

contrast, peoples are not solely moved by rationality; they can be reasonable as well.289 Their 

policies can respect other peoples’ interests and exclude the possibility of using power, 

especially war, for seeking self-interests. “They are ready to offer to other peoples fair terms 

of political and social cooperation.”290 Nevertheless, decent people and liberal people do not 

cover all kinds of peoples in the world. There are other kinds of peoples like outlaw states, 
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burdened societies and benevolent absolutisms.291 But the validity of the moral reason for these 

peoples are not the concern of LP.  

3.2.2 The Meaning of Moral Reason 

Rawls elucidates that “‘the capacity to be reasonable’ and ‘the capacity to be rational’”292 are 

“two powers of moral personality.”293 In many places, Rawls also says that the capacity for a 

sense of justice and the capacity for a conception of good are two moral powers.294 Given 

Rawls’s discussion as a whole, I think these expressions are the particular names of “to be 

reasonable” and “to be rational” in the reasoning for a political conception of justice, while “to 

be reasonable” and “to be rational” are general names of the powers for reasoning out moral 

virtues.295 Whatever name being used, Rawls explains them as distinctive capabilities, and they 

cooperate in the way of reasonableness constraining rationality. 

 (1) Rationality 

To be rational is to concern the construction and practice of personal theory of good by the 

rational guidelines including counting principles, deliberative rationality and Aristotelian 

principle. First, the counting principles further contain the principle of efficiency, the principle 

of inclusiveness and the principle of possibility. The principle of efficiency is the principle of 

achieving the goals by the least expenditure means or to their fullest possible extent. Second, 

the principle of inclusiveness seeks a plan which can have more desired aims than other plans. 

Third, the principle of possibility prefers the plan by which the aims can “have a greater chance 

of being realized…at the same time none of the remaining aims are less likely to be attained.”296 
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In addition, deliberative rationality requires that rational thinking is not limited to simple 

means-ends reasoning. Deliberative rationality requires people to reflect on their reasoning. 

Rawls says, “They may balance final ends by their significance for their plan of life as a whole, 

and by how well these ends cohere with and complement one another.” 297  I think the 

deliberative rationality actually is a deliberative version of simply counting rationality and 

already contains the latter. That is why Rawls says, “in brief, our good is determined by the 

plan of life that we would adopt with full deliberative rationality if the future were accurately 

foreseen and adequately realized in the imagination.”298  Third, in Rawls’s understanding, 

Aristotelian principle runs as follows: “other things equal, human beings enjoy the exercise of 

their realized capacities (their innate or trained abilities), and this enjoyment increases the more 

the capacity is realized, or the greater its complexity.”299 That is to say that rational persons by 

nature prefer more complex activities or the activities which can realize their abilities more. 

Rawls postulates it as “a deep psychological fact,”300 and rational plans must take it into 

account.  

As a distinctive power from reasonableness, rationality serves self-interest (in moral neutral 

sense) although it is not the same as egotism seeking interests benefiting the self as the unique 

purpose of life. It can be understood “in the way familiar from economics.”301 The interests a 

rational person cares belong to the self or agent, but not always merely benefit that person. 

Nevertheless, the capacity to be rational lacks the moral sensibility of fairly respecting others’ 

interests and arguments, and desiring to get the endorsement from others. In my understanding, 

in contrast with reasonableness, it is more like a pure use of the intellectual ability on moral 

problem. 
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(2) Reasonableness 

Reasonableness is an extremely significant idea in Rawls’s theory of justice. As Boettcher 

notes, “the idea of the reasonable…occupies a privileged position in the conceptual apparatus 

of Political Liberalism.”302 If we want to find a keyword besides “justice” in justice as fairness, 

“reasonableness” is the best candidate. O’Neill considers that the conception of the reasonable 

as opposed to the merely and instrumentally rational is the foundation of Rawls’s approach of 

justification. 303  Therefore, Rawls’s whole assumption of moral psychology even can be 

understood as “a psychology of the reasonable itself.”304  

The conception of reasonableness contains two aspects. The first one is the ability to propose 

fair standards of social cooperation, then to apply, abide by and discuss these standards given 

the assurance that others will possibly do so. Here, the key point is fairness. Reasonableness 

requires the agents to fairly consider others’ interests when they are thinking, discussing and 

applying the standard of social justice so that others can also endorse. I comprehend this aspect 

as the capacity to be fair. The second aspect is the ability to accept any consequences which 

are viewed as “reasonable for everyone and therefore justifiable to them, and they are ready to 

discuss the fair terms that others propose.”305 Rawls also calls the second aspect the ability to 

“bear the consequences of the burdens of judgment.”306 The burdens of judgment, in Rawls’s 

understanding, reveal the limitation of human intellectual power and the inevitability of 

pluralism. It is to say that even if we use the power of reason in the highest degree, we cannot 

avoid disagreements. Since rationality and reasonableness both involve this power, this 

limitation finally causes the pluralism in moral reasoning. However, Rawls adds that the 
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burdens of reason do not exclude the fact that moral persons “share a common human reason, 

similar powers of thought and judgment.”307 Hence, the diversity of comprehensive doctrines 

will not lead to relativism or nihilism, and indeterminacy does not deny the possibility of 

consensus on social justice. In this sense, I think this aspect can be understood as the capacity 

to respect pluralism.  

In addition, I think that reasonableness mainly involves the exercise of moral sentiment rather 

than the intellectual ability. The sense of justice is the representative of reasonableness in the 

area of political justice. It does not provide a determinative motivation, but an inclination of 

action or potential willingness, which means human beings can choose to obey or violate. 

Different from rationality which is for self-interest, the core end of reasonableness is fairness.  

(3) Decency 

In my understanding, decency is an extended concept of reasonableness for international justice. 

Rawls says that it is a normative idea same as reasonableness but weaker since it covers less 

than reasonableness does.308 There is no definition of decency in Rawls’s writings. Rawls 

clarifies the meaning of decency by using it. The most frequent usage of decency is “decent 

people.” It is a non-liberal society which meets particular condition of justice and honors just 

law of peoples.309 In LP, Rawls particularly discusses one kind of decent people called  “decent 

hierarchical peoples” 310  or “decent consultation hierarchical” 311  and creates an imaginary 

model of such decent people named “Kazanistan.”312 Decent peoples are reasonable but not as 
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reasonable as liberal peoples.313 From the view of liberal peoples, they are only tolerable 

societies and still need to develop their political culture.  

In Rawls’s other discussions, the baseline of decency is mainly explained as to respect basic 

human rights: the right to life, to liberty, to property, to formal equality, and a measure of 

liberty of conscience. For Rawls, human rights set “necessary conditions for any system of 

social cooperation,”314 as well as limitations on peoples’ international conduct and internal 

autonomy, 315  and “a necessary standard, though not sufficient, standard for decency of 

domestic political and social institutions.”316 This standard requires that decent peoples’ “legal 

system and social order”317 does not violate human rights. In my understanding, by stressing 

human rights, Rawls wants to say that decent peoples do possess the basic ability to fairly 

respect other decent and liberal peoples’ interest and dignity.318 Therefore, decency is the 

lowest requirement of respecting everyone’s interest and dignity fairly, which is mainly 

represented by an honor of human rights. Nevertheless, decency does not accept the burdens 

of judgment and meet the requirement of pluralism. In Rawls’s expressions, “decency” is 

distinguished from “reasonableness,” and so it is not an aspect of moral reason. Decent peoples 

are not standard moral peoples given Rawls’s assumption of moral reason. But if we only 

concern the meaning of decency, I think it is fair to relate it with the meaning of reasonableness, 

particularly the first aspect of reasonableness. It could be understood as the lowest requirement 

of the first aspect of reasonableness that is fairly mutual respect.  

(4) The Unity of Moral Reason 
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Rawls says, reasonableness and rationality are “distinct and independent” 319  but 

“complementary.” 320  “There is no thought of deriving one from the other.”321  However, 

“neither the reasonable nor the rational can stand without the other.”322 In moral reasoning, 

they form a harmony in the way of reasonableness restricting rationality.  

In constructing a conception of justice, they must work together, and the reasonable is the prior 

power. The principles of justice are the work of both moral powers, rather than only “a part of 

the theory of rational choice.”323 “There is no thought of deriving those principles from the 

concept of rationality as the sole normative concept.”324 Rawls argues that the original position 

as a whole represents both moral powers.325 To be rational is represented by the choosing 

process, which aims to select a conception of justice fitting parties’ goods best. To be 

reasonable requires the selected conception of justice to be fair to all parties, and it is 

represented by various restrictions and conditions on this choosing process: the veil of 

ignorance and the formal conditions of justice all play this role. Without the restriction of 

reasonableness, the standard of justice becomes a personal standard of good, which is not fair 

and just at all, since it only appeals to one agent’s self-interest and fails to consider all parties’ 

interests equally. Rawls states that if our moral reason works in this way, we are in full 

autonomy, rather than having merely rational autonomy.326 

 3.2.3 The Public Use of Moral Reason 

I have explained three aspects of public reason in the Introduction, and here, I want to further 

explain public reason as a way of moral reasoning. Public reasoning is a moral reasoning within 
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public limitations. These limitations form the structure of public reasoning that contains five 

aspects: agent, subject, content, applicable forum and standard. I will firstly explain the 

domestic version of public reason by comparing them with comprehensive reason. First, the 

agents of public reason are “free and equal citizens”327 and the best representatives are the 

government officials including judges, legislators, chief executives, and other government 

officials, as well as candidates for public offices. It is to say that public reason requires us to 

reason like government officials. Comparatively, the agents of comprehensive reason can be 

all the persons who have the ability of reason. Second, the subject of public reason is the 

“fundamental political questions.”328 Rawls further explains it as “constitutional essentials and 

questions of basic justice.”329 However, the subject of comprehensive reason is certainly not 

limited to political motif. It concerns with the questions of moral truth. Third, the content of 

public reason is given by “a family of reasonable political conceptions of justice and this family 

changes over time.”330 That is to say that the outcome of public reasoning at the beginning may 

be not determinative. Different citizens may formulate different political conceptions of justice, 

but they cannot get agreement with each other in public discussion. Public reason assumes the 

possibility of this uncertainty in reality although its ideal is to get an agreement. In contrast, 

the content of comprehensive reason is formed by diverse answers regarding truth. And for 

reasoning out truth, it is unnecessary to assume there is a family of truths beforehand. Fourth, 

public reason is only used in “public political forum”331 including the discourses of judges in 

their decisions, of government officials and of candidate for public offices and their campaign 

managers.332 Thus, if we think and discuss fundamental political issues in non-public forum 

like a family, the reason we use is not public reason. On the contrary, comprehensive reason is 
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often used in non-public forum. Fifth, the standard of public reason is “reciprocity,”333 an idea 

between “the idea of impartial”334 and “the idea of mutual advantage.”335 Certainly, reciprocity 

implies reasonableness that requires mutual respect and consent, but it does not require the 

participants to sacrifice their interests to subordinate to or benefit others. Comparatively, 

comprehensive reason could have higher standard than public reason such as altruism and 

Christian love.  

For the application of public reason in international justice, we should note that it is only valid 

for liberal peoples, particularly for “a well-ordered constitutional democratic society.”336 But, 

I think, if the decent peoples are capable to apply original position, they are able to partly meet 

the requirements of public reason. Rawls says, the role of public reason among free and equal 

liberal peoples is “analogous” 337 to its role in a constitutional democratic regime, although they 

have different contents: a political conception of domestic justice vs. the law of peoples. By 

saying analogous, I think Rawls mainly means they share the same guideline of reasoning and 

standard, and they both aim to solve basic political questions—either basic domestic political 

questions or basic question about mutual political relations among liberal peoples.  

The other point regarding Rawlsian public reason we should note is that public reason is an 

ideal. It is to say that liberal citizens and peoples do not always apply public reason in its best 

model, and the agreement is not always obtained. The ideal is realized when citizens or peoples 

reason like government officials, follow the requirements of public reason and discuss with 

other citizens and peoples about the fundamental political questions in the terms of a political 

conception of justice or the law of peoples.338  In addition, there probably is a family of 
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reasonable conceptions of justice. However, why are liberal citizens or peoples still willing to 

follow the unity of moral powers and honor the ideal of public reason when they face severe 

disagreements and conflicts? Baynes raises a similar question: “Rawls faces a difficulty similar 

to that encountered by Kant: He must not only show that the model-conception and its implicit 

‘requirements of reason’ reflect a particular model of practical agency, but also that this model 

of agency is somehow appropriately binding on us.” 339 But my question is more about the 

stability of the binding force. In any event, I think Rawls would say that given the assumed 

moral reason, liberal citizens and peoples have the willingness to honor the ideal of public 

reason. However, this assumption of citizens’ (stable) willingness to follow public reason or, 

generally, the consistent validity of moral reason on citizens is still thin. Rawls probably does 

not want to explain it because it will involve his own comprehensive doctrines. Nevertheless, 

for the interpreters who want to comprehensively understand Rawls, there is no reason to stop 

from digging deeper until finding the true answer. But before that, let us have a brief 

examination of the difference between TJ’s idea of moral reason and Rawls’s final version of 

moral reason. 

3.2.4 The Difference from A Theory of Justice  

The first difference is about the validity of moral reason: Rawls’s stance becomes more 

moderate than that in TJ. Not only the application of moral reason for a conception of justice 

is limited to certain agents: for domestic justice, citizens in liberal culture and for international 

justice, liberal peoples, but also the assumption of moral reason itself could be fallible and there 

could be other ways to reason out a political conception of justice.  
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The second difference is that Rawls’s final version of moral reason is a fuller account than that 

in TJ. In TJ, we can find some expressions regarding the meaning of moral reason like these: 

“Moral persons are distinguished by two features: first they are capable of having (and 

are assumed to have) a conception of their good (as expressed by a rational plan of life); 

and second they are capable of having (and are assumed to acquire) a sense of justice, 

a normally effective desire to apply and to act upon the principles of justice, at least to 

a certain minimum degree.”340 

And  

“As I have said, moral personality is characterized by two capacities: one for a 

conception of the good, the other for a sense of justice. When realized, the first is 

expressed by a rational plan of life, the second by a regulative desire to act upon certain 

principles of right.”341 

And there is also a whole part (Part Three) on moral psychology including a theory about the 

development of the sense of justice and the standard of a rational conception of good. Rawls’s 

interpretation in TJ reads like this moral psychology is the truth of human moral nature. In PL, 

Rawls explicitly reinterprets the meaning of moral reason within the assumption of pluralism 

and points out its intellectual sources: Kant and W.M. Sibley. In addition, the aspect of 

respecting pluralism in the conception of reasonableness is highlighted. Then in international 

political liberalism, the idea of moral reason is used among liberal peoples instead of nations. 

Same like the domestic justice, the advanced version of moral reason highlights the diversity 

of international society. Now, I think it is helpful to discuss those two intellectual sources, so 
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that we can understand Rawls’s understanding of moral reason from a much broader 

background.  

3.2.5 The Sources of Rawlsian Moral Reason 

(1) W.M. Sibley 

In political liberalism, Rawls mentions Sibley’s article “The Rational Versus the Reasonable” 

as an inspiration for his understanding of moral reason.342 From Rawls’s interpretation, he 

follows Sibley’s division between rationality and reasonableness but with a narrower sense on 

reasonableness, which, I think, means more limitations are embedded in Rawls’s conception 

of reasonableness.  

Sibley’s paper clearly distinguishes reasonableness and rationality from each other. In Sibley’s 

view, to be rational is to pursue self-interest intelligently and to be reasonable is to govern our 

conduct by impartially and equally take others’ interests into account. Sibley writes, rationality 

is “essentially an intellectual virtue.” 343  Irrational usually means “‘foolish,’ ‘absurd,’ 

‘ridiculous,’ ‘senseless,’ ‘unintelligent.’”344 What is more, he suggests a description of the term 

“rational” as applied to our conduct. 345  In my understanding, I call Sibley’s rationality 

instrumental rationality or means-end rationality. The final end is to satisfy the agent’s self-

interest although it can involve other’s interests as well.346 But considering others’ interests for 

the sake of self-interest is different from “taking account of the interests of others as a 

disinterested, impartial spectator might do.”347 The latter is the meaning of to be reasonable. 

To be reasonable, Sibley argues, “requires a positively sympathetic disposition toward others, 
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a preparedness to be genuinely concerned with ‘their’ interests per se, as well as my own, a 

preparedness to be ‘objective’ not in a merely logical, but also in a distinctively moral sense.”348 

In short, it requires “impartiality, ‘objectivity’”349 and “equity.”350 In addition, Sibley implies 

that to be moral does not derive from rationality alone, it must involve reasonableness.351 Lastly, 

Sibley stresses that the disposition to be reasonable is “neither derived from, nor opposed to, 

the disposition to be rational. It is, however, incompatible with egoism; for it is essentially 

related to the disposition to act morally.”352 

Following Sibley, in political liberalism, rational agents are described as intellectually self-

interested, but their plans do not just benefit themselves. Rational agents may concern others’ 

interests and take them into consideration. Rawls asserts, “what rational agents lack is the 

particular form of moral sensibility that underlies the desire to engage in fair cooperation as 

such, and to do so on terms that others as equals might reasonably be expected to endorse.”353 

Briefly speaking, rationality alone will not produce moral sensibility of being fair to others, 

and it links with self-interest. Similar to Sibley, Rawls’s idea of reasonableness also links with 

impartiality, objectivity and equity. It represents our sentiments to consider others’ interests 

fairly and seek the acceptance of others. What is more, for Rawls, the reasonable and the 

rational are distinctive from each other but cooperate together for constructing moral virtues in 

which the reasonable is the prior power.  

However, Rawls comments that his usage of moral reason accords with Sibley but with a 

narrower sense of reasonableness.354 Rawls does not directly and minutely explain what this 

difference is, but from his whole discussion, I think the narrower sense relates to Rawls’s 
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political limitation of moral reason. Sibley’s paper discusses the role of moral reason in a 

general sense. It could be a comprehensive moral reason. But Rawls limits the public 

application of moral reason to the basic political issues in a constitutional democratic society. 

What is more, Sibley’s idea of reasonableness does not necessarily imply pluralism, but 

Rawls’s idea of reasonableness contains a requirement to respect pluralism.    

(2) Immanuel Kant 

Comparatively, Kant’s idea of practical reason has a larger influence on Rawls’s understanding 

of moral reason. In addition to the relation I explained in the Introduction, I want to further 

argue that fundamentally Rawls’s moral reason is a reinterpretation of Kant’s practical reason, 

which gives moral sentiment at least an equal status with our intellectual ability. Rawls 

understands Kant’s practical reason not as treating intellectual ability as the unique power of 

human moral construction but as a moral reason with the capacities of both intellectual ability 

and moral sentiment. I think Rawls would say that his reinterpretation does not alter the 

essential parts of Kant’s doctrine. Now, let us use Kant’s Fundamental Principles of the 

Metaphysics of Morals to have a more detailed examination about how Rawls’s reinterpretation 

changes.  

In the Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals, Kant presumes that there is one 

kind of moral knowledge that does not rely on experience and is prior to empirical knowledge, 

and the aim of moral philosophy is to discover, explain and justify that moral knowledge. For 

Kant, experience is only the trigger of this knowledge rather than the true power making us to 

understand it. However, Kant does not say (although he may have a strong implied belief) that 

his solution must be the absolute moral truth. The judgment depends on the readers. So, what 

Kant elucidates is a possible or potential moral truth but he certainly does not say there is no 

moral truth or plural moral truths.  
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Kant argues that the moral value of behavior is defined by its motivation rather than by its 

consequence and effect. Motivation can be derived from inclination, empirical practical reason 

or pure practical reason. He believes that human being owns a special ability to choose their 

motives among these three options which is will. The will which chooses to obey the order of 

pure practical reason is a good will and the behavior led by this will is a moral conduct. But 

the will can also choose to obey inclination or empirical practical reason, and the conduct by 

these wills can also meet the requirement of pure practical reason, but they are not moral 

conducts because they are not motivated by the pure practical reason but just meet the pure 

practical reason from other motivations. The highest end of practical reason is to produce good 

will, in other words, to find the moral law which can be the stable foundation of will. We can 

also say the conduct acting from pure practical reason or moral law is acting from duty, because 

moral law is like a voice in your mind which tells you what you should do.  

Kant reveals the moral law as categorical imperative. He stresses that the moral law, if it is the 

stable and clear source of moral duty, must come from our pure practical reason and not 

empirical practical reason or inclination. Moral law is like the demand of pure practical reason. 

This moral law can be understood from three angles: 

First, from the form of universality. The categorical imperative can be explained as “Act only 

on that maxim whereby thou canst at the same time will that it should become a universal 

law”355 or “act as if the maxim of thy action were to become by thy will a Universal Law of 

Nature.”356 Second, from the matter of end. The categorical imperative can be understood as 

this: “act as to treat humanity, whether in thine own person or in that of any other, in every 

case as an end withal, never as means only.”357 Third, from complete characterization of all 
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maxims. The categorical imperative can be expressed as “the will of every rational being as a 

universally legislative will.”358 The will is not subject to the law, but itself is giving the law. 

So, the categorical imperative orders that we should act as universal legislator.  

A person who respects the categorical imperative and follows the duty of moral law is 

autonomous, in contrast with the person who acts from empirical imperative or inclinations 

who is heteronomous. The final union of different autonomous moral beings by common moral 

laws can be called a kingdom of ends. Since, when persons act from moral law, they are ends 

rather than means. Certainly, for Kant, this is an ideal.  

If my understanding of Kant is right, Kant’s two aspects of practical reason—empirical 

practical reason and pure practical reason—represent two human abilities: feelings or 

sentiment and intellectual ability. Empirical practical reason is the work of feelings or 

sentiment. Although the behaviors motivated by sentiment such as sympathy can meet the 

requirements of moral law, they are not purely moral behaviors. Moral behaviors should be 

motivated by human intellectual ability: pure practical reason.  

Rawls’s reinterpretation rebuts the presumed dualism between reason and appetite as well as 

between reason and sentiment in Kant’s practical reason. In Rawls’s mind, reason as 

intellectual ability is not the opposite of desire and sentiment. Reason can also be understood 

as an intellectual desire. What is more, the sense of justice as a human moral sentiment plays 

an equal or even prior role in constructing the conception of justice. Desire is not understood 

as a natural necessity like Kant believes that should be ignored and replaced by pure practical 

reason in our pure moral reasoning. When Rawls explains two moral powers as the “handy 

terms” of the two aspects of Kant’s practical reason, he already reconstructs the meaning of 
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Kant’s practical reason through abandoning Kant’s dualism. In Rawls’s reconstruction, the 

importance of intellectual ability remains to be a significant power in moral reasoning, and the 

use of both moral powers include this ability. However, moral sentiment is added into Kant’s 

pure practical reason which becomes the power to be reasonable. And also, Rawls does not say 

that moral values are merely founded on pure practical reason but constructed by both moral 

powers. In Rawls’s reinterpretation, moral sentiment seems to be a key power of moral 

reasoning and the power creating moral agreement among different moral persons. Thus, 

Rawls’s idea of moral reason does not view moral principles as the deductive outcome of 

rationality, rather, an overlapping consensus endorsed by rational and reasonable persons. In 

addition, I think Rawls would say that the well-ordered just society is a plural society in which 

there are diverse, even incompatible reasonable comprehensive doctrines such as rational 

intuitionism, utilitarianism, enlightened liberalism, et cetera., and they are equal and need to 

be treated fairly, but Kant’s categorical imperative leads to a comprehensive monistic society 

in which other beliefs are judged as morally untrue if they do not accord with the categorical 

imperative. In this sense, Rawls’s justice as fairness does not view moral philosophy as “the 

defense of reasonable faith”359 like Kant believes. It “aims at a public basis of justification on 

questions of political justice given the fact of reasonable pluralism.”360  

By highlighting moral sentiment, Rawls’s idea of moral reason shows the influence from a 

different moral tradition that treats moral sentiment, rather than the intellectual ability, as the 

foundation of moral reasoning. I think Rawls wants to combine these two traditions’ 

understanding of moral reason into one theory. We can find his effort in his interpretation on 

the development of the sense of justice in individual life by synthesizing “the doctrine of 

empiricism and is found in the utilitarians from Hume to Sidgwick”361 with the other tradition 
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derived from “rationalist thought and is illustrated by Rousseau and Kant, and sometimes by J. 

S. Mill, and more recently by the theory of Piaget.”362 Nevertheless, as I understand, Rawls’s 

approach is not to find the middle way between these two traditions or a dialectical approach 

to sublate both of them, which presume some kind of dualism, rather, he tries to argue that 

there is a consensus that both of them contain and can agree. That is the reason he thinks justice 

as fairness can be explained from Kant’s doctrine, and at the same time, accepts the ideas from 

the other tradition. Although, beside Kant and Sibley, Rawls does not discuss other thinkers 

who directly inspire his understanding of moral reason, generally, we can find some other 

thinkers who probably have great influence on Rawls’s understanding of moral reason which 

stresses both moral sentiment and intellectual ability in moral reasoning. In the next chapter, I 

will briefly introduce two significant sources—logical positivism and later Wittgenstein’s 

idea—to explain Rawls’s stance when I discuss Rawls’s early religious writings where he 

strongly emphasizes the significance of intellectual ability in ethics. 

3.3 Summary  

In this chapter, I interpret the philosophical side of mature Rawls’s understanding of moral 

reason and also the short history of Rawls’s whole project of social justice. We know that, in 

Rawls’s political liberalism, moral reason is an assumption of our moral psychology, which is 

a potential human ability for reasoning out a political conception of justice both domestic and 

international. Rawls wants it to be a liberal assumption which means its validity is limited to 

liberal culture although he does not strongly say it is invalid in other cultures. Rawlsian moral 

reason contains two aspects: one is the power to be rational and the other is the power to be 

reasonable. Rationality is a pure use of our intellectual ability for personal good. It is self-

interested. Reasonableness is a kind of moral sentiment that includes two parts: the willingness 
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to fairly respect other’s interests and the willingness to respect pluralism. It leads to fairness. 

For reasoning out a political conception of justice these two aspects of moral reason must work 

together in the way that reasonableness constrains rationality. And we also know that public 

reason is a special use of moral reason particularly for publicly justifying a political conception 

of justice. It requires further limitations in our general moral thinking and discussion. Public 

reason requires us reason like the officials in a liberal political institution especially like the 

judge in the American supreme court. It only works in public forum for thinking and discussing 

the fundamental issues of basic justice. Its outcome is open and may not be fixed on one 

conception of justice although Rawls believes that justice as fairness is the most reasonable 

one. It could be a family of reasonable political conceptions of justice, and these conceptions 

may change over time. The standard of public reason is to achieve a reciprocal political 

agreement rather than moral truth. In addition, from Rawls’s self-interpretation, we know the 

inspirations from Kant and Sibley on his understanding of moral reason and also his 

amendment of their ideas especially about the conception of reasonableness. However, the 

philosophical side is only one part of mature Rawls’s understanding of moral reason though it 

is the dominant part compared with the quantity of words on the religious side which I will 

interpret in the next chapter.   
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Chapter 4 Mature Rawls’s Religious Understanding of Moral 

Reason 

4.1 Recent Discovers about Mature Rawls’s Comprehensive Belief 

Now, let me turn to the religious side of Rawls’s understanding of moral reason. Many 

researchers have discussed Rawls’s comprehensive belief imbedded in his writings of social 

justice. Hart raises a famous critique of TJ in “Rawls on Liberty and its Priority” targeting 

Rawls’s idea of liberty. He considers that the priority of liberty is Rawls’s personal belief, and 

“this ideal powerfully impregnates Rawls’s book at many points.”363 Nagel argues that several 

personal presuppositions and beliefs, such as “a neutral theory of the good”364 and “a liberal, 

individualistic conception,”365 are embedded in Rawls’s original position. Nisbet describes two 

kinds of thinkers in TJ: one is philosopher, the other is philosophe. Philosophers treat inquiring 

into the nature of things—the truth, the good, the beautiful—as their first goal, and philosophes 

have their purpose in criticizing realistic society by a vision of social utopia.366 The philosophe 

part, the utopia or the city of God in TJ, he discovers, is the City of Equality. Similar with 

Nisbet, Dworkin concludes that “justice as fairness rests on the assumption of a natural right 

of all men and women to equality of concern and respect, a right they possess not by virtue of 

birth or characteristic or merit or excellence but simply as human beings with the capacity to 

make plans and give justice.”367 Larmore also makes an analogous judgment: “fairness and 

respect are notions which shape Rawls’s thought at the deepest level.”368  
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In addition, some of the researchers assert that Rawls’s belief is religious. Nagel later with 

Cohen recall that Rawls’s work and life are informed by “a deeply religious temperament”369 

which includes “a comprehensive outlook on the world.” 370  Reidy considers it as “an 

orientation and restoration to community,”371 a rational faith, “perhaps even a religion.”372 

Douglass and Kim label it as “reasonable God” 373  and “rationalistic deism.” 374  Dawson 

comments, “Maybe Rawls still held a belief in the existence of god, but he lost faith in the 

goodness of the Biblical God.”375 Bok finds that Rawls’s  “testimony in his 1954 lectures on 

Christian ethics and his 1956 talk on toleration demonstrate that he retained personal religious 

convictions after the war, and in a 1993 interview he reported an affinity with ‘a religious 

attitude,’ even though he no longer considered himself ‘conventionally religious.’”376 

This dissertation agrees with the argument saying that there is a belief behind Rawls’s theory 

of justice, and it will judge this belief as religious. However, those researches still leave room 

for the further work. There are two steps my following interpretation will advance on these 

predecessors’ shoulders. First, it will involve more materials regarding Rawls’s religious belief 

than most researches use. The materials used to support my argument include: Rawls’s senior 

thesis; his early writings regarding religion in 1950s which are kept in his archives at Harvard 

Pusey Library;377  Rawls’s short paper: “On My Religion;” The audio record of Thomas 
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Pogge’s interview with Rawls in 1993 and his biography on Rawls. 378  Second, it will 

particularly focus on Rawls’s religious understanding of moral reason, by which, I believe, will 

also impart a more precise interpretation on Rawls’s general religious doctrine. 

4.2 The Renunciation of Traditional Christian Understanding of Moral 

Reason 

In young Rawls’s senior thesis, he accepts a Brunnerian understanding of moral reason which 

can be understood as an idea of finite rationality formed by two aspects: reason as intellectual 

ability and religious experience of faith, and they should cooperate in the way of religious 

experience based on the power of God guiding reason as human intellectual ability in realising 

a moral community. However, Rawls soon renounced this Christian view of moral reason after 

coming back from World War II. In “On My Religion,” with an uncertain tone, Rawls recalls 

three events which happened in his military time that possibly affect his faith: a military 

pastor’s sermon in Kilei Ridge, the death of his friend—Deacon, the news about the 

Holocaust.379 They all contribute to Rawls’s suspicion about the goodness of the Biblical God. 

Then, after the war time, Rawls studied the history of Inquisition for a while. Finally, he made 

a conclusion claiming that traditional Christianity “could have deleterious effects on one’s 

character,”380 which means Christianity will harm our moral personality. “Christianity is a 

solitary religion,”381 therefore, it is not communal and moral as Rawls justified in his senior 

thesis. In my understanding, the rationales behind his renunciation can be described as a doubt 
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of God’s power and an emphasis of intellectual ability in moral reason. They are strongly 

expressed in his writings about Christian ethics in 1950s though he does not go to the extreme.  

Is “Christian ethics” ethics? It is the question deeply puzzling to Rawls after he left traditional 

Christianity and permeating in his writings about religion in 1950s. First, in the writings about 

Jesus’s sermon on mount, Rawls considers that the main problem of the Sermon is that “The 

Sermon does not either give a law or construct a system of ethics.”382 Besides, in the writings 

on the theology of Mark, he claims that “The theology of the gospel is not explicit or 

systematic,”383 so is the gospel of Mark. It is “implicit rather explicit, popular and untechnical, 

rather than philosophic as systematic.”384 In addition, in Rawls’s review of Ramsey’s book 

about Christian ethics, he raises two fundamental questions which puzzle him, but Ramsey’s 

work does not answer to his satisfaction, namely, “how we determine, on the basis of Christian 

Theology, what the criterion of right action is; and secondly, what can be done to make this 

criterion more precise and clear once we have established it.”385 Furthermore, Rawls criticizes 

the “vagueness”386 of Ramsey’s criterion. Rawls stresses that if the principle of Christian love 

cannot be clearly expressed, then it “would not be an ethic, but just a phrase.”387 Finally, 

Rawls’s lecture manuscripts on “Christian Ethics” clearly claim that Christian ethics is not 

ethics. He says about that course: “This course will not be especially philosophical, and 

certainly not ethical. We aim simply at discovering what ‘Christian Ethics’ is, and reflecting 

upon it.”388 It is obvious that Rawls presupposes the division between religion and ethics. 
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Overall, Rawls does not think Christian ethics is ethics since it is not formed by clear and 

precise moral principles, and it is not a logical theory about the moral standard but a group of 

moral proclamations.  

From the comparison between Christian ethics and philosophical ethics in the lecture I and II 

of “Christian Ethics,” we further know what Rawls’s standard of ethics is. In Rawls’s 

understanding, moral philosophy (ethics) intends to be “the study of moral reasoning”389 which 

includes a complex logical analysis of moral terms, moral judgments and moral criteria.390 The 

aim of moral philosophy, Rawls asserts, is much the same as logic: moral philosophy is to 

“give a logical account of a good moral argument”391 while logic is to give “a logical account 

of a good deductive and a good inductive argument.”392 In a broad sense, moral philosophy 

even can be viewed as a species of logic. Thus, we can say that philosophical ethics derives 

from intellectual puzzlement on moral issues and tries to theorize the solutions into “a sort of 

code or body of principles.”393 Comparatively, Christian ethics is not so much motivated by 

“an intellectual puzzlement as a spiritual crisis, or awareness of crisis”394 and so it will not 

logically analyze moral terms but use them to meet Christianity. Christian ethics invites us 

firstly to reflect on the moral questions and answer them by “a religion consists of Creed, Cult 

and Code: a pattern of beliefs, of worship and moral practice.”395 Sometimes, Christian ethics 

may answer them by changing the questions.  

However, Rawls’s suspicion does not go to the extreme. Although Rawls considers that ethics 

should be based on logics, he does not want to ignore the interest of “the ordinary intelligent 
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layman.” 396  He renounces traditional Christianity, but he still thinks Christian ethics is 

understandable although not totally logical.397 It sounds like there is another moral ability 

which is different from logical ability but remains to be significant in our communication and 

understanding. Meanwhile, he recalls in “On My Religion” saying that, after renouncing 

Christianity, “my fideism remained firm against all worries about the existence of God.”398 It 

seems like Rawls still believes that there is a God but just does not believe the interference of 

God in human morality, and this God is not the Christian God.  

From the 1960s to 1990s, Rawls’s view on religious ethics disappears in his writings, although 

he still concerns the role of religion in a just society. However, Rawls’s short paper: “On My 

Religion,” Pogge’s interview with Rawls in 1993 and his biography of Rawls still give us an 

opportunity to speculate on Rawls’s final attitude towards religion. But before we discuss 

Rawls’s final religious belief, let us have a look on the general intellectual interest of 1950s 

and 1960s’s Rawls. It will give us a broader background to understand the development of 

Rawls’s thinking about moral reason and its relation with religion.  

4.3 Rawls’s Interest in Ludwig Wittgenstein  

Recent researches reveal that Rawls’s emphasis on logics in ethics implies a strong influence 

from Wittgenstein especially from his later writings.399 The time Wittgenstein’s idea first 

became a guide of Rawls’s thinking, I believe, should be in later 1940s when Rawls was a 

postgraduate student and had been back from WWII. Bok argues that the time Rawls first meets 

Wittgenstein’s idea may be as early as at his undergraduate period since Norman Malcolm who 
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was young Rawls’s teacher about the course of evil and inspired Rawls senior thesis was 

Wittgenstein’s closest American student. Reidy also concludes a similar speculation that the 

influence of Wittgenstein on Rawls “began during his undergraduate years at Princeton.”400 

Nevertheless, I do not think that Wittgenstein’s view has large influence on young Rawls and 

becomes his intellectual source. As I discussed in Chapter 2, his senior thesis shows a close 

relation to Brunner. And Bok also reports that Malcolm did not teach Rawls about Wittgenstein 

until they both came back from the Second World War.401 It is not surprising that young Rawls 

might learn something related to Wittgenstein’s idea even without the link of Norman Malcolm 

given his wide reading, which can be imagined through the bibliography attached to his senior 

thesis. Therefore, the beginning of the change, I think, happened at his postgraduate period 

after he returned from the war and gave up traditional Christianity. As Bok later says, according 

to the archives from Cornell, “In fact, the crucial year for understanding the Wittgensteinian 

turn in Rawls’s thinking is his time at Cornell from 1947 to 1948.”402 During that time, Rawls 

was a visiting graduate student at Cornell “under the tutelage of Max Black, Arthur Murphy, 

and Norman Malcolm.”403 From then on, Wittgenstein’s view started to guide Rawls’s thought. 

It “grew over both his year at Oxford in the early 1950s and his tenure at Cornell with Rogers 

Albritton and David Sachs for the reminder of the decade, and matured through his subsequent 

encounters with Hilary Putnam, Stanley Cavell and Burton Dreben at Harvard.”404 

Certainly, the inspirations Rawls gets do not simply derive from one philosopher’s idea, but 

Wittgenstein is sure to be one of the largest intellectual sources for the 1950s’s Rawls and the 

Rawls after that time. Therefore, in this section, given Wittgenstein’s change, I plan to 
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separately introduce how the early Wittgenstein or logical positivism affect mature Rawls’s 

moral thinking and the influence from Wittgenstein’s later idea found by recent researches. 

4.3.1 Influence from Early Wittgenstein or Logical Positivism 

The movement of logical positivism and its core ideas originally started from Vienna Circle 

which was a group of philosophers, scientists, and mathematicians gathering together during 

1920s at Vienna. Although Wittgenstein was never a member of that group, his early work 

Tractatus deeply influenced that Circle. The product of Vienna Circle—logical positivism—

profoundly shaped the philosophical discussion during the first half of 20th century. By A.J 

Ayer’s Language, Truth and Logic, logical positivism was introduced into English world in 

1940s. Logical positivism also deeply influenced the development of philosophy after the 

Second World War though the Vienna Circle was dissolved because of the rise of Nazis and 

the outbreak of the war. From 1960s to 1980s, the themes of logical positivism were still 

discussed but their influences were declining. Now, it has fallen from the peak.  

Logical positivism is a large “tree” on which there are diverse “branches,” but its “trunk” is 

still visible. According to Ayer’s excellent elucidation, I think this “trunk” can be described as 

this: a statement is meaningful only if it is logically analytic or empirically verified, and only 

a meaningful statement is literally significant and capable of being true or false. In the 

following discussion, I will describe the influence of logical positivism on Rawls’s 

understanding of moral reason through this core feature. 

The first part of the standard for judging a statement meaningful is logical analysis. It traces to 

the definitions of the terms and symbols contained in the statements. If they are logical 

statements, they are meaningful. If these logical statements are tautologies, they are necessarily 

true, while, if these logical statements are self-contradictory, they are necessarily false. Saying 

a statement is tautological and so universally and necessarily true means it cannot be anything 
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else. It is impossible to deny it “without contradicting ourselves, without sinning against the 

rules which govern the use of language, and so making our utterances self-stultifying.”405 The 

model of tautological or analytical statements is logical and mathematical propositions such as 

1+1=2 and Pythagoras’ theorem. Then, a logically false statement disobeys the rules governing 

our use of language and is unable to express any logically certain meaning. It should be avoided 

in our expressions that aim to be logically clear and certain. However, a logically false 

statement is still meaningful and there can also be emotional meaning behind it. For example, 

“1+1=2 and 1+1≠2” is a logically contradictory statement. Thus, it is logically false, but it may 

express the speaker’s feeling of confusion about the result of one plus one. 

These propositions with their inter-relationship construct our a priori knowledge which is 

distinguished and independent from our empirical knowledge obtained by science. Only A 

priori knowledge is necessarily true and certain. Revealing and applying a priori knowledge 

in our language is the work of philosophy. In this sense, the motifs of philosophy are naturally 

about logic and language. Philosophy does not directly concern with any concrete properties 

of things in the real world, but concern with “the way in which we speak about them.”406  

The method or procedure of revealing and applying a priori knowledge is a method of 

analyzing and defining the symbols and terms in our statements. It is not to define terms and 

symbols by giving synonyms, rather, it aims to translate the whole sentences containing these 

terms and symbols into more precise statements that can solve the puzzles and increase our 

understanding. Through the process of analysis and definition, the inter-relationship of 

dissimilar propositions will also be revealed. Gradually, the whole picture of a priori 

knowledge will become clear. Therefore, we can say that we define terms and symbols by using 
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it, in other words, we learn a priori knowledge by using it. Ayer calls it the “definitions in 

use.”407  

The second part of the standard is empirical verification. It applies to the statements regarding 

the facts happened in this sensible world. According to this criterion, a meaningful statement 

must be observable and verifiable in experience. If the content of a factual statement is 

insensible and unverifiable in human experience, it is empirically meaningless, so there is no 

further question about its truthfulness. In contrast, if the content of a factual statement is 

sensible and verifiable in human experience, it is literally meaningful and significant. For 

example, the statement “I played basketball yesterday afternoon” is meaningful because it can 

be verified by any witnesses—person or equipment—who saw I was playing basketball 

yesterday afternoon, and it can also be falsified by other perceptible evidences such as a video 

showing that I was watching TV yesterday afternoon. In Ayer’s opinion, “there is a god” and 

“there is no god” are both representatively nonsensical assertions because they cannot be 

verified in experience.408 Certainly, meaningless empirical statements may be used to express 

emotions. The statement “there is a ghost standing nearby, but only I can see” is meaningless 

since, beside the vision of the speaker, no other evidences in experience can justify this 

assertation, but it may express some kind of fear in speaker’s mind. In addition, saying a 

statement is verified does not require the statement must be conclusively established in the 

experience because this is impossible. It only requires a justification of high probability in the 

experience. Therefore, empirical verification is a way of inductive reasoning and so its result 

can be falsified by future experience. So long as human being remains to be in the universe, 

new experience will not end which means all verified propositions may become incorrect in 

the future. All empirical propositions are probable hypotheses rather than necessary truths.  
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All empirical propositions form our knowledge about facts of experience. Empirical knowledge 

is a “speculative knowledge” 409  and so not logically certain. The content of empirical 

knowledge is not final and can be falsified by further experience. For example, now, science 

tells us that “the earth orbits around the sun from west to east” is true, but it is not certain that 

whether, tomorrow, the earth will still revolve around the sun in this way. Empirical knowledge 

can be obtained from our daily experience and tested by common sense. However, to conclude 

more abstract and more precise empirical knowledge is the work of science. Along with the 

development of science, our empirical knowledge will be extended, and, so far, we cannot see 

the boundary of scientific knowledge. Although scientific rule cannot contradict with logical 

rule, empirical propositions are independent from logical propositions. Therefore, the 

application of empirical verification is not the work of philosophy.  

What is more, the relationship between these two parts is “or.” It is to say that for being a 

meaningful proposition, a statement only needs to pass the examination of one part according 

to its content. According to Ayer’s opinion, there is no mixed proposition. “All propositions 

are either empirical or a priori.”410 Therefore, if a statement is a logical statement, and it is 

tautological, it is necessarily true; if it is self-contradictory, it is necessarily false; if it is not a 

logical and mathematical statement which means it is logically meaningless but reveals an 

empirical phenomenon, it is an empirical statement; if an empirical statement is verifiable, it is 

empirically meaningful, but maybe false; if it is unverifiable, it is empirically meaningless ab 

initio and does not have the problem of being true or false. For example, the statement “there 

is life on the moon” is empirically meaningful, but it is not verified by current scientific 

investigation, so it is probably false; the statement “unicorn exists” is empirically meaningless 

                                                             
409 Ibid., 32. 
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since unicorn is a fictitious being, and so its existence in the reality we are experiencing now 

is unverifiable. In addition, “unicorn exists” is not a logical statement. Therefore, the statement 

“unicorn exists” does not pass any parts of the standard and so is a nonsensical statement.  

From this core feature, we can see that logical positivism aims to discredit any statements 

which cannot pass the examination of logical analysis or empirical verification. Two of its 

direct “enemies” are the religious and ethical statements. In the eye of logical positivists, 

religious belief asserts that truth is outside human experience and even can be non-logical, 

while ethics tries to discover the true moral code written with systematical normative rules, 

and the religious ethics states that the true moral code comes from a supernatural being. Logical 

positivism accuses them all logically or empirically meaningless. Here, I need to say again that 

they do not accuse religious and ethical statements false, but claim them as nonsensical. 

Religious and ethical statements may have emotional significance but do not have literal 

significance. They express neither tautologies nor empirical hypotheses. For example, in the 

language of logical positivism, although “God exists” aims to express an empirical fact, it 

cannot be verified in the experience, so it is a meaningless statement. The evidences from 

religious experience vindicating the existence of God actually are not religious but are other 

experiences which are treated wrongly as religious.411 “There can be no way of proving that 

the existence of a god, such as the God of Christianity, is even probable.”412 Therefore, logical 

positivism presumes that the knowledge of a supernatural God is unprovable, and so it cannot 

be a part of true knowledge. We should keep silence on the issues regarding a transcendent 

God. Russell considers that the philosophy of logical analysis refuses to believe that “there is 

some ‘higher’ way of knowing, by which we can discover truths hidden from science and the 
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intellect.”413 In addition, not all logical positivists believe that moral statements are meaningful 

and deserve to be discussed. Early Wittgenstein says in Tractatus: 

“6.42 Hence also there can be no ethical propositions. Propositions cannot express 

anything higher. 

6.421 It is clear that ethics cannot be expressed. Ethics are transcendental. (Ethics and 

aesthetics are one.)”414 

Ayer also expresses a similar argument: 

“We can now see why it is impossible to find a criterion for determining the validity of 

ethical judgments. It is not because they have an ‘absolute’ validity which is 

mysteriously independent of ordinary sense-experience, but because they have no 

objective validity whatsoever.”415  

 “We hold that ethical statements are expressions and excitants of feeling which do not 

necessarily involve any assertions.”416  

However, Rawls, with many other moral philosophers, want to extend the scope of 

meaningfulness to ethics, which aims to prove that ethical statements are not logically and 

empirically nonsensical and merely the expression of emotions. I think it pushes Rawls to say 

that ethics should be a species of logics and moral terms must be expressed precisely. But he 

does not go to the extreme. Bok finds that, in Rawls’s critique of Toulmin’s application of 

inductive logics to ethics, he approves “Toulmin’s emphasis on ‘the finite character of all 

reasoning,’ as it ‘must be permissible to rest one’s case at some point.’”417 However, logical 
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positivism’s attitude to religion backs up Rawls’s accusation of Christian ethics as not logical 

as well as his renunciation of Christianity. So, for Rawls’s thinking of ethics, if a supernatural 

God is unverifiable, there is no sense to develop a religious theory of ethics. Moral standard, if 

there is, must rely on natural power. Following this assumption, “During the 1950s and early 

1960s, Rawls and a group of fellow American philosophers…developed a ‘naturalistic’ view 

of ethics, in the sense of one grounded in human nature.”418 And if human intellectual ability 

still cannot supply the full ground of morality, there must be another natural power to guarantee 

the possibility of moral standard. One of the natural moral powers Rawls found is moral 

emotion. Bok discovers that, in Rawls’s papers written in 1950s and early 1960s, he did much 

investigation on moral feelings. Rawls even claimed that “natural emotions were the basis or 

grounds of morality.”419 Later, “he suggested that as our moral feelings embody our judgments, 

an analysis of these feelings illuminates the principles that inform moral judgment. Much of 

his seminars on moral psychology consisted of analyses of particular emotions.”420  

However, Rawls also disagrees with moral emotivism. Rawls does not consider moral feeling 

as the only moral power, so he says that “The only way to refute the emotive theory, if it is 

stated carefully, is to show that there are invariantly acceptably ethical criteria: hence reasoning 

is possible.”421 Therefore, we can see that, at the very early stage of Rawls’s academic life, he 

already inclined to understand moral reason as a combination of logical ability and human 

sentiment. Therefore, I agree with Bok that “This context reveals that Rawls’s analysis of 

justice, as a species of moral concept, never assumed narrow rationality alone but rather 

presupposed a certain picture of human nature as an acceptable foundation.”422  With the 

influence outside logical positivism especially Kant as I explained previously, this “naturalistic” 
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view of human moral powers finally becomes the idea of moral reason as I discussed in the last 

chapter. However, Rawls does not shut up totally on the idea of God. He remains to be 

interested in Christian ethics in 1950s—writes papers and gives lectures on that topic. Decades 

later, Rawls still talks like a theist and does not refuse to think about the moral nature of God 

and its relation with human moral nature as, in his own term, a comprehensive religious 

doctrine. 

4.3.2 Influence from Later Wittgenstein  

As I mentioned above, recent researches show that later Wittgenstein’s idea has a huge 

influence on Rawls’s moral thinking. Different from his early idea, later Wittgenstein seems to 

have an open attitude towards non-logical language. Once in Tractatus, Wittgenstein states that 

we should keep silence on the things which logics cannot say, and holding the same logical 

statement seems to be a necessary condition for agreement among rational persons; in 

Philosophical Investigation, differences in the systems of language are emphasized, and 

sameness is replaced by family resemblance, so agreement among rational persons seems not 

to rely purely on logics because logically sameness is impossible. Achieving an agreement 

among different language systems needs non-logical language like emotional language to cover 

the gap of logical difference. Later Wittgenstein’s description of logical language and his open 

attitude towards non-logical language, I think, strongly inspires Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason.  

However, Rawls’s interest in later Wittgenstein was not to develop his theory of language game, 

but tried to apply it to moral language. Bevir and Galisˇanka report that Rawls studied 

Philosophical Investigation in great detail in 1953 when its first English edition was published, 

and “In Autumn 1958, Rawls offered a seminar on moral psychology that shows the influence 

of Wittgenstein…Rawls began his seminar on moral psychology by explicitly stating: ‘With 
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Wittgenstein we shall assume that having a concept is essentially mastering the use of a word 

in its proper background of thought and feeling.’”423 With later Wittgenstein’s idea of language 

game at hand, Rawls seemed to say that reasoning is like (not is) a game played in the 

conditions of disagreement.424 So moral agreement cannot merely rely on logical reasoning. 

Then, Rawls drew on Wittgenstein’s account of the emotions to say that “agreement on moral 

judgments arose from natural human feelings.”425 I think it encouraged Rawls to study moral 

sentiment as I mentioned in last section, especially, following Wittgenstein, through paying 

attention to the use of words and the background they belong to.  

In conclusion, from later 1940s to 1960s, Rawls was immersed in logical positivism and later 

Wittgenstein’s idea. This context inspires Rawls’s thinking on moral reason. His combination 

of logics and moral feelings already gives a clear hint to his final two powers of moral reason. 

However, very different from the attitude of logical positivists and Wittgenstein, Rawls did not 

totally keep silence on religion and avoid religious language. What is more, he gave his idea 

of moral reason a religious interpretation. In the next two sections, I will separately analyse 

Rawls’s discussions regarding religion in his writings and lectures about moral and political 

philosophy, and his religious writings.  

4.4 The Discussion on Religion in Rawls’s Writings and Lectures 

In Rawls’s writings on social justice and lectures on moral and political philosophy, there are 

many discussions regarding religion. If we select “religion,” “religious,” and “God” as key 

words to search in the texts of A Theory of Justice, Political Liberalism, The Law of Peoples, 

Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, The Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy and The 
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Lectures on the History of Political Philosophy, we would have impressive discoveries. 

According to my incomplete count, beside in the titles of books and in the indexes, there are 

around 87 times the words “religion,” “religious,” or “God,” appear in A Theory of Justice, 

around 160 times in Political Liberalism, around 269 in The Law of Peoples, around 75 times 

in Justice as Fairness: A Restatement, around 389 times in The Lectures on the History of 

Moral Philosophy, and around 160 times in Lectures on the History of Political Philosophy. 

As I will discuss in Section 4.4.2, these discussions regarding religion show that Rawls’s 

attitude to religion in justice as fairness is not merely limited to a kind of respect, rather, they 

reveal a writer who takes religion seriously and may have religious belief.  

In addition, unlike logical positivism which, once, gives him great inspiration, Rawls talks 

about religion in a serious tone. His discussion shows that religion and God are not literally 

meaningless terms. When, in his lectures, Rawls is talking about the religious ideas of Hume, 

Hegel, Kant, Leibniz, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, Mill, Marx, Sidgwick and Butler, he is not 

seeking the authors’ emotions and feelings behind them, rather, he implies that the religious 

elements play significant roles in these great philosophers’ theories whether positive or 

negative. When, in justice as fairness, he is discussing the religious toleration and the liberty 

of religion in a just society, he is not saying that religion is nonsensical, and the religious 

toleration and the liberty of religion are just for appeasing the feelings of the persons who have 

religious beliefs, rather, he believes that there are rational and reasonable religious doctrines, 

and a political conception of justice can also be accepted by them. However, in all of Rawls’s 

writings and lectures, there is no detailed discussion on the meaning of religion. I guess Rawls 

also knows this problem given his strong interest in logical positivism which emphasizes the 

importance of clarifying the meanings of the terms used in the expressions. So, Rawls probably 

assumes that all the readers can understand those relevant words regarding religion by his usage 

of them in his writings. In the following section, I try to summarize the essential characters of 
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the term “religion” as well as “religious” in his usage based on Rawls’s expressions about 

religion. 

4.4.1 What is the meaning of religion? 

I think we can understand the meaning of religion in Rawls’s writings and lectures from four 

aspects: A broad sense of religion, the ideal boundary of religious belief, religious doctrine and 

religious practice.   

For the first feature, I would say that religion, in Rawls’s understanding, is a faith in God or 

Gods who are different from but powerful than human being, and gives its believers a world 

view and the holy meaning of living in this world. In The Lectures on the History of Moral 

Philosophy, there is one place where Rawls directly explains his usage of “religious.” He says, 

“What gives a view a religious aspect, I think, is that it has a conception of the world 

as a whole that presents it as in certain respects holy, or else as worthy of devotion and 

reverence. The everyday values of secular life must take a secondary place.”426 

It sounds like, for Rawls, religion should give its believers a world view and the holy meaning 

of living in this world. And there are mainly three relevant terms in Rawls’s expressions: 

“religious faith,”427 “religious conviction,”428 and “religious belief.”429 There is no evidence in 

Rawls’s expressions supporting that they are different, so I assume that Rawls uses them 

basically in the same way. Then, this kind of belief is separated from philosophy, and the 

interesting thing is that it is also separated from morality although the term “religious ethic” is 
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still used by Rawls. The phrase Rawls always says is: “comprehensive religious, philosophical 

and moral doctrines.” I think, regarding the difference between religion and philosophy, Rawls 

probably would say that it is reason. Philosophical is the work of mere human reason, and 

religious belief including all its creeds, doctrines, rules is based on revelation which is beyond 

human reason though it also involves the work of reason. Here we should note that the term 

“reason” in moral and political area for Rawls is not merely about the intellectual ability. It can 

also involve the work of moral sentiment. So, we could say that philosophy teaches its 

followers to fulfill their interests merely by the work of human intellectual and emotional 

powers but religious belief asks the believers to seek the power beyond human ability though 

it also needs human work. In other words, religious beliefs involve God or Gods whose ability 

are far more powerful than human being. In contrast, philosophical beliefs do not assume the 

existence of God or Gods. In addition, for Rawls, religious belief can be diverse. His 

understanding of religion does not limit to the Jewish-Islamic-Christian tradition. He does not 

define God as an omnipotent, omniscient and perfectly good God like traditional Christianity 

does. The idea of unique God and religion does not meet Rawls’s understanding although he 

also understands the possibility of that idea: God can be the God like Christian God, and it can 

also be the Gods like Greek Gods who actually are much like human being, although the most 

representative example of religion in Rawls’s discussion is still Christianity. Beside 

Christianity, Islam is the second example for which Rawls mentions a lot. The fictional decent 

people created by Rawls in The Law of Peoples is an Islamic people. And, he also mentions 

Hinduism in Political Liberalism.430 Thus, Rawls’s understanding of religious belief reads like 

very broad, and religious belief in Rawls’s understanding only needs to have a belief of God 

or Gods which are beyond human power. Then what is the relation between religion and 

morality? I think, as we will see, Rawls does not consider that religion must give normative 
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moral instruction for believers. So, ancient Greek religion could also be religion although the 

Gods in Greek are not morally better than human beings, and morality, Rawls considers, is the 

mere work of philosophy in ancient Greek. In Rawls’s lectures of moral philosophy as well as 

in Political Liberalism, he defines ancient Greek religion as a civic religion which is “of public 

social practice, of civic festivals and public celebrations.”431 Rawls says,  

“This religion contains no alternative idea of the highest good to set against that of these 

gods and heroes… As for the gods, they are not, morally speaking, very different, 

though being immortal, their life is relatively happy and secure.”432  

But Rawls also does not exclude the religion which gives its believers normative rules, for 

example, Christianity. So, I think what Rawls wants to say is that, in his understanding, religion 

does not necessarily relate with morality like the civic religion in ancient Greek but they may 

have relation like in Christian religion. The relation between religion and politics is the same 

as the relation between religion and morality given the political is the special part of the moral 

in mature Rawls’s understanding. For Rawls, I think religion should be separated from politics 

and should not be politicized. There is no necessary connection between religion and politics. 

However, he does not deny the possibility that religion can supply political principles and 

conceptions, in other words, religion and politics can be combined together. There is one 

example of religious politics in Rawls’s writings: the religion in the fictional decent people— 

Kazanistan. In Kazanistan, there is an official religion which is Islam, and its whole political 

system is built on the Islamic religion. Certainly, in justice as fairness, politics and religion are 

separated from each other. Therefore, as the first aspect, I conclude, religion, in Rawls’s 

understanding, is a belief in God or Gods who are different from but powerful than human 

being from which the believers obtain a view seeing the world as a whole and the holy meaning 
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of devoting themselves in this world, and it does not necessarily contain moral and political 

instructions for its believers but it may have such ideas. 

The second aspect of religion is about its boundary. As we know, in Rawls’s political 

philosophy, his usage of religion is wide, and there are some examples of religion used in his 

discussion, but there is no direct discussion on the boundary of religion: what kind of God or 

Gods cannot be believed or what kind of religious belief actually is not religious belief. 

However, we still can speculate from his indirect discussion, and I think the boundary is 

mutual-respect which closely relates with the idea of reasonableness. The best place to 

understand the boundary of religion in Rawls’s understanding is his emphasis on the 

liberty/freedom of religion and religious tolerance. He strongly opposes religious war, religious 

persecution, religious discrimination, religious controversy, religious conflict and religious 

antagonism. It is to say, if there is a religious belief which advocates all these ideas, I think, 

Rawls would say, it is not reasonable and should not exist in a just society since they do not 

respect the beliefs different from them and even want to force them to convert or destroy their 

existence. Nevertheless, this boundary is ideal. Although Rawls’s discussions imply that a 

religion which does not respect other religions should not have the right to exist in a just society, 

he does not treat it as a fact. He still calls those religions, which wage wars to other religions 

and persecute the believers of other religions in the history, religion. And he understands that 

there are religions that may not accept the idea of mutual-respect. But, at least, the implied and 

ideal political boundary of religion makes his wide understanding of religion not relative, but, 

it seems to be contradictory with the first aspect saying that religion does not have necessary 

connection with morality since the boundary gives the term “religion” a moral standard. I think 

it can be understood in this way: there are two understandings of religion in Rawls’s mind, one 

is an ideal conception of religion which has a moral boundary but its content can still be diverse, 

and another is a non-ideal conception of religion which do not have necessary connection with 
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morality and politics. This could be a hint of mature Rawls’s comprehensive belief of a moral 

God. 

Whether in the ideal understanding or non-ideal understanding, religion, in Rawls’s view, is 

not an emotional term without intellectual meaning. “Comprehensive religious doctrine” is a 

significant term Rawls repeatedly use in his writings to be a separated term from political and 

moral conception, and it has the same logical importance as a moral and political conception. 

Meanwhile we can also find these terms in Rawls’s philosophical writings: “religious 

principle,” 433  “religious reasons,” 434  “religious view,” 435  “religious notion,” 436  “religious 

truth,” 437  “religious interest,” 438  “religious value,” 439  “religious good” 440  and “religious 

account.”441 All these terms, I think, obviously show that religion has intellectual meaning in 

Rawls’s understanding and can have some doctrines, conceptions or principles as its content. 

But Rawls does not consider that religion must be doctrinal. Rawls calls Greek civic religion 

religion although it was not a belief built on doctrines, meanwhile he also calls Medieval 

Christianity religion though “it was a doctrinal religion with a creed that was to be believed.”442 

It is to say, in Rawls’s understanding, religion does not necessarily contain a systematical 

theology. It explains, as I will discuss in Section 4.5, why it is possible for Rawls that there can 

be a religious understanding of moral reason without a traditional theology. Therefore, we can 

see from Rawls’s understanding of religious doctrine that his understanding of religion is wide, 
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but we should note that religious doctrine is still a meaningful term for Rawls. Along with 

Rawls’s attitude of religious doctrine, his understanding of religious practice is also wide.  

By religious practice, I mainly mean Rawls’s attitude of religious organization and institution. 

I ask if Rawls considers that an organized religious association and a systematized religious 

institution like in the case of Catholic church are necessary conditions for religion. I think 

Rawls’s answer is no, although Rawls understands organized religion and treat it as the normal 

example of religion. He frequently uses these terms in his writings: “religious devotions,”443 

“religious unity/disunity,” 444  “religious group,” 445  “religious affiliation,” 446  “religious 

association,” 447  “religious institution,” 448  “religious establishment,” 449 “religious 

community,”450 “religious authority,”451 “religious leader,”452  “religious membership,”453 and 

“religious obligation”454 These phrases give us an impression that religion should have an 

organization and institution as well as a certain group of members. The religious organization 

has authority on its members, and its members have duties to this organization. It is like a 

university or company. Nevertheless, his comparison between Greek civic religion and 

Medieval Christianity shows that a religion can be not so institutional like Medieval 

Christianity that “tended towards an authoritarian religion.” Therefore, I do not think the 

condition of organized institution is a necessary condition in Rawls’s understanding of religion, 
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but he would agree that as a religious belief, it should have some practices such as organized 

benevolent activities or public celebrations to show its ideas.  

In conclusion, I think Rawls’s understanding of religion is wide. Any beliefs which involve 

God or Gods that are different from and more powerful than human being can be religious 

beliefs, and give the believers a world view and holy meaning of earthly life, although there is 

an ideal boundary saying that a religion should respect other religions. Religion, in Rawls’s 

view, need not necessary be doctrinal and institutional. It can be, like ancient Greek civic 

religion, only about public social practice, civic festivals, public celebrations, and without 

sacred works and creeds, and it can also be doctrinal and institutional religions like Christianity, 

which actually are the representative examples used by Rawls.  

4.4.2 What is Rawls’s Attitude to Religion in his Philosophical Writings and Lectures 

We could easily know from Rawls’s emphasis on religious toleration and the liberty of religion 

that he respects religion although he is strongly against the religious evils such as religious 

persecution and religious war. As I said above, there is an ideal boundary of the conception of 

religion in his mind. He hopes that, in a just society, all the citizens have the freedom to choose 

the religion they believe, at the same time, any particular religion does not have the authority 

to force the believers of other religions or non-believers to believe. Religion should not be 

politicized meanwhile politics should not be religious. Rawls adds, it does not mean justice as 

fairness is indifferent to religion, on the contrary, justice as fairness realizes the importance of 

religion in human life, and what it aims to do is to construct a basic institution which can 

equally protect all kinds of reasonable religious lives. Meanwhile, justice as fairness also aims 

to avoid all religious evils which happened in the history by constructing a just social institution. 

However, Rawls’s separation of the comprehensive from the moral and the political does stress 

that justice as fairness is not a religious conception of justice.  
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Now, my question is: is Rawls’s attitude to religion limited to such kind of respect revealed in 

his political philosophy? There is one argument which I listed in the next chapter saying that 

Rawls is religious because there is world view in his thought and life. World view is a hint of 

Rawls’s religious belief, and as I explained early, Rawls’s understanding of “religious” also 

includes this point, but we cannot simply conclude that because Rawls is religious so Rawls’s 

political philosophy is also religious. I do not think Rawls himself would agree with this 

judgment. If we do not agree with Rawls’s division between religion and morality, then we 

might accept this argument, but if we use Rawls’s terms, it is a misinterpretation. As I will 

conclude in the next chapter, according to Rawls’s own idea, his political philosophy is not 

religious but his comprehensive doctrine is religious. However, it does not prevent us from 

seeking hints of his religious belief in his political philosophy.  

I find two clues in Rawls’s philosophical writings and lectures. One is his discussions about 

the relation between religion and selected moral and political philosophies in The Lectures on 

the History of Moral Philosophy and The Lectures on the History of Political Philosophy, and 

the religious language at the end of TJ. Through those two collections of lectures, we will see 

that Rawls takes religion seriously in philosophical thinking, and by the final religious words 

in TJ, we will amazingly find that Rawls is quite familiar with Biblical language. I will discuss 

them now. However, I should emphasize at the beginning that my purpose of this section is not 

to discuss whether Rawls’s interpretations and arguments about religion are right or wrong, 

even not to comprehensively summarize them, but to show his serious attitude and 

understanding on religion. Therefore, for Rawls’s lectures, I will briefly introduce his 

discussions regarding the role of religion in selected moral and political philosophies in each 

lecture to show that Rawls understands the possibility that a moral and political philosophy can 

ground on religion, and in some cases like Locke and Kant, he even argues that we cannot 

understand their philosophical ideas until we consider their religious ideas. For Rawls’s 
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religious language in TJ, I will further interpret it by involving the Biblical text to show why 

they are religious, and to speculate why they are used in Rawls’s non-religious political theory. 

The Lectures on the History of Moral Philosophy begins with the moral philosophy in ancient 

Greek. Rawls considers that Greek moral philosophy begins within the context of civic religion. 

Meanwhile, he describes the civic religion by a comparison with Christianity. Then he 

continues to talk about the development of moral philosophy and the influence of Christianity 

before eighteenth century. At last, he concludes that “The moral philosophy of our period, I 

think, like Greek moral philosophy, was deeply affected by the religious and cultural situation 

within which it developed, in this case, by the situation following the Reformation.”455 Thus, 

for Rawls, historically speaking, moral philosophy has profound connection with religion, and 

even the development of modern moral philosophy was the fruit of religious movement. Given 

this general picture, he introduces the moral philosophies of Hume, Kant, Hegel and Leibniz, 

and there are many discussions about their relations with religion.  

Rawls discusses Hume’s epistemological skepticism and his argument on religion. In Rawls’s 

understanding, the motivation behind Hume’s skepticism is to replace the religious ground—

God—of moral philosophy with human moral nature. Rawls says, “he wants to show that 

morality and our practice of it are the expression of our nature, given our place in the world 

and our dependence on society.”456 Thus, Rawls calls Hume’s belief as “fideism of nature.”457  

In the lecture regarding Leibniz, Rawls discusses Leibniz’s vindication of God’s righteousness 

in Theodicy, Discourse and other writings. Rawls views Leibniz’s philosophy as “apology, as 

the defense of faith.”458  He considers that Leibniz’s argument of the best possible world 

includes “an ethics of creation: it specifies principles that lie in God’s reason and guide God in 
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selecting the best of all possible worlds, the world most fitting to create.”459 What is more, in 

Rawls’s understanding, Leibniz’s moral philosophy argues for an imitation of perfect God: 

“God is a model for us and is to be imitated as far as this is possible and fitting for free and 

intelligent spirits like ourselves. The moral life is a form of the imitation Dei.”460 

For Kant’s moral philosophy, Rawls considers that it has “an obvious religious aspect,” 461 and 

any account overlooking them “misses much that is essential to it.” 462  He considers that Kant 

gives his moral law in conceiving of the world itself, and by moral law, our life links with the 

final purpose of creation—a Kingdom of ends. Furthermore, in Rawls’s understanding, Kant 

tries to authenticate the ideas of freedom, God and immortality by moral law, in this sense, 

Kant’s moral philosophy is a “reasonable faith”463 or “reasonable belief in God.”464  

The last lecture is about Hegel. In Rawls’s understanding, Hegel’s philosophical theology 

rejects the traditional idea of God as otherness such as the “separate transcendent God of 

Christianity”465 and replaces it by the idea of Geist. Thus, Rawls does not believe that Hegel is 

a Lutheran although Hegel himself says that. Rawls explains Geist as representing the “higher 

value of human life and culture”466 rather than the values and goods in human daily life, which 

achieves its self-awareness in science, religion, art, and philosophy. But, everyone, whether 

they are aware or not, they are all serving for Geist, and when there is a collective self-

awareness of Geist in mankind, Geist achieves “its fullest realization and complete 

manifestation.”467 
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In The Lectures on the History of Political Philosophy, Rawls stresses that political liberalism 

does not reject or question the importance of religion. In his following discussions about the 

political philosophies of Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Rousseau, Mill, Marx, Sidgwick and Butler, 

we can also find that Rawls is very concerned about the relation between religion and these 

political theories. The same as my purpose of introducing Rawls’s the lectures about moral 

philosophy, I do not aim to discuss and judge Rawls’s interpretations but only to show Rawls’s 

profound understanding and serious attitude about the connection between religion and 

political philosophy.  

Different from the understanding of Taylor-Warrender which Rawls mentioned in the 

lecture,468 Rawls considers that the orthodox religious thought arguing that religion must have 

an essential role in understanding political theories plays “no essential role in Hobbes’s 

view.”469 He thinks Hobbes’s political philosophy is fully secular and intelligible, which is 

built on the dictates of rationality. In his understanding, Hobbes would agree that religious 

interests are important, and theological assumptions may be added to the dictates of rationality 

but they do not alter “the fundamental structure of concepts and the content of its principles.”470 

So, Rawls considers that Hobbes’s political idea can be understood apart from any theological 

background. 

In Rawls’s eye, Locke’s political philosophy as well as his contemporaries are built on religious 

background, and “to neglect it is to risk seriously misunderstanding their thought.”471  In 

Rawls’s understanding, Locke views the natural law as the law of God known by reason, and 

all of his ideas of natural law and nature rights are based on two facts which are obviously 

religious:  
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“(i) The fact of God’s silence: that God has not designated anyone to exercise political 

authority over the rest of humankind; and 

(ii) The fact of equality: that we are ‘Creatures of the same species and rank 

promiscuously born to all the same advantages of Nature [with respect to establishing 

political authority] and the use of the same faculties [powers of natural reason and will, 

and so on]’ (¶4).”472 

For Hume’s political philosophy, Rawls argues that Hume does not “present a normative 

system of principles founded on the Laws of Nature as the laws of God known to reason.”473 

Rawls stresses that Hume “hates” 474  religion. From Rawls’s lecture on Hume’s moral 

philosophy, I think, Rawls would further say that Hume wants to separate “human nature” from 

“God” and put it on the place in political philosophy which once is for God.  

Rawls’s discussion about the religious element in Rousseau’s political philosophy is 

comparatively few. At one place Rawls mentions that Rousseau was forced to leave Paris 

because his books—On the Social Contract and Emile—was felt like attacking revealed 

religion. 475  In other places, Rawls discusses Rousseau’s ideas of religious tolerance and 

religious liberty.476  

In Rawls’s view, Mill’s political thought is secular, which refuses “a state religion.”477 Rawls 

explains that the only religious idea Mill would accept is that religion may cultivate our higher 

faculties of good, but he would strongly reject “Calvinistic conception of humanity”478 which 

merely stresses human obedience to God rather than human capacities. Rawls also discusses 
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the difference between Locke’s attitude to religious tolerance and Mill’s: Mill does not care 

about the mistaken in religious belief but Locke takes religious truth seriously.  

In the lecture about Marx, Rawls introduces Marx’s religious argument that views religion as 

“a form of ideological consciousness.”479 He also mentions Marx’s prediction of the fate of 

religious belief saying that religions will not vanish until the time that social conditions can 

effectively suffice all true human needs.  

For Sidgwick, Rawls mentions his resignation of religious fellowship in 1869.480 The editor of 

The Lectures on the History of Political Philosophy adds Rawls’s notes on Sidgwick, which 

explain why Sidgwick resigns the fellowship: as a member of religious community, one must 

accept the evil of insincerity and lose some parts of veracity.481 

Rawls also gives lectures on Butler. He considers that Butler’s philosophy starts from “the 

Deistic Assumption”482 which implies the existence of God as the creator of the world and as 

an omniscient, omnipotent, perfectly good and just being. He introduces Butler’s religious 

moral psychology such as the idea of moral constitution as the voice of God in human nature 

and the questions about the positions of passion and self-love in our moral nature. Rawls asserts 

that, for Butler, passion is “an important part of our moral constitution,”483 and the love of our 

neighbor and the love of God are congruent with “the highest of self-love.”484 

Now, let me turn to the second clue which is in Rawls’s first monography—TJ. When Rawls 

is concluding TJ with an answer about why we should take interest in seeing the social world 

from the view of original position, he ends the final paragraph with these words: 
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 “The perspective of eternity is not a perspective from a certain place beyond the world, 

nor the point of view of a transcendent being; rather it is a certain form of thought and 

feeling that rational persons can adopt  within the world…purity of heart, if one could 

attain it, would be to see clearly and to act with grace and self-command from this point 

of view.”485  

I believe that any reader who is familiar with Christian language would find that these words 

are very religious. “Eternity,” “transcendent being,” “purity of heart” and “grace” are 

significant terms in Christian theology. Especially, the words regarding eternity, purity of heart, 

and grace could directly be found in the Biblical texts. The way of obtaining eternal life is a 

core motif of Jesus’s revelation. In the four Gospels, we could find that many of Jesus’s 

teachings refer to this motif, such as 

• “And these will go away into eternal punishment: but the righteous into eternal 

life.”486 

• “who will not receive a hundredfold now in this time, houses and brothers and 

sisters and mothers and children and lands, with persecutions, and in the age to 

come eternal life.”487 

• “that whosoever believes in him may have eternal life.”488 

• “Whoever feeds on my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life, and I will raise 

him up on the last day.”489 

• “And this is eternal life, that they know you the only true God, and Jesus Christ, 

whom you have sent.”490  
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In the Old Testament, “eternal” is also used to describe the nature of God, such as “The 

eternal God is your dwelling place, and underneath are the everlasting arms.”491 For the 

idea about purity of heart, we could find in Jesus famous sermon about the eight beatitudes: 

“Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.”492 In Proverbs of the Old Testament, 

there is also one: “He who loves purity of heart, and whose speech is gracious, will have 

the king as his friend.”493 In addition, the word “grace” appears frequently in both the New 

Testament and the Old Testament, for examples: 

• “You are the most handsome of the sons of men; grace is poured upon your lips; 

therefore God has blessed you forever.”494 

• “Give ear, O Lord, to my prayer; listen to my plea for grace.”495 

• “And I will pour out on the house of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem a spirit 

of grace and pleas for mercy, so that, when they look on me, on him whom they 

have pierced, they shall mourn for him, as one mourns for an only child, and weep 

bitterly over him, as one weeps over a firstborn.”496 

• “For the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus Christ.”497 

• “But we see him who for a little while was made lower than the angels, namely 

Jesus, crowned with glory and honor because of the suffering of death, so that by 

the grace of God he might taste death for everyone.”498 

However, I think Rawls does not want to say that his theory of justice is a Christian theory of 

justice or his moral psychology follows the Biblical revelation, rather, he is reinterpreting these 
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Biblical ideas through his assumption of moral psychology. In other words, he is trying to 

interpret them without, what he understands, the traditional Christian sense. To understand the 

perspective of eternity from a certain place beyond the world or a transcendent being represents 

a traditional understanding of eternity. But, in Rawls’s understanding, this kind of 

interpretation is incorrect. And I think what Rawls believes is that eternity should be 

understood as a certain state of human inner world which is an ideal state of our moral reason.  

Seeing the social world from the view of the original position is to see the social world from 

the ideal situation of moral reason since the original position is the representation of our ideal 

moral reasoning. As I discussed in the last chapter, there are two aspects in Rawls’s 

understanding of moral reason: to be rational and to be reasonable, and, ideally, they work in 

the way of reasonableness constraining rationality. A good example is the constraint from the 

veil of ignorance to the rational choosing of the principles of justice in the original position. 

From another angle, the moral reason involves both the work of our intellectual ability and 

sentiment. Rationality is the pure use of our intellectual ability and reasonableness mainly is 

the use of our feelings. If I am right, then, Rawls, here, is trying to say, eternity is not about 

living forever in a certain place beyond the world or the character of a transcendent being like 

God, but about the ideal situation of our inner moral nature that is a certain form or structure 

of rationality and feeling—rationality is constrained by moral feeling—which can be arrived 

within this world and do not need to wait for the afterlife or, even, the idea of afterlife is not 

necessary. This is why Rawls says that “it is a certain form of thought and feeling that rational 

persons can adopt within the world.” I think Rawls understands this kind of inner situation as 

the purity of heart. If a person has the purity of heart which means his moral reason is in the 

ideal situation, that person would see the social world from the view of original position and 

act with grace and self-command. Here, I think, Rawls’s usage of grace does not include its 

theological meaning. The grace does not relate with God or it is not about the grace of God. 
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What he wants to express, in my understanding, is an inner situation of humility which means, 

with the purity of heart, we will see the world and the people in this world in a humble attitude, 

and we will give up the feelings of merit and pride, and probably will have certain feelings like 

love and trust to all the people around us. Meanwhile, the purity of heart also includes the 

willingness to act and obey the moral laws that we choose in our thought experiment and give 

ourselves. I think this is the meaning of Rawls’s final sentence: “purity of heart, if one could 

attain it, would be to see clearly and to act with grace and self-command from this point of 

view.”  

Although mature Rawls’s religious idea is far less than a theology even a theory in traditional 

sense, the religious language in his theory of justice still makes him like a “rare species” in 

modern political and legal philosophers, especially in those which we usually labelled as 

political liberals. In the following discussion, I propose to compare Rawls’s idea with the ideas 

of Richard Rorty, Thomas Nagel and Ronald Dworkin in order to show the special character 

of Rawls’s religious attitude among modern political thinkers. But I should reminder the 

readers again that, like other comparisons in this dissertation, this comparison is not to judge 

which argument is better or to find a third way if both sides fail. The purpose of involving the 

ideas of other relevant scholars is to interpret Rawls clearer.    

Rawls is very different from Rorty who is one of the influential political thinkers in modern 

time. Rorty aims to totally exclude religious language from political language and argues for 

the independence of politics from religion as well as philosophy. Rorty’s pragmatic approach 

to social justice firstly separates the philosophical from the political as well as the private from 

the public. He refuses any effort to build public politics on a comprehensive world view: neither 

a religious God nor Nature and Reason in the sense of Enlightenment. For him, any claim in 

political conversation appealing to unarguable authority either religious or philosophical is “a 
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Conversation-Stopper”499 which will destroy democratic discussion. The project of political 

justice, for him, is much more like an experiment of creating “heaven on earth”500 by human 

power which is started by the movement of Enlightenment and should go further. Rorty agrees 

with Rawls that the standard of such “a utopian future”501 is the consensus or agreement of 

people who hold diverse even incompatible comprehensive doctrines. He says, “the only test 

of a political proposal is its ability to gain assent from people who retain radically diverse ideas 

about the point and meaning of human life, about the path to private perfection.”502 However, 

Rorty claims that this program is not a project we can construct before it happens, and its 

success is largely “a matter of luck.”503 The predictions of the future political utopia in the past 

either the religious version such as the New testament or the rational version such as in the 

Communist Manifesto are all false.504 The political future is open for creative imagination and 

certainly full of risk. But Rorty believes that there is no reason to give up the hope to get lucky. 

In contrast, he treats philosophy as private belief which can be either religious or non-religious 

and has no connection with politics. Here, we should note that Rorty uses “philosophy” in two 

senses: one is the philosophy centered on reason, the other is his own pragmatic philosophy. 

The philosophy which, Rorty claims, should be kicked out from politics is the philosophy in 

the first sense. For pragmatic philosophy, Rorty believes that it is an essentially different 

philosophy which, in my understanding, aims to avoid all terms built on “reason” or “human 

nature” especially the terms regarding dualism while avoid destructing the idea of standard like 

relativism through appealing to a biological view whose center is the creative ability of human 

being. Therefore, for Rorty, politics is not only non-religious but also non-rational; it is 

unpredictable but creative.  
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However, nowadays, there are several political and legal philosophers such as Dworkin and 

Nagel who become open for a religious basis of social justice. The reason Dworkin and Nagel 

accept religion mainly rely on a very wide understanding of religion and the division between 

religion and theism, but, in my understanding, both of them try to justify that the foundation of 

moral values and political institution is religious (Dworkin) or has religious temperament 

(Nagel). Their understandings are close to Rawls’s religious attitude and look like a further 

development as well as a clearer version.  

Dworkin, in his last book—Religion without God, tries to separate “religion”505 or “religious 

attitude” 506  from God. He defines religion in a very broad moral sense which means a 

worldview about the existence of objective and universal moral values that supply the final 

answers regarding “the meaning of human life and what living well means.”507 In his words, 

religion is deeper than God, and religion is not equal to a belief in God or theism.508 He says,  

“Religion is a deep, distinct, and comprehensive worldview: it holds that inherent, 

objective value permeates everything, that the universe and its creatures are awe-

inspiring, that human life has purpose and the universe order. A belief in a god is only 

one possible manifestation or consequence of that deeper worldview.”509 

In addition, Dworkin claims that atheism can also include a faith in the existence of objective 

moral values. Thus, religious atheism or religion without God is possible as if it believes in the 

existence of objective moral values. Given the idea of God is not clear, Dworkin even considers 

that religious atheism and religious theism are “indistinct.”510 However, Dworkin strongly 
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rejects “all forms of naturalism”511 which, in his understanding, deny the existence of moral 

values because it explains all things through natural science and believes that nothing exists 

except matter and mind. Dworkin believes that the world of values is fully and fundamentally 

independent from the world of natural facts, and religious attitude necessarily connects with 

the former and can be divorced from the later. Finally, I think, Dworkin tries to argue that 

beauty in the sense of integrity and inevitability is the standard of religious world.  

Nagel who once was Rawls’s student seems to be deeply influenced by Rawls on his 

understanding of religion. In Secular Philosopher and the Religious Temperament, he further 

explains the term “religious temperament” which he once uses to describe Rawls’s writings 

and life. Religious temperament, Nagel says, is “a disposition to seek a view of the world that 

can play a certain role in the inner life—a role that for some people is occupied by religion.” It 

relates with the question, as in Rawls’s understanding, of supplying the believers the meaning 

of living in this world, in Nagel’s own words, of how individual life connects with the universe 

as a whole.512 Briefly speaking, religious temperament is a temperament of holding a world 

view regarding the meaning of life, which relates with human moral reasoning. Nagel asserts 

that Plato is “a beautiful example”513 of religious temperament. 

However, Nagel does not equate religious temperament with religion. I think he still 

understands “religion” in the traditional way which relates with a belief in God or Gods and 

“religious temperament” as a larger conception than “religion,” which can include both theism 

and atheism. Moreover, Nagel considers that science is independent from the question about 

meaning of life, in other words, the question essentially linking with religious temperament. 

Even if science replaces traditional religion as a world view, the fundamental question 
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regarding the meaning of life is still there. Moral reasoning, Nagel says, is independent from 

its biological sources.514 This is why Nagel is still an “atheist”515 and has a “fear of religion”516 

but at the same time has the religious temperament of believing in the existence of moral truth 

and the right way to live in this world.  

In Mind and Cosmos, through his discussion regarding nature and life, we could find a further 

interpretation of the atheism Nagel inclines to. In that book, although with a very uncertain 

tone, Nagel tries to give a third alternative of interpretation about the secret of our mind and its 

connection with the natural physical world beside the naturalistic interpretation in the sense of 

“materialism and Darwinism”517 explaining the mind by a pure deduction of physics, chemistry 

and biology, and theistic interpretation explaining the mind as the intelligent design of God, 

which he thinks are not persuasive to explain the riddles regarding human mind such as the 

consciousness, cognitive ability and value. In many places, he calls his alternative “natural 

teleology.”518 It assumes that mind is separated from the natural cosmos but the nature itself 

could supply the meaning of human life. Although Nagel refuses the theistic interpretation, his 

open attitude to theism is obvious. For example, he says, 

“It is perfectly possible that the truth is beyond our reach, in virtue of our intrinsic 

cognitive limitations, and not merely beyond our grasp in humanity’s present stage of 

intellectual development. But I believe that we cannot know it, and that it makes sense 

to go on seeking a systematic understanding of how we and other living things fit into 

the world.”519 
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Thus, I think the religious temperament as well as the open attitude to theism pushes Nagel to 

support “a frank discussion of the relation of evolutionary theory to religion in some part of 

the high school curriculum.”520 I think he would say that public discussion should open for 

religious ideas although they may be not right.  

As I explained above, Rawls’s writings and lectures do not contain a very clear theory on what 

religion and God are, but according to the materials we have, I think Rawls probably would 

agree with Dworkin and Nagel’s broad understanding of religious attitude or religious 

temperament—a world view focusing on moral value.  

However, there are several points that Rawls is different from Dworkin and Nagel. First, there 

is no evidence to support that Rawls separates religion from theism. Religion, for Rawls, is 

closely connected with a belief in God or Gods although he may hold wide understanding of 

what God is. What is more, Rawls treats the solutions of that world view as a part of the 

comprehensive doctrine. Finally, as I will try to argue below, Rawls’s own comprehensive 

doctrine is probably a truncated form of theism—a faith in a moral God rather than atheism.  

Although in Rawls’s philosophical writings, we could not conclude to his comprehensive 

religious beliefs, at least, from these hints, we know that Rawls is very familiar with religious 

language especially Christian language, and he even wants to reinterpret Biblical terms by his 

moral psychology. Nevertheless, if we read his early religious writings in 1950s in his achieves, 

these hints are not so surprising. What is more, I will argue that Rawls still hold a faith in a 

moral God in the final period of his life as his comprehensive belief.  

                                                             
520 Ibid., 56.  
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4.5 Moral Reason within a Fideism of Moral God  

In Rawls’s early religious writings about Bible— “On Reward and Punishment,” “Sermon on 

Mountain,” “The Kingdom of God” and “The Theology of Mark” in 1950s, there are some 

impressive arguments on the ideas of eternity, purity of heart and the kingdom of God which 

provides an excellent background for us to understand the religious language in the final 

paragraph of TJ. Rawls’s discussions in these writings are not well-organized. They are not 

like normal papers but more like reading notes of Bible for himself or for lectures. Fortunately, 

the general view in these three writings are still recognizable. In the following discussion, I 

will try to summarize Rawls’s understanding of the Biblical ideas and its connection with 

Rawls’s final words in TJ. 

I think, in these writings, Rawls was working on an interpretation of the kingdom of God saying 

that the kingdom of God is “a Christian society”521 and “God’s reign”522 formed by believers 

with “pure in heart,”523 and it is already present according to Jesus’s message. At the beginning 

of “The Kingdom of God,” Rawls writes:  

“Essential to the message of Jesus is what he says about the Kingdom (Reign) of God. 

He proclaims its immediate impending *, or breaking into, the world of early day 

affairs—and its breaking in, its coming, is now, in a sense, already here.”524 

Although Rawls mentions in the discussion about the division between “the Kingdom 

future”525 and “the Kingdom present”526 cited from a scholar named Dodd, his main point 

                                                             
521 John Rawls, “The Kingdom of God,” Folder 5, Box 8, Papers of John Rawls (HUM 48), Harvard University 
Archives. 
522 Ibid. 
523 John Rawls, “Sermon on the Mount,” Folder 5, Box 8, Papers of John Rawls (HUM 48), Harvard University 
Archives. 
524 Rawls, “Sermon on the Mount.” Most of Rawls’s early religious writings are handwriting, and there are some 
words I cannot recognize. I will mark these unrecognizable words by “*” in this dissertation.   
525 Ibid. 
526 Ibid. 
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seems to stress that God’s Kingdom is present according to the Gospels. But God’s Kingdom 

is different from “Jewish national hopes”527 or “Jewish apocalyptic belief”528 which expect an 

eminent earthly kingdom amongst all nations with the power to defeat all of its enemies. It is a 

Kingdom of Christian believers who have different spirits from the persons in the world.  

The condition to participate in this kingdom is to obey Jesus’s demands, “the law of the 

Kingdom”529 or “Christian law.”530 Jesus’s sermon on mountain include the significant parts 

of this law. However, for Rawls, obeying Christian demands or Christian ethics is not about to 

obey rules in traditional sense, rather, it is about to become a new being and have a new inner 

life. Rawls says, “The Sermon does not either give a law or construct a system of ethics,”531 

rather, it is “law for eternity.”532  “Christian law asks us not to do something but to be 

something.”533 If obeying the earthly law is to realize justice, then obeying the law of God’s 

kingdom is to realize a new righteousness. Rawls thinks of “the New Righteousness as the 

conditions of the sight…of one becomes ‘pure in heart’ these one will ‘see’ god…purity in 

heart enables us to see god ‘of itself’.”534 Thus, we could say that the conditions of being the 

member of God’s kingdom is about being pure in heart or having eternal life.  

In Rawls’s sense, I think the core features of this new “soul” can be understood as viewing the 

world with humility and grace. Rawls considers that a perfect Christian will drop the notion of 

reward in the traditional sense and even will not fight for their rights. He asserts that Christian 

law views claiming rights as a mistake: “A perfectly Christian society would be one in which 

people would not claims rights.”535 Therefore, in Rawls’s interpretation of the gospel use of 

                                                             
527 Ibid. 
528 Ibid. 
529 Ibid. 
530 Ibid. 
531 Ibid. 
532 Ibid. 
533 Ibid. 
534 Ibid. 
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reward, he tries to justify that the notion of reward in Jesus’s teaching is not in “‘worlds’ 

picture” 536  which is to provide a motive for actions but is only “an expedient accepted 

temporarily,” 537 and the real meaning of reward is of motives rather than to provide motives. 

In other words, by the idea of reward Jesus intends to tell us the result of obeying his teaching, 

which is the new inner life or personality with which our actions will not be motived by merit 

in any sense of human understanding but based on “Visio Dei”538—the vision of God. In 

addition, this kind of reward is not certain: this kind of new life cannot be claimed as rewards 

in the ordinary sense or, even if it can, it is still not clear we would be entitled to the claim. The 

kingdom of God in Jesus’s revelation is not “brought by men, but by God alone.”539  Rawls 

cites the words in Mark 10:13-16 to explain that “it is his gift which men receive as children.”540 

Man cannot “hasten it”541 but can “get ready for it.”542 Thus, there is no merit for the Christian 

to be proud of obtaining the eternal life. Purity of heart or eternal life is merely a grace from 

God. Therefore, Rawls says, “reward is hardly reward but ‘grace.’”543 And Rawls even denies 

the interpretation saying that “virtue is its own reward,” 544  because it implies a “self-

sufficiency”545 in the virtuous life: virtue in the soul beings of itself own final good. Thus, the 

new life does not mean to live virtuously but a grace from an external being. Rawls concludes 

that “Perhaps the gospel use of reward is to show us this direction of looking at it.”546  With 

these understandings at hand, Rawls summarizes the main character of God’s Kingdom as 

follows: 

                                                             
536 John Rawls, “On Reward and Punishment,” Folder 5, Box 8, Papers of John Rawls (HUM 48), Harvard 
University Archives. 
537 Ibid. 
538 Ibid. 
539 Rawls, “Kingdom of God.” 
540 Ibid. 
541 Ibid. 
542 Ibid. 
543 Rawls, “On Reward and Punishment.” 
544 Ibid. 
545 Ibid. 
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“Is our solution this: In a Christian Society 

1) That we accept the ‘you’ as the individual person (in gospels seems addressed to 

persons). 

2) Requests action in social contexts in accordance with utilitarianism say with self 

dropped out.  

3) And from the motive of ‘love’ or caring for those who need our help as we would 

care for their needs if they were our own (the way the ordinary reasonable man cares 

for his own). 

4) So that the guidance and coordinating parts of human institutions remain but other 

parts drop out eg, penal institutions. 

5) And fundamental is how we take things—with a spirit of devotion and service 

made possible by faith (trust) in God.”547 

Then, he leaves two doubts as the end: 

“1) Is this the right ‘you’? 

2) Doesn’t it allow us to get too close to the world?”548 

According to these two questions, Rawls’s doubt, I think, includes two aspects. First, the 

Christian vision is too narrow, which focuses on how to treat one person individually, and lacks 

the vision of considering other persons at the same time. So, in Christian vision, “you” is only 

an individual rather than a group of individuals, and to love “you” means to love an individual 

person rather than a group of persons. Then, the Christian request of actions in the social 
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contexts is simply to drop out self, transfer another individual’s interests to self and help others 

like helping self. However, this kind of vision, in Rawls’s understanding, does not have the 

view of fairness or reasonableness which requires us to consider equally all others’ interests 

and needs. We can get further understanding from Rawls’s doubt to Ramsey’s interpretation 

on Jesus’s demand of loving neighbors. Rawls questions: “The problem becomes interesting 

and difficult only when there is more than one neighbor, because then the problem becomes 

one of weighting the merits of the needs of different neighbors.”549 And, here, in Rawls’s 

understanding of Bible, he seems to say that Christian teaching does not solve this problem 

because there is no such view of equally weighting the needs of different neighbors in Christian 

vision. The interesting point in Rawls’s reflection is the comparison between a Christian 

society and “a society of rational egoists who apply the utilitarian criterion.”550 He seems to 

say that even if the Christian society is possible in this world, it is more like a utilitarian society. 

The key rationale, I guess, is that Rawls considers the Christian view and utilitarian view both 

lack the view of fairness or reasonableness and consider the questions of social justice from 

the view of rational individual. If my speculation is right, it is weird that Rawls does not take 

the power of God into account in the Christian society and Christian vision because the power 

of God is the basis of both individual Christian and Christian society. If there is no God, there 

is no Christian society as well as Christian vision. For this point, Rawls should know well given 

his interpretation in these religious writings. So, I think the fundamental suspicion is that Rawls 

suspects the power of God in our moral reason but the Christian vision necessarily requires the 

faith in God. In this sense, Rawls doubts that the ‘you’ in the Christian vision is not the right 

‘you.’ Second, the Christian vision is not pure enough. It involves itself too deep into the world 

because it must understand and care about all the earthly needs of others who need help in 

                                                             
549 John Rawls, “Ramsey’s ‘Basic Christian Ethics,’” Folder 8, Box 52, Papers of John Rawls (HUM 48), 
Harvard University Archives, 4. 
550 Ibid. 
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order to love them. Thus, the Christian vision, if it wants to be workable in this world, must be 

“polluted” by all these world considerations and information. The Christian vision does not 

include the thought model of original position in which the information and knowledge 

probably preventing the person from seeing purely is covered by the veil of ignorance. Thus, 

if the Christian vision wants to work perfectly, it must see from a place out of this world. 

Certainly, Rawls’s second doubt does not believe the existence of such world. Finally, Rawls 

confirms that “I was testing out consequences of accepting a traditional solution—not asserting 

it.”551 

Given this background, I argue that the final words in TJ is actually a reinterpretation of the 

idea of God’s kingdom without the traditional conception of God: In Jesus’s teaching, the word 

God is always there, but in Rawls’s reinterpretation, the word God is not necessary. When 

Rawls was writing TJ, in his mind, he probably wants to reply his early Biblical study and 

views his ideal just society as the earthly version of God’s kingdom. That is why he tries to 

end the TJ with Christian language. The purity of heart or eternal life becomes an inner state 

formed by feeling and thought in certain structure that all persons who have the two moral 

powers like Rawls illustrates can obtain. It is not a “privilege” of Christian believers and also 

is different from the Christian version which, Rawls suspects, does not reflect the reality of our 

moral nature. Therefore, the kingdom of God can be realized in this world without the 

assumption of a transcendent God. Then, the Biblical word “grace” also loses its original 

Christian meaning. But, I think, one point remains the same that is the rejection of “merit” or 

“reward.” In TJ, the person with the ideal situation of moral reason will also refuse the ideas 

of “merit” and “reward,” and lives with grace, but this grace does not relate with a transcendent 

being but only with others in the same society. Therefore, being humble does not include giving 
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up the claims of rights. On the contrary, Rawls’s justice as fairness strongly respect and protect 

basic human rights and does not encourage citizens to drop self out.  

Though the Christian understanding of moral reason had been thrown away by the stage of TJ, 

Rawls still takes religion seriously and, according to the materials we have, he even does not 

abandon the effort to give a religious interpretation of moral reason. Is it possible that he still 

holds some kind of religious belief but maybe not traditional Christian belief? I think it is true: 

there are two materials—Pogge’s interview on Rawls and Rawls’s short paper “On My 

Religion”—showing a brief picture of mature Rawls’s religious belief that, after the 

renunciation of traditional Christianity, Rawls still holds a non-traditional religious belief 

which is a fideism of moral God who is the origin of human moral reason but bestows humans 

the moral autonomy. 

In 1993, Rawls replies in Pogge’s interview that the fundamental question which always 

bothers him is how individual life can be redeemable, and he supposes that it indeed is a 

religious question but he adds that he does not think like an ordinary monk.552 In addition, even 

though not being “conventional religious”553 and putting a “conventional theology”554 behind 

justice as fairness, Rawls confirms that he understands the religious attitudes and feelings, and 

his early experience and concern with religion influence his later thinking.555 Hence, if my 

understanding of Rawls’s words in Pogge’s interview is right, Rawls’s belief is not 

conventional religious but remains to be religious in a broad sense and probably is not just a 

world view. Then, the question is: what kind of non-conventional religious understanding of 

moral reason he holds? I think the fourth section of “On My Religion” gives us a further answer. 

In that section, Rawls discusses God’s moral reason and its relation with human moral reason.  

                                                             
552 See John Rawls, Pogge’s interview, Track 2-2: 21:54-22:50. 
553 Ibid., 24:23-24:25. 
554 Ibid., 24:41-24:47. 
555 See Ibid., 23:53-24:20. 
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First, Rawls believes that the ground and content of moral and political values are “God’s 

reason, or else known to God’s reason,”556 while human reason and God’s reason belong to the 

same kind. They are the same in the sense that human reason “recognizes the same inferences 

as valid and the same facts as true”557 as God’s reason recognizes. They are different only in 

the sense that God’s reason is much more powerful than human reason. God’s reason 

“comprehends all possible information and can see all possible inferences,”558 but human 

reason is limited. As a result, the basic judgments of reasonableness, whether from God’s 

reason or by ours, must be the same. “God’s reason is consistent with ours.”559 Here, we find 

a religious interpretation of Rawls’s emphasis of “reason” in our moral psychology.  

The key point to understand Rawls’s word “reason” used in “On My Religion” such as “God’s 

reason” is to recognize whether it means the “reason as intellectual ability” or the “moral 

reason.” I accept the later understanding. I think, for Rawls, “reason” in morality involves not 

only intellectual ability but also the capacity for moral sentiment, particularly, it is a certain 

structure of them. Beside the text of that paper as a whole, the main rationale comes from 

Rawls’s expressions in the fourth paragraph of section four where he says, “Given these facts 

as they undeniably are in our social world, the basic judgements of reasonableness must be the 

same, whether made by God’s reason or by ours,”560 after his discussion on the content of the 

judgement of divine practical reason and human practical reason connecting with the same 

facts. I think it is fair to understand that the word “reason” here means practical reason (moral 

reason) rather than merely intellectual ability. 
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Second, God’s existence can be separated from the validity and content of reason. God’s being 

does not determine “the essential canons of reason.”561 It is to say that human beings have 

moral autonomy even if God exists. Therefore, Rawls walks one more step saying that even 

though the persons who do not believe in God, they are still governed by moral reason. By 

involving Bodin’s argument in Colloquium of the Seven about Secrets of the Sublime, Rawls 

says at the end of “On My Religion:” “I go along with Bodin this far: ‘atheism (as he 

understands it) is a disaster, but nontheism need not be feared, politically speaking. Nontheism 

is compatible with religious faith; and even atheism is to be tolerated, for what is punishable 

in religion is not beliefs but deeds.’”562  

Third, related with the first point, for reasoning out political and moral values, God’s will 

“serves only a subordinate role of sanctioning the divine intentions now seen as grounded on 

reason,”563 so does in human moral psychology. Therefore, we can say that the question about 

the binding force of moral reason is solved by a belief in the divine unity of will and moral 

reason.   

In conclusion, I argue that, in Rawls’s non-conventional religious faith, the assumption of 

moral reason is rooted in a fideism of moral God who imparts the moral reason the divine 

origin with the willingness to use it. Nevertheless, this God bestows us moral autonomy, 

therefore, human beings can realize justice and goodness by themselves, but God is still out 

there.  

                                                             
561 Rawls, A Brief Inquire into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 268. 
562 Ibid., 269. The “Bodin” Rawls mentions here is Jean Bodin, the French political scholar living in 16th century. 
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on the topics such as the existence of miracles, divine communication, the origin of angels and demons, the true 
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and freely discussed in a political society. However, this toleration excludes atheism which Bodin considers as 
detestable. Here, Rawls shows a broader tolerance on atheism than Bodin. 
563 Rawls, A Brief Inquire into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 267. 
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4.6 Summary: Bound Rationality 

I argue that mature Rawls’s final understanding of moral reason is an idea of bound rationality. 

It is a double-part conception: the first part is a philosophical one in which our moral reason is 

described as two natural human powers—the ability to be rational (rationality) and the ability 

to be reasonable (reasonableness)—with a certain structure of reasonableness constraining 

rationality; the second part is a religious one which reveals the supernatural origin of our natural 

moral reason. In Rawls’s opinion, the first part is a moral and political conception which is 

assumed to be the picture of human moral psychology and the ideal psychological model for 

reasoning out a reasonable and rational political conception of social justice; the second part 

belongs to Rawls’s comprehensive belief which is probably only his personal belief or shared 

in certain group of persons. In addition, Rawls believes that these two parts do not have 

necessary connection: the philosophical part can be independent from the religious part; but 

they may have sufficient connection: the philosophical part can be supported or accepted by 

the religious part.  

 

As I mentioned above, mature Rawls’s understanding of moral reason contains an ideal order 

of the intellectual ability and the moral sentiment in our moral and political reasoning. In my 

understanding, to be rational is a pure use of the intellectual ability, and the power to be 

reasonable is dominated by moral sentiment, so the ideal order is that the former is constrained 

by the latter or the latter is prior to the former. Mature Rawls’s investigation of this ideal order 

starts from the early stage of his academic life when he has great interest in logical positivism, 

later Wittgenstein and Bible. Finally, Rawls’s balance is like pouring the “water” of human 

intellectual ability into the “cup” of human sentiment: the intellectual ability is bounded by 

moral sentiment in reasoning out the standard of social justice. However, we must note that, 
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for Rawls, moral reason is a certain combination of reasonableness and rationality rather than 

one of them. This is what I mean by bound rationality. Now, let me turn to discuss the 

relationship between the idea of finite rationality and the idea of bound rationality or how the 

former is changed into the latter.  
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Chapter 5 The Relationship between Young Rawls and Mature 

Rawls’s Understanding of Moral Reason 

In this chapter, I propose to discuss the relationship between young Rawls’s idea of finite 

rationality and mature Rawls’s idea of bound rationality and give a reasonable interpretation 

about how the finite rationality develops into bound rationality. Then, based on my conclusion 

of that relationship which calls it a reconstruction with development, and the relationship 

between the two dimensions of mature Rawls’s idea of bound rationality, I will try to bring in 

the new light for reflecting on Rawlsian public reason. It will be described as a question on the 

independence of Rawlsian moral reason itself from religious background. Following the new 

light, my reflection will be on the possibility of a religious theory of justice because if the new 

light really points out a religious way to solve the basic issues of social cooperation, then there 

should have a religious theory of justice to replace those non-religious theories of justice. 

However, my reflection will only be a start point which merely raises three basic questions that 

a religious theory of justice must solve. Finally, I will close the dissertation with a short 

comment on Rawls’s understanding of moral reason as a whole.  

Since I conclude in the last chapter that there is a religious dimension in Rawlsian idea of bound 

rationality, before all of the discussions in this chapter, now, let us have a brief reflection on 

this conclusion: is mature Rawls really religious? The question can also like this: can the 

religious words, such as his interpretation of moral psychology with Biblical language in TJ or 

his interpretation of God’s moral reason and its connection with human moral reason in “On 

My Religion,” represent or be the evidences of mature Rawls’s religious belief? It is clear that, 

in Chapter Four, I give a positive answer: mature Rawls not only takes religious language 

seriously but also holds a religious belief, which makes him like a “rare species” in modern 

moral and political philosophers since, according to my observation, the whole atmosphere of 
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the intellectual discussion with respect to moral and political philosophy and the language used 

in them inclines to be non-religious. Here, through an internal linguistic analysis, I want to 

reply a possible criticism and stress again that, comprehensively speaking, it is fair to 

understand mature Rawls’s thought as religious.  

The question is: are Rawls’s religious words merely cultural symbols? By cultural symbols I 

mean that those words are the linguistic tools for describing religious ideas from so-called 

western culture. When Rawls uses those religious words such as eternity and the purity of heart, 

he actually does not agree with the religious meanings of these words and just treat them as 

tools for reinterpreting his non-religious ideas. The religious words are only for the 

understandability and acceptability of the non-religious readers from the culture where these 

religious symbols are widely used or the religious believers who are very familiar with their 

original usage, and we cannot take them as the expressions of Rawls’s own idea and belief. 

However, to judge whether the words the author uses are merely cultural symbols or not we 

must rely on the attitude with which the author uses them, the meanings which the author gives 

them, and the ideas which the author aims to express by them. And it requires a full and 

comprehensive investigation of Rawls’s usage of those religious words. This is why Rawls’s 

archives are so significant for the investigation of this dissertation. I think the answer is obvious, 

that those religious words are not cultural symbols if we take all of Rawls’s religious language 

especially those in his early religious writings, Pogge’s interview and “On My Religion” into 

account.  

Given those materials as a whole, it is easy to find that Rawls takes the religious language very 

seriously, the meanings he puts into the religious terms are as religious as the original meanings 

of these words, and the ideas he wants to express is religious in a wide sense. Let me take 

Rawls’s interpretation of moral reason with Biblical language at the end of TJ again as an 

example: 
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“The perspective of eternity is not a perspective from a certain place beyond the world, 

nor the point of view of a transcendent being; rather it is a certain form of thought and 

feeling that rational persons can adopt within the world…purity of heart, if one could 

attain it, would be to see clearly and to act with grace and self-command from this point 

of view.” 

If we limit our view only to TJ, it may give us an impression that the religious words he uses 

here may be merely cultural symbols since the context of TJ does not give us enough 

information to conclusively judge if Rawls is seriously using them, if the meanings he 

understands them are still Biblical, and if the ideas he aims to express is religious as well. 

Therefore, for obtaining the right understanding, we need to investigate Rawls’s religious 

language in other places. First, from Rawls’s discussions regarding religion in his philosophical 

lectures and writings, we can find strong evidences to support that Rawls takes religious 

language seriously. He not only does not treat them as nonsensical words like logical positivism 

does but also gives full understanding of their significance in moral and political philosophy. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to believe that the religious words at the end of TJ was also be 

written in a serious attitude. Certainly, it is also quite impossible that they are caused by a slip 

of pen because their connections with the context do not support this argument, and there 

should be enough time and opportunities for Rawls to cancel those religious words if he thought 

that they were misleading expressions of his ideas before the publication, but the fact was that 

he did not. It is to say that Rawls adds them consciously. Second, from Rawls’s early Biblical 

study, we can know that he understands the original meanings of those religious terms. Thus, 

it is fair to judge that Rawls also uses them in TJ with the same religious senses. Third, in 

Pogge’s interview and “On My Religion,” there are obvious evidences showing that Rawls 

holds a non-traditional religious belief which, as I conclude, is a fideism of moral God. It gives 

us a strong reason to believe that the closing words of TJ represents Rawls’s own religious 
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belief. It is a “invasion” of Rawls’s comprehensive religious belief into his philosophical 

writing. Above all, I incline to believe that when Rawls was writing these words, he was 

consciously considering the possibility of a religious belief being the foundation of his political 

theory although as a comprehensive belief, and in other words, he was seriously thinking about 

a religious interpretation of moral reason and justice as fairness although not creating a 

conventional moral and political theology. Through such kind of internal linguistic analysis, I 

believe that mature Rawls’s religious words are not cultural symbols. On the contrary, it is fair 

to say that they are the expressions of his comprehensive religious doctrine.  

At last, I think the past researches on the relationship between young Rawls and mature Rawls 

also support my argument saying that mature Rawls seriously holds a religious belief. Now, let 

us recapitulate those researches. 

5.1 What have been done? 

Since Rawls’s senior thesis and “On My Religion” were published, the relationship between 

young Rawls’s religious view and mature Rawls’s idea has been a burgeoning research topic. 

It challenges the traditional understanding of Rawls as a totally secular scholar, and because of 

the challenge coming after the publication of these two materials, it is easy to guess that the 

dominant interest for researchers would be the continuity and discontinuity between young and 

mature Rawls. Most of researchers agree that the influence from young age is still recognizable 

in mature Rawls’s works, and there are clear continuities, certainly with discontinuities, 

between them. In all the discussions I find, I think the following arguments are the main joint 

points of the relationship summarized by previous researchers. 

First, although mature Rawls renounces early Christian faith, some form of religious belief 

remains. Meilaender comments that Rawls’s “reflections seem to have led him away from 
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Christianity, though not from some form of theism.”564 In addition, P. Mackenzie Bok also did 

an impressive work on this topic based on Rawls’s archives. In the paper “To the Mountaintop 

Again: The Early Rawls and Post-Protestant Ethics in Postwar America,” she cites Hollinger’s 

words and claims that mature Rawls continues to “reflect what has called ‘the accommodation 

of Protestant Christianity with the Enlightenment.’”565 Habermas even views Rawls’s mature 

work as a “philosophical reshaping of religious idea.”566 In Habermas’s view, the reason why 

Rawls becomes the first among the major political philosophies to take religious and 

metaphysical pluralism seriously is implied in his religious motive.  

My interpretation in this dissertation generally supports this argument. There are many 

evidences showing that mature Rawls is still religious. In Chapter 4, I call mature Rawls’s 

belief as a faith in a moral God. If I use Meilaender’s words, it is indeed a form of theism. A 

litter different from Meilaender, Bok seems to still understand mature Rawls’s religious belief 

as a form of Christianity but with the light from Enlightenment, which, in my understanding, 

means that mature Rawls stresses much on human powers in morality rather than on the power 

of a supernatural being. So, for Bok, I guess, mature Rawls’s belief is a very liberal version of 

Christianity but still meet the Christian views. If my speculation on Bok’s understanding is 

right, I would say that it is a possible explanation but there is no enough evidence which we 

can rely on to judge the very details of Rawls’s religious belief. From my opinion, it is hard to 

say that Rawls’s religious belief belongs to Christianity. It is much more like a belief aiming 

to cross the boundary of Christianity. But it is still fair because the most frequent religious 

language and ideas in mature Rawls’s discussions regarding religion such as the last words of 
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TJ do remain to be Christian style, and the religious background under which Rawls grows up 

is Christian as well, although his writings show that he knows other religions like Islam and 

Hinduism. Maybe we can say that Rawls failed to “escape” from Christianity although he 

thought he did. However, my dissertation does not want to make any conclusion judging that 

mature Rawls’s religious belief is still Christian but it is open to such kind of possibility. 

Habermas’s judgement saying that Rawls’s philosophical work is a reshaping of religious idea 

is quite profound, and my dissertation basically agrees with it. In addition, my conclusion can 

be understood as further explaining what that “reshaping” is from the idea of moral reason. I 

will argue that the procedure of reshaping from the angle of moral reason is a reconstruction 

with developing understanding on what moral reason is.  

Second, in the senior thesis, there are clues of Rawls’s later concern on the ethical relation 

among persons as well as the dignity of the individual. Young and mature Rawls both believe 

that human beings are social beings who fulfill their moral nature by living in a certain kind of 

social life, so they both concern about the ethical relations between persons either in a Christian 

community or in a society of moral citizens. Along with the concern on the ethical relation 

between persons, young Rawls and mature Rawls both stress that the dignity and worth of 

individuals are inviolable and inalienable. Like Haman points out, “one can already see the 

shape of Rawls’ later thought unfolding with its strong commitments to ethical relations 

between persons.”567 From Hilary Bok’s perspective, in Rawls’s theory of justice, the “concern 

for the kinds of personal relations he described in his thesis remained constant.”568 Weithman 

argues that “in the thesis as in TJ, we express our moral nature by living on-going social lives 

in which we honour the demands of right.”569 Huaihong He concludes that  

                                                             
567 Jonathan Harman, “Review of John Rawls, A brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith,” Philosophy 
and Social Criticism 37, no.6 (2011): 736. 
568 Hilary Bok, “When Rawls met Jesus,” (2009). http://democracyjournal.org/magazine/14/when-rawls-met 
jesus/ (accessed March 24, 2017). 
569 Paul Weithman, “On John Rawls’s a Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith,” Journal of Religious 
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“In young Rawls’s emphasis on the personal relationship and community, we consider 

that he already anticipates the basic tendency and character of his later moral and 

political philosophy, which mainly consists of: firstly, he always concerns the 

relationship between persons, that is to say he observes morality, defines the meaning 

of ethics by the relationship between persons…secondly, Rawls also considers that his 

kind of relationship between persons should be a feature of personality…and should 

also treat all persons as persons.”570  

I think this continuity is easy to find if we read both Rawls’s senior thesis and his later writings 

of social justice. The rejection of naturalism and the praise for community are two main pillars 

of young Rawls’s theological ethics. In young Rawls’s thesis, naturalism is faulty because of 

treating persons and God as the objects of desire. It has obvious similarities with mature 

Rawls’s critique of teleology, such as utilitarianism, which is accused by Rawls of treating 

people as means rather than ends. At the same time, young Rawls uses the idea of community 

to interpret the Christian terms of sin and faith, and the ideal social community for young Rawls 

is a community of Christians. In such a community of faith and love, the believers treat each 

other and God as personalities, as ends, not the means for satisfying individual interests. Using 

people as means only is a sin for Young Rawls. 571  What is more, in young Rawls’s 

understanding, human beings which are the images of trinity God who contain a communal 

nature of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit must live in the community of faith and love 

to fulfil their moral natures as the creatures of communal God. Young Rawls’s emphasis of 

                                                             
Ethics 40, no. 4 (2012): 574. 
570 They are translated from the following words: “在青年罗尔斯对人格关系、共同体的强调中，我们认为
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为一种“人格关系”的特点···还应当把其他所有人当人看待。” — 何怀宏. <青年罗尔斯批评“自然主义”的
伦理学涵义>,《清华大学学报（哲学社会学版）》第 27期, 第 2卷(2012)：第 108页. 
571 See Rawls, A Brief Inquiry into the Meaning of Sin and Faith, 195. 
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community and the significance of communal life for individual person remind us of mature 

Rawls’s concern on the justice in a society of cooperation. Although he avoids to say that a just 

society is a community, his core concern is also about the relation among the moral citizens in 

such society: How do different moral citizens can peacefully live and cooperate in a society? 

Furthermore, his ideal conception of social justice on which the just well-ordered society is 

built contains a strong protection of everyone’s dignity and right as fundamental principles.  

However, we also need to realize the discontinuity between young and mature Rawls’s 

concerns on social life and individual dignity. For young Rawls, we should live in a community 

particularly a Christian community but, for mature Rawls, the basic structure of social life is a 

reasonable and rational social union rather than a community of faith and love although we still 

can choose to join different communities in this society some of which may be still Christian. 

In addition, comparatively, mature Rawls stresses much more on individual dignity than young 

Rawls although young Rawls’s senior thesis implicitly affirms the significance of individual 

dignity. 

I think the discontinuity and continuity of young and mature Rawls’s concerns on social life 

and individual dignity can also be understood from his different ideas of moral reason. In young 

Rawls’s idea of finite rationality, the religious experience of faith, according to young Rawls’s 

interpretation, actually, is an experience of rebuilding and living in the Christian community, 

of trusting and loving others and God in such a community. From the guiding role of religious 

experience in finite rationality, we can find that the ideal moral life in young Rawls’s mind is 

a communal life. As a core bond of Christian community, Christian love certainly includes a 

respect of others’ dignities and interests, and it is even much more than a respect. According 

to Nygren whose book—Agape and Eros—is one of young Rawls’s main intellectual sources, 

the supreme model of Christian love is a sacrificial love: agape. So, the religious experience in 

finite rationality by nature asks the believers to respect others’ dignities and even love them by 
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sacrificing their self-interests. Following the idea of Brunner, the other aspect of finite 

rationality which is our intellectual ability is also significant although its power is limited. And 

if we see this aspect as a confirmation of human ability in our moral life, then it could be an 

emphasis of self-dignity because it shows the respect and trust of our own abilities in creating 

a moral life and community. Nevertheless, the importance of individual dignity in young 

Rawls’s Christian community sounds not as important as the glory of God although the God in 

young Rawls’s mind is not a self-interested God rather a God of agape, since God rather than 

human beings themselves is the guidance in our moral reasoning. In mature Rawls’s idea of 

bound rationality, the prior aspect is the power to be reasonable which, in my understanding, 

is mainly the power of moral sentiment. It is a power to fairly respect others’ interests and 

respect pluralism. So, it is obvious that the power to be reasonable is a capacity to live with 

others rather than a capacity to live alone. The aspect of rationality also plays a significant role 

in constructing a political conception of justice. But, different from the idea of finite rationality, 

two moral powers in the idea of bound rationality are all human powers, and the role of God is 

independent from the function of our moral ability. From the meanings of reasonableness and 

rationality, and the nature of two moral powers as human powers, we could clearly see mature 

Rawls’s emphasis on individual dignity. Then, for the discontinuity, we can also have a clear 

view from the idea of moral reason. The difference on the nature of our social life and the 

attitude of individual dignity can be understood from the difference on the role of God in moral 

reason and the status of rationality in moral reason. The power of God is necessary in the idea 

of finite rationality, while the power to realize just society in mature Rawls’s mind is human 

power: the power to be rational and the power to be reasonable. For the idea of bound 

rationality, religion is only a possible origin of moral reason and does not change the canon of 

moral reason. In addition, the function of rationality—our intellectual ability is more stressed 

in mature Rawls’s ideal just society than in young Rawls’s Christian community. The standard 
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of social justice is chosen by moral citizens rather than bestowed by a supernatural being or by 

the assistance of a supernatural being. Therefore, the idea of bound rationality excludes God 

as a necessary condition of our social life and gives much more concern on human dignity than 

the glory of a supernatural being.  

Third, there are researchers mention that young and mature Rawls both reject merit. Cohen and 

Nagel find the continuity between mature Rawls’s rejection of merit’s “suitability as a basis 

for determining distributive shares, or any of the other entitlements of persons in a well-ordered 

society”572 and young Rawls’s agreement with Augustine denying that “we can earn salvation 

by our own merit—by freely choosing virtue, or by works of any kind.”573 Anthony Kenny 

also agrees with Cohen and Nagel’s argument.574 Differently, Angelo Valente does not view 

the relationship about merit as a continuity but as a discontinuity, because he thinks that the 

idea of merit is still valid for mature Rawls but just should not be a basis of social justice. He 

says, “To be fair, there are some inconsistencies between the works…it is evident that the 

ground for the claim has shifted dramatically from one where merit has no basis to one where 

merit is valid, but is beyond the scope of civil society to assess.” 575 

I think Nagel and Cohen’s arguments are right. In young Rawls’s Christian belief, the idea of 

merit is excluded by the requirements of humility and love (as shaped by Nygren’s 

understanding of agape).  Young Rawls implies that counting merit represents the pride of 

human beings, which produces egotism, the real source of sin.576 Both the personal salvation 

and Christian community finally come from the grace of God rather than the ability of human 
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being. Being humble requires the believers to refuse pride and live with grace, so it is not right 

to count self-merit in a Christian life. And according to one of young Rawls’s main intellectual 

sources—Nygren, agape is a sacrificial and unconditional love which does not rely on the merit 

of the loved ones but loves them without additional conditions. I think young Rawls would 

agree that Christian believers should love others without counting the merits of themselves and 

the loved ones.  

In Rawls’s early religious writings in 1950s, his interpretation of eternal life, purity of heart 

and the kingdom of God tells us that the traditional understanding of these Biblical terms rejects 

the idea of merit and even the idea of right. Then, in Rawls’s last words of TJ, Rawls tries to 

reply his early Biblical research through reinterpreting these terms without the religious sense. 

He considers that if the moral persons have the same moral psychology as he assumes, they 

will live with grace and self-command. Certainly, as Cohen and Nagel point out, Rawls’s 

justice as fairness is not a merit-based conception of social justice. However, we should also 

note that, in mature Rawls’s idea of bound rationality, the ideas of grace and humility do not 

have necessary connection with religion but in young Rawls’s idea of finite rationality, they 

both link with God.  

From the view of moral reason, this relationship is included in the two adjectives— “finite” 

and “bound.” Both “finite” and “bound” reveal the limitation of rationality in our moral 

reasoning. According to Brunner who is young Rawls’s main inspirer, pride is always 

expressed as the pride of rationality, and rationalism is the representation of such pride. So, the 

limitation of reason as intellectual ability in the idea of finite rationality can be understood as 

a praise of humility as well as an opposition to merits in our moral life. In the idea of bound 

rationality, rationality which aims to be self-interested is constrained by the power to be 

reasonable which requires the fair consideration of others’ interests. Thus, the idea of merit 

sounds to be contradictory with the priority of fairness since the constraint of reasonableness 
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requires us to put other’s interests at first and, if we must use the idea of merit, that will be a 

priority of others’ merits. I think to be reasonable includes the requirement to be humble before 

people. Meanwhile, we can also find that the powers to restrict rationality in finite rationality 

and bound rationality are different. In the former, that is the power from God, in the latter, that 

is the power of human sentiment although it is opens to a religious interpretation of this power. 

So, the foundation to reject merits in young and mature Rawls’s idea is different.  

Fourth, young Rawls and mature Rawls have very different attitudes to social contract theory. 

Gregory considers that the most explicit discontinuity between the young and mature Rawls 

was that young Rawls “belies a stance that is thoroughly opposed to the contractarian and 

autonomy-based tradition of modern political theory that Rawls espoused in his later 

philosophy.”577  In Cohen and Nagel’s paper regarding young Rawls’s senior thesis, they 

mention that “The thesis also makes an important point against traditional social contract 

theories that was one of Rawls’s reasons later on for developing his own distinctive 

version…” 578  In Reidy’s interpretation of young and mature Rawls, there is a same 

understanding.579  

Generally speaking, this argument is fair for me as well, although young Rawls does not talk a 

lot about social contract theory and, probably, does not understand contractarian theory well. 

There are three places young Rawls mentions social contract theory. In Chapter 1, he generally 

expresses his argument saying that “Concerning political theory, our view suggests that any 

contract theory of society is false.”580  The reason young Rawls gives afterwards for this 

objection to social contract theory is that social contract theory puts self before community. 

But young Rawls believes that without living in community, we are nothing. “The person does 
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not bring anything to society for the simple reason that he is nothing until he is in 

community.”581 In Chapter 4, young Rawls claims that all contract theories of society are of 

“mutual egoism.”582 Again, in Chapter 5, young Rawls accuses that Locke’s social contract 

theory which treats the protection of private property as the chief aim is the father of a false 

view of salvation that “identifies salvation with economic reform.”583 Young Rawls’s attitude 

and argument in these discussions are clear: social contract theory is false because it is too 

close to individualism and even egoism, and it misunderstands the communal nature of human 

being, but the evidences he gives for supporting his argument are few.  

Young Rawls probably is just inspired by Brunner who, as I discussed in Chapter 2, is his real 

“supervisor.” In The Divine Imperative, Brunner relates the idea of social contract to the idea 

of “economic liberalism” that “derives the welfare of the community from the egoism of 

individuals.”584 Brunner also argues in Christian and Civilisation that a Christian community 

should not be “a merely contractual association but more of a family-like unity.”585 However, 

I think Brunner’s attitude is not so strong like young Rawls’s though they are on the same ship. 

Based on the dialectical approach, I think what Brunner wants to say is that, on one hand, social 

contract theory is right at the rational idea of equality although it reasons from the egoism of 

individuals, on another hand, the idea of social contract theory does not give sufficient 

emphasis on the unlikeness among individuals in the community which Christian love can do.  

Reidy points out that “Rawls fails in his undergraduate thesis to distinguish between Hobbesian, 

Lockean, Rousseauian and Kantian social contract doctrines. He treats them all as of a 

piece.”586  Reidy also mentions that Rawls confirms himself of not understanding Rousseau at 
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his undergraduate period.587 Therefore, I guess young Rawls probably did not do much work 

on social contract theory, and it is also not the main intellectual “enemy” of his senior thesis. 

On the contrary, mature Rawls not only agrees with contractarian theory but also works in that 

tradition. He tries to develop, what he understands, the traditional social contract theory into a 

more abstract version which views social contract as a hypothetical contract signed in the 

thought experiment and justified by public reason rather than a historical text signed with the 

consent of different parties in a certain point of history.  

Although young Rawls’s understanding of contractarian theory is not totally correct, his 

argument saying that the fault of contractarian theory is because of its egoism, of merely relying 

on the consent or endorsement of rational individuals has its foundation in the idea of finite 

rationality. There are three elements in finite rationality which support young Rawls’s 

argument. First, the guide power in finite rationality is the power of God working through 

religious experience, rather than human power. Second, the religious experience is described 

as an experience of Christian love which encourages the believers to sacrifice self-interests for 

the good of others. Third, the intellectual ability which is the core of human ability of judgment 

is put on the second place after the religious experience. Given these three elements, it becomes 

easier to understand that young Rawls would reject all political theories which stress or derive 

from individual rational choice and consent.  

However, I would not say that young Rawls’s rejection of social contract theory does not have 

any trace in his later contractarian theory. I think the limitation of pure rational choosing in 

mature Rawls’s version of social contract theory shares a similar point with young Rawls’s 

attitude criticizing social contract theory as individualism and even egoism. By stressing the 

role of reasonableness which requires fair consideration of others’ interests, mature Rawls’s 
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social contract theory seems to avoid rational individualism and egoism. Although his early 

religious argument is not the only source of his later idea of social contract, probably not the 

main one, it may not be completely wrongheaded to say that there is some connection between 

young and mature Rawls’s attitudes towards contractarian theory.  

As I already hint in the above reviews, my dissertation generally agrees with these four 

arguments, but my dissertation explains the relation through the conception of moral reason, 

by which I believe will give a more precise and inclusive interpretation. This will be the work 

of the following section.  

5.2 A Reconstruction with Development  

If my interpretations in Chapter 2, 3 and 4 are right, I try to further argue that mature Rawls’s 

idea of bound rationality is a reconstruction of young Rawls’s idea of finite rationality with a 

progressive understanding on what moral reason is. 

The reconstruction contains two parts: the reconstruction of religious experience and the 

reconstruction of reason as intellectual ability—rationality. The aspect of religious experience 

is reconstructed into a fideism on a moral God and the idea of reasonableness. In this part of 

reconstruction, a particular concept of God—Christian God—is abandoned because of his 

presumed immoral nature, but the concept of God or a faith in the existence of God remains, 

and it is stressed as a moral God. In addition, religion or God is denied to be the necessary 

condition and guide of our moral reasoning, but there remains to be a possible relationship 

between God’s moral reason and human moral reason which says that they are essentially the 

same with only degree difference, but human moral reason is autonomous from God’s moral 

reason. Thirdly, religious experience by which the power of God works in our moral life as the 

dominant moral power or the guiding power motivating our moral expressions and actions are 

replaced by a human natural power: the power to be reasonable, but the requirements of 
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concerning and respecting others’ interests preciously grounded in the religious experience of 

Christian love remain. In the second part of reconstruction, the aspect of reason as the 

intellectual ability is reconstructed into the idea of common human reason or rationality. In this 

reconstruction, the content of reason as the intellectual ability is absorbed into the idea of 

common human reason, and its main application in moral reasoning is interpreted as the power 

to be rational. Rawls considers that the power to be reasonable also involves the work of 

common human reason, but I think Rawls is not clear on this part. The point we can sure is that 

the dominant moral power reasonableness represents is moral sentiment. The self-interested 

end of intellectual reason remains to be the end of rationality but with a more positive function 

in moral reasoning. The principles of justice are described as being chosen rationally by the 

participants in the original position although within reasonable constraints. So, rationality is 

constrained by reasonableness in moral reasoning rather than guided by reasonableness like the 

intellectual reason is guided by religious experience in the finite reason. For mature Rawls, 

rational reasoning plays a more significant role in our moral reasoning. 

Rawls’s reconstruction is certainly not like simply “rebuilding blocks,” and it contains a 

progressing understanding of what moral reason is. In this development, the most massive 

breakthrough is about moral sentiment. As I explain previously, during the time before the 

publication of TJ, Rawls did a lot of investigation on moral sentiment or moral feeling with the 

influence from logical positivism and later Wittgenstein. The idea of bound rationality not only 

brings moral sentiment into moral reason but also views it as the dominant power of moral 

reasoning, which constrains our purely rational reasoning. In TJ, Rawls develops a three-stage 

theory of moral sentiment in order to explain what moral sentiment is and how it works. The 

moral sentiment is closely related to love and trust, and it develops in our living and cooperation 

with others. Therefore, although the intellectual ability in both finite rationality and bound 

rationality is limited, but the power which is prior to it is different: in the idea of finite 
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rationality, religious experience; in the idea of bound rationality, moral sentiment. In this sense, 

Rawls rebuilds his understanding of moral reason by adding the new material of moral 

sentiment and removing the religious element. However, the removing of the religious element 

does not like totally cleaning up the religious interpretation on moral reason, but just move the 

religious interpretation of moral reason to the private area or, in his own term, to the 

comprehensive area. Rawls still holds a comprehensive religious interpretation of moral reason, 

which links human moral reason with the moral reason of a moral God, and he believes that 

his assumption of moral reason can also be supported by other religious or non-religious 

interpretations.  

Finally, from this reconstruction with development, we can have a clear view to understand 

how young Rawls’s Christian ethics influences his later thinking on social justice and how the 

child becomes the father of the man in Rawls’s case: historically speaking, the religious, 

particularly Christian, background becomes the cradle of later Rawls’s thinking of justice. 

Rawls leaves traditional Christianity but never gives up religious belief. The reconstruction of 

moral reason is not a denial of Christian idea of finite rationality, rather, it is a critical sublation. 

The idea which mature Rawls negates in finite rationality is that to realize a moral life and 

society we need the guidance from a supernatural being—God, while the idea which mature 

Rawls retains from finite rationality is that the faith of God is meaningful for individual and 

social life, and our intellectual ability should not be the guiding power in morality. The idea 

which mature Rawls replaces for the religious element in finite rationality is that human beings 

are able to realize a moral life and society by a certain application of our own abilities of 

rationality and reasonableness but God is still there. Maybe we can say that, comprehensively 

speaking, for mature Rawls, to practice our moral reason and work for a just society is a kind 

of non-ordinary religious journey and gives us the meaning of living in this world, which is 
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usually the purpose of traditional religion. I think this is why Rawls relates the meaning of life 

with the possibility of just society based on human moral powers in The Law of Peoples: 

“If a reasonably just society of Peoples whose member subordinate their power to 

reasonable aims is not possible, and human beings are largely amoral, if not incurably 

cynical and self-centered, one might ask, with Kant, whether it is worthwhile for human 

beings to live on the earth.”588 

5.3 The New Light 

Now, let me return to the crisis of public reason to ask what new light we can obtain from the 

historical interpretation of Rawls’s moral reason to help us reflect on that crisis. I think the new 

light starts from a question: Is the assumption of Rawls’s idea of moral/public reason 

religiously independent? If my interpretation in this dissertation is right, historically speaking, 

the answer is no. 

Here, I must emphasize that, as the title of this dissertation implies, the core argument this 

dissertation tries to justify and claim is about the historical connection of Rawls’s religious 

background and his political philosophy rather than the logical connection. The judgment about 

the logical connection is an unavoidable but incidental issue when we involve mature Rawls’s 

idea of bound rationality. However, I believe that the argument mature Rawls himself wants to 

claim is that the logical connection can be a sufficient one but is not a necessary one, which 

means that his idea of moral/public reason as well as the whole theory of justice as fairness can 

be freestanding from but acceptable by all comprehensive religious doctrines. Religious belief 

is not the necessary foundation of moral reason and justice as fairness, so non-religious 

comprehensive philosophical and moral doctrines can also endorse Rawlsian moral reason and 
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justice as fairness, while, Rawlsian moral reason and justice as fairness can also find their 

support in comprehensive religious doctrines.  

Therefore, what this dissertation aims to conclude is that the case of Rawls gives us an example 

that a person’s early religious experience influences that person’s later thinking. Young 

Rawls’s idea of finite rationality can be viewed as a cradle of later Rawls’s understanding of 

moral reason. It profoundly affects and even shapes later Rawls’s thinking. Based on my 

understanding, two largest legacies are the reserve of religious belief and the limitation to 

reason as intellectual ability in moral reason. In the response of Pogge’s interview in 1993, 

Rawls himself also realises and agrees with the influence from his early religious thinking on 

his work on social justice. The question he fundamentally cares in his later life is still a kind of 

religious question: how individual person can be redeemable? What is more, the short paper 

“On My Religion” shows that Rawls still holds a comprehensive religious belief as the 

foundation of his understanding of moral reason in his later life.  

In addition, for Rawls’s case, his early religious experience is a necessary condition for his 

later understanding of moral reason. It is to say that if Rawls does not grow up in a religious 

context and does not have religious exploration in his early life, his understanding of moral 

reason would be different. Although it is unable to know if Rawls does not live in a Christian 

tradition what kind of assumption of moral reason he will have, historically speaking, it is 

impossible to understand Rawlsian moral reason without considering the religious cause in his 

background. However, saying religious cause is a necessary historical condition of Rawls’s 

final version of moral reason does not mean that religious background is a necessary historical 

condition of accepting mature Rawls’s understanding of moral reason. I believe it is still 

possible for any reader without religious background to accept Rawls’s assumption of moral 

reason and to act with that. This is also what Rawls believes and hopes.  
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If, historically speaking, Rawlsian moral/public reason is influenced and even shaped by its 

religious cradle—Christian idea of finite rationality—where it is born and grows up, can we 

still say that Rawlsian public reason is unfriend to religious doctrines? I think it is hard to keep 

that judgment. Then it may narrow the misunderstanding and raise the possibility of 

reconciliation between the followers of Rawlsian public reason and some strong critics of 

Rawlsian public reason.  

Nevertheless, from a view of comprehensive interpretation of Rawlsian moral reason, even if 

the historical connection is necessary, many critics may still disagree with Rawlsian public 

reason because of its argument with respect to the logically freestanding connection between 

religious belief and moral reason. Although the logical connection, as I said earlier, is not the 

core issue of this dissertation, in the final chapter, I would like to give a brief reflection on this 

comparatively more complex and tougher issue. It is to think about the possibility of a religious 

theory of justice—a theoretical hypothesis which is from a constructive approach to challenge 

the argument of logical independence between moral reason and religious belief. I ask, on 

theory, what kind of questions we must solve if we want to justify that the necessary connection 

of religious belief and moral reason is true, and a religious theory of justice is possible. 

However, please note that by nature it is merely a preliminary reflection within the reflective 

interpretation rather than a mature research proposal. It is merely about the basic questions of 

a possible religious theory of justice and does not guarantee that this approach is workable and 

those basic questions finally can be solved. It also does not aim to reply or develop any existing 

religious theories of social justice if there are. On another hand, it is for fulfilling the 

methodology of this dissertation: by a reflection relating to the author’s idea, we may get a 

better understanding of the author.  
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5.4 Reflection: The Basic Questions of a Religious Theory of Justice 

Mature Rawls’s religious attitude could be shared by many modern people who are tired of or 

suspicious about traditional religions, such as Christianity, Islam, Judaism, et cetera., which 

preach diverse comprehensive religious doctrines, creeds and theologies, but are not willing to 

abandon religion totally by whatever reason. They hold a general religious feeling and broad 

concept of God, or even have some kind of theology like Rawls’s. However, they refuse to 

accept traditional religious teachings and concepts of God. The rationale could be different but 

some of them I believe are like Rawls whose worries come from morality. They cannot accept 

a God who will allow what they believe are morally evil deeds and cannot accept the religion 

which tries to justify that “immoral” God. Thus, for them, God must be a moral God and 

religion must rely on moral teaching.  

Triggered by mature Rawls’s religious and philosophical understanding of moral reason, this 

reflection concerns the possibility of a religious conception of justice. Along with young 

Rawls’s religious faith and a general observation about the current intellectual background of 

this possibility, it tries to answer: what are the basic questions of a religious theory of justice? 

There will be three questions discussed below, which I think are the fundamental issues a 

workable religious theory of justice must solve.  

5.4.1 What is the Concept of God?  

Probably since the appearance of the concept of God in the human language, the puzzlement 

about its meaning has been along with any expression and interpretation of who God is. In the 

modern age, we certainly do not feel strange about these expressions: God is dead, God is an 

illusion, God is a meaningless word, et cetera.589 The world is on the way to be “disenchanted” 

                                                             
589 Certainly, the word—God in these judgments may mean different things. 
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(In Max Weber’s term), and the concept of God which should be the largest symbol of the 

“enchantment” in the ex-modern age is fading in the current philosophical investigation on the 

political issues. In other words, there is a strong tendency to avoid the word—God. 

Rawls, surprisingly, is one of a few modern political philosophers who remain to have religious 

sentiment and even some kind of religious theory, which is to say he still uses the concept of 

God and takes religion seriously when religious language is dying away speedily in the modern 

academic exploration of what the standard of right is. The concept of God young Rawls accepts 

is a traditional Christian God—Trinity God—who incarnates into the world as the Bible reveals. 

In the senior thesis, what Rawls stresses is the communal nature of God: a unity of the Son, the 

Father and the Holy Spirit, and human beings as the images of Trinity God are naturally 

communal beings. In young Rawls’s faith, living in community with God and others is the core 

meaning of being moral for both individuals and society. In contrast, mature Rawls’s concept 

of God is different from young Rawls’s Christian God, and he even rejects his early 

understanding of the Christian God as incorrect since in mature Rawls’s eye, the traditional 

Christian God is not a moral God, and Christianity is not a moral religion. As a result, mature 

Rawls’s God is stressed as a moral God whose intentions are guided by the moral reason. In 

other words, God’s will is subordinate to God’s reason on moral and political values. It is like 

a God within the limitation of reason, but the reason restricting God’s intentions is not equal 

to God’s intellectual ability. The conception of moral reason in mature Rawls’s understanding 

involves moral sentiment and is dominated by that. Besides the moral character of God, mature 

Rawls’s conception of God is not very clear. It probably still contains the characters of 

omnipotence and omniscience, but this God is not the Trinity God revealed in traditional 

Christianity or is much broader than traditional Christian concept of God. 

It is fair to say that neither young nor mature Rawls develops a precise concept of God 

persuasive enough to save God from “death,” to reveal the existence of God or to clarify the 
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meaning of God, and possibly neither of them does aim to do that: for young Rawls, the concept 

of God is already given, and for mature Rawls, the concept of God does not necessarily affect 

the possibility of a political concept of justice. However, as the fundamental concept of a 

possible religious theory of justice, the concept of God must be clarified, maybe not by the way 

of definition, but by the way of describing the core features of God. We may re-examine the 

usages of the term—God in some representative writings which have either positive or negative 

description of God by a reflective interpretation to find out if there are some features about 

God that they all can endorse. So, the first basic question of a religious theory of justice can 

also be understood as: what is, using Rawls’s term, the overlapping consensus on the core 

features about the concept of God? 

5.4.2 What is the Role of God in Moral Reason and Political Reason?  

The second question concerns with the tri-angle relationship among God, moral reason and 

political reason, and in this process, the meanings of moral reason and political reason also 

need to be clarified. Without any doubt, a religious theory of justice in its very nature needs to 

explain the necessary relationship of God with both the moral reason and political reason. 

Nevertheless, along with the increasing puzzlement about the concept of God, the belief on this 

necessary relationship, which traditionally relies on moral theology and political theology, is 

dying very fast in modern age. Furthermore, the necessary connection between the moral and 

the political, or particularly, on the connection between morality and law given legal institution 

is the main part of the political institution faces strong challenge. In other words, there is a 

tendency of separation on the tri-angle relationship among God, moral reason and political 

reason. And I think the separation argument is already very popular in modern moral, political 

and legal philosophy, although the works of “rescue” from diverse methods always exist.590  

                                                             
590 Hart’s Jurisprudence is a good example of the separation argument. For the non-separation arguments, Rawls, 
Dworkin, George, Finnis, Devlin’s theories should be good examples.  
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Young Rawls’s senior thesis is a work in theological ethics, which means it is a traditional 

justification of God’s role in moral reason. Religion and ethics cannot be separated from each 

other. In young Rawls’s understanding, there are two aspects in moral reason: one is reason as 

the intellectual ability; another is the religious experience of faith which involves the power of 

God. They work together in morality by the way of religious experience leading human 

intellectual ability. So, for young Rawls, living in a moral life as well as realizing a moral 

society are not the work merely done by human reason as the intellectual ability; rather, it is 

done in the guidance of God. Human reason is for the service of faith, although it is significant 

and cannot be degraded in the salvation of both the individual and society. Moreover, there is 

no clear separation between the moral and the political in young Rawls’s senior thesis. 

Considering his intellectual background, young Rawls possibly would agree that the political 

belongs to the moral. The political institution is built on and for moral beliefs, and finally 

Christian faith.  

Mature Rawls also does not keep silence on this question if we refer to his comprehensive 

doctrines, but he does separate God from his understanding of moral reason in the theory of 

justice. The origin of moral reason is not the concern of justice as fairness. In this sense, we 

can say Rawls is religious but his theory of justice is not. Although Rawls’s assumption of 

moral reason evolves with time, it always contains two powers: to be rational and to be 

reasonable. In the political liberalism, rationality is the ability to construct and practice personal 

theory of good. It is the pure usage of our intellectual ability for the purpose of individual 

interest. By contrast, reasonableness is the ability to consider others’ interests and respect 

others’ different beliefs fairly. Its dominant power is our moral sentiment though it also 

involves the intellectual power, and it aims at equality and reciprocity. The construction of a 

political conception of justice is the cooperation of both moral powers within the political 
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limitations, and by the way of reasonableness restricting rationality. It is to say that the political 

reason is merely a special part of the moral reason and still belongs to the moral reason. 

However, Rawls does separate the moral from the comprehensive moral. As a part of the moral, 

the political is freestanding from the comprehensive moral doctrines. So, political institutions 

are nonreligious but the private beliefs of the persons living in these institutions can still be 

religious. Rawls is religious in this sense. Then in his own comprehensive religious belief, 

moral reason has divine origin. Nevertheless, he believes that human moral reason is 

autonomous from God’s moral reason, and the existence of God does not matter with the 

essential canon of human moral reason.  

If we see through a view of comprehensive interpretation, both young and mature Rawls’s 

understandings include a positive answer on the second question. However, neither of them 

satisfies the requirement of being the core argument of a workable religious theory of justice. 

Young Rawls’s vision is too narrow to consider enough possible answers, although he shows 

us a great view on religious experience which could be the line connecting God and human 

moral reason. Mature Rawls’s view is certainly not a complete theory of the connection 

between God’s moral reason and human moral reason. But, his idea of moral reason is quite 

inspiring. His interpretation of moral reason as a combination of reasonableness and rationality 

within the structure of reasonableness restricting our pure rationality in moral and political 

reasoning could be a profound assumption about human moral psychology. It means that moral 

reason is not intellectual reason alone, not feelings alone, not a kind of middle way or balance 

of them. Rather, it is a cooperation of the intellectual ability and the moral sentiment within 

certain order. It uncovers the bright part and the great moral potential in human nature. It also 

shows a realistic hope for both individual and social salvation in this world. However, the 

separation between the moral and the comprehensive moral in mature Rawls’s idea is not 

precise. He does not pour enough ink on this issue. Especially, Rawls does not explain what 
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the moral God will do when our moral reason does not function in the right or best way, for 

example, it does not function stably, or what we should do when it happens (assume it will). 

So, Rawls’s religious view on moral reason needs to be developed and possibly reconstructed. 

We may need to reflect on the meanings of the moral reason as well as the political reason to 

see if there is a necessary connection with God, and also, we may need to reinterpret our moral 

powers beyond Rawls’s version to meet our religious ability if there is. Thus, the solution of 

the second question would mainly be an interpretation of the meanings of our moral reason and 

political reason.  

5.4.3 What is a Religious Conception of Social Justice? 

The last mission of a religious theory of social justice is to work out a religious conception of 

justice which should contain the fundamental principles of justice, and its general application 

on the basic social structure. However, the same like the first two questions, the voice on this 

issue is also getting lower although, as I introduced in Chapter 4, nowadays, there are appearing 

discussions about the religious foundation of moral and political values such as Dworkin and 

Nagel’s arguments, which rely on a very broad understanding of religion and separate religion 

from God. However, this kind of argument belongs to the minority, and the necessity of the 

division between religion and theism still needs to be tested. Thus, generally speaking, religion 

seems to have a dispensable role in a just society, and modern moral and political thinkers 

incline to keep silent on this question. Because of this, the writings and discussions supporting 

religion in current political and legal philosophy is increasingly permeated with only a 

justification for the reasonableness of religion in the language of non-religious political and 

legal philosophy. However, justification is not the best solution. A religious theory of justice 

needs to construct its own system of language.  
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Let us turn our eyes to Rawls. Unfortunately, neither young nor mature Rawls works on this 

way. The concern of young Rawls’s senior thesis is a specific question about the meanings of 

sin and faith, although it does imply some ideas of a religious theory of justice, for example, 

he refuses the theory of social contract and seems to preach a social institution based on 

Christian faith. However, young Rawls’s religious ideas of social justice is crude and far from 

mature. Later Rawls theory of justice is separated from religious motivation, though in Rawls’s 

comprehensive belief, it is like under religious influence. But some of Rawls’s ideas, for 

example, the priority of liberty, the emphasis on fairness, the burden of judgment, the Maximin 

rule (a view from the weakest part in a society) et cetera, could be transferred into a religious 

theory of social justice. What is more, Rawls’s constructive discussions on economic institution 

remind the religious theory of social justice an unavoidable topic.  

The last mission calls for a religious construction of social justice, rather than merely a critique 

of the non-religious politics or a simple justification of religious views in the political 

discussion. As Rawls’s justice as fairness, a religious theory of justice must explain its 

connection with modern free market economy and reason out the basic principles of a just 

economic institution. Furthermore, it also must explain how a religious social institution deals 

with natural science and what the right institution for the development of natural science is 

without cutting off its creativity. And also, we may also need to touch the international 

relationship among peoples: the justice of international society. It will be a huge work, and its 

possibility will largely depend on the works of the first two questions, especially the first one 

on the concept of God, but it is an unavoidable challenge to a religious theory of justice in 

modern age.  
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5.5 Last Words 

Now, this dissertation comes to an end. It is like I am turning and walking away from the 

building of Rawls’s political philosophy to other magnificent buildings in the city of knowledge. 

However, before I leave, I want to close it with a brief comment on what I have seen and 

investigated. As I said at the very beginning of this dissertation that my mission is to reveal a 

significant part on the building of Rawls’s political philosophy, which is discussed later as 

Rawls’s understanding of moral reason. After such a period of investigation, I find that, 

generally speaking, this part is spread in many places, dynamic in time and incomplete. 

Rawls does not write a monograph or paper merely talking about his idea of moral reason. His 

discussions regarding moral reason can be found in many places across his writings, for 

example, in the last part of TJ, the Lecture II and VI of PL, “The Idea of Public Reason 

Revisited” published with The Law of Peoples, and the Part III and V of JFR. I think if Rawls 

decides to do his favorite work of moral psychology after the publication of TJ rather than to 

develop the whole theory of justice as fairness, he probably would write on his assumption of 

moral reason which plays such a significant role in his conception of social justice. However, 

the reality is that he does not. Therefore, we have to investigate in all the possible places to 

find out all the pieces—logical and historical—of Rawls’s understanding of moral reason and 

combine them together.  

In addition, the historical study shows that Rawls’s understanding of moral reason also changes 

in time. The last version we see has been revised and repaired several times. Although 

continuities can still be easily recognized, there do have obvious discontinuities between his 

early understanding in the undergraduate stage and his later understanding in justice as fairness, 

the core of which, I think, is about the stance of religious belief behind them. What is more, 

even during his later study of social justice, his understanding is not fixed once for all. The 
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largest change happens at his transformation to political liberalism, which adds respecting 

pluralism or the burden of judgement to the meaning of to be reasonable and so leads to a more 

moderate version of moral reason. And to the period of The Law of Peoples, he additionally 

develops an international part of moral reason for global justice. Rawls’s motivation behind 

these changes I guess is to allow his justice as fairness to respect and tolerate more persons 

who may hold, in his own words, very different comprehensive doctrines, at the same time, to 

improve the possibility of its being realized in the modern plural world. But can these changes 

successfully fulfill this goal? I am still not sure about the answer, but the point I want to say is 

that Rawls’s interpretation of moral reason may need further development because the picture 

of Rawls’s understanding of moral reason I find is incomplete.  

There are mainly three parts I think Rawls does not finish. First, the part regarding the relation 

between religion and moral reason. We are sure that Rawls takes religion seriously and always 

holds some kind of religious belief but, comparatively, his discussion on religion is little. There 

are many questions left to be answered especially about the details regarding Rawls’s 

comprehensive religious understanding of moral reason. Second, the part about the application 

of moral reason in other moral virtues, in other word, a general theory of moral reason. Rawls’s 

application of moral reason is limited to social justice, and so it is mainly the political use of 

moral reason. Although, sometimes he talks about moral reason generally, that is only for the 

interpretation of its application for social justice. Third, the part referring to the structure of 

moral reason. Rawls does not explicitly and detailly describe how the rationality and 

reasonableness cooperate together in the priority of reasonableness. He also does not explain 

how our intellectual ability works in the power of to be reasonable which should be dominated 

by the power of moral sentiment. Rawls wants the readers to understand it through his usage, 

but I do not think his application is enough for us to get his whole point. Maybe the discovery 

of all these gaps is just because my view on the building of Rawls’s political philosophy is not 
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close enough or does not stay long enough, or maybe Rawls himself really does not finish all 

these parts. All of these questions require the journey in the city of knowledge to continue. 
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Appendix 

Young Rawls’s expressions about reason in the senior thesis: 

Reason  

① It seems that every theology and every philosophy proceeds to investigate experience with 

certain fundamental presuppositions. If the presuppositions appear reasonable, then the basis 

of the philosophy or theology is sound, but if the presuppositions are invalid, then the view 

presented would appear to fall to the ground. (p. 110)591 

② First of all, what is man? We believe that man is a communal being and thereby possesses 

personality. The distinctive thing about man is not his reason, not his appreciation of beauty, 

not his various powers; no, man’s distinctiveness from other worldly creatures is that he was 

made for community and that he is personality necessarily related to community. (p. 121) 

③ As Brunner puts it: “the distinctively human element is not freedom, not intellectual 

creative power, not reason. these are rather the conditions of realization of man’s real human 

existence, which consists in love. they do not contain their own meaning, but their meaning is 

love, true community.” (p. 192-193) 

④ Therefore by reason man can know very little about God. (p. 224) 

⑤ We think that the identification of conversation with mysticism is unfortunate, and that 

there is nothing mystical about conversion. Although it is an intense experience, it is not one 

which defies reason. (p. 232) 

⑥ Reason cannot tell us whether God is Creator, Eternal, all-powerful and so forth. But He 

himself can tell us. (p. 242) 

                                                             
591 In this appendix, the pages all belong to the book—Rawls, A brief inquiry into the meaning of sin and faith, 

with “on my religion.” 
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⑦ If God speaks to one out of the heavens as He spoke to Paul, one will know more about 

Him than reason can say. Not that we want to disparage reason, but reason, unless guided by 

faith, is a poor leader. (p. 243) 

Rational  

① It is far more adequate to explain the dualism in this fashion than to explain it in terms of 

mind and body, spirit and matter, rational and irrational, and so forth. (p. 118-119) 

② The second sort of appetitions are “rational” appetitions: the desire and longing for truth, 

for coherence, or for necessity in the interpretation of experience…if the situation is as the 

pragmatists says it is, then pure “rational” appetitions do not exist…if the pragmatist is right, 

then there are no “rational” appetitions as such…when thought seeks its own object, there is a 

pure “rational” appetition. (p. 181) 

③ Rational and aesthetic appetitions complete the development of the natural man. (p. 183) 

④ As we stated in our introductory chapter, the distinctive thing about man is not that he is 

rational, not that he can appreciate beauty, but that he is a responsible being, a being made for 

community and fellowship with his fellow men, with all the company of heaven, and finally 

with God himself. (p. 192) 

⑤ Therefore, “rational theology” cannot separate itself from the Revelation of the Word. (p. 

242) 

⑥ Thus, if one views Christian love in its proper experiential, rational, and theological 

context, then one will see that it is not what many people think it is. (p. 251) 
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